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Serving Murray and Calloway County since 1879

Booth named to MSU provost position
By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Time. Staff Writer

Last week, the Murray State
University Board of Regents
approved next year's salary for
Acting President Dr. James Booth
without formally giving him a job.
Saturday, the board corrected
that oversight, naming the 49-yearold administrator provost and vice
president for academic and student
affairs.
The announcement comes after

Partly cloudy
Tonight: Partly cloudy. Low
in the lower 60s. Southeast
wind 5 to 10 mph.
Tuesday: Partly sunny. A 40
percent chance of thundershowers. High in the lower
80s.

the board approved a restructuring
for the university's administration
which will do away with two the
school's four vice presidents and
adopt a provost system. The
restructuring will take place July 1.
Booth's new role as provost will
allow incoming president Dr.
Ronald Kurth to be free to work
more on public relations and outside concerns at the university,
according to the board.
Kurth, currently president of the
Naval War College in Newport,

R.I., is expected to arrive on campus around July 25.
"I think that given the way that
Kurth's role is being defined, this
(provost system) is the best possible alternative," Booth said.
Booth said his duties as acting
president will change considerably
in the move to provost but it's a
move he is excited about, especially with the additional duties in the
student development area of the
university.
"I've always been student-

MSU graduates
urged to stay
in contact with
college friends

MANILA, Philippines — Negotiators began talks today on the
future of U.S. military bases in this country, a day after suspected
Communist guerrillas shot and killed two American servicemen near
one of the installations.
WASHINGTON — The politically charged issue of flag burning is
again before the Supreme Court as the justices hold an extraordinary
session to study a federal law intended to protect Old Glory's "physical integrity."
WASHINGTON — White House Chief of Staff John Sununu says
tax increases are "a possibility but no certainty" in the budget deal the
Bush administration is trying to strike with leaders of Congress.
WASHINGTON — A presidential commission on terrorism is
expected to call for changes in federal aviation security operations
without laying blame for the bombing of Pan Am Flight 103.
EAST BERLIN — Politicians were moving to take over the process
of unifying Germany this week after a group of technical experts found
only limited success in meshing the economies of two very different
nations.
BOSTON — The collapse of the "Massachusetts miracle" touted
by Michael Dukakis in his failed 1988 presidential campaign is giving
Republicans their best hope in years to take the governor's office.

FRANKFORT — Dyes and chlorides from the Union Underwear
plant would be injected deep into the ground instead of dumped into
Lake Cumberland under an alternative plan proposed by a geologist.
FRANKFORT — The majority of the challengers running against
Kentucky legislators who voted for increased taxes to help pay for education reform are trying to take political advantage of the situation.
FRANKFORT — Hunter Hay has some advice for counties planning on building a bigger jail in hopes of cashing in on Kentucky's
overcrowding problem: look before you leap.

James Booth, acting president of Murray State University, addresses 1990 graduates at commencement ceremonies in Racer Arena Saturday. Marcia Ford (below left) was named Outstanding Senior
Woman. Eddie Allen (below right) was named Outstanding Senior Man.

DUBLIN, Ohio — Greg Norman, who had two recent titles
snatched from his grasp by last-hole heroics, was given one Sunday by
a last-round rain-out at The Memorial. Norman had a 54-hole total of
even-par 216 total on the Muirfield Village Golf Club course.
INDIANAPOLIS — Emerson Fittipaldi won the provisional pole
for the Indianapolis 500, but must wait until Saturday before knowing
whether he'll start from the coveted spot. Fittipaldi, the defending
champion, traveled four laps around the 2% -mile oval in an average
speed of 225.301 mph, surpassing the mark of teammate Rick Mears
(223.885 mph).
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Graduates at Murray State University in the 67th annual spring
commencement exercises on Saturday were urged to stay in contact
with friends, to be proud of the
education they received and to use
that education to achieve their
dreams and goals.
Offering that advice were classmates Eddie Allen of Fancy Farm
and Marcia Ford of Murray, the
1990 Outstanding Senior Man and
Woman, before degrees were conferred on 1,233 from the 1989 summer, mid-year and 1990 spring
classes.
Allen said the friends he made
while a student at Murray State is
what he will cherish most. "While
attending Murray State we have
come in contact with people who
have made significant impressions
on us," he said.
He urged his classmates to stay
in close contact with those students, faculty and staff who
became special friends.
"Each of us has made a special
friend or friends that we wish to
keep in touch with forever, and I
urge you to do so," he said. "For it
is a rare and special thing to find a
friend who will remain a friend
forever."
Miss Ford told her classmates to
proud of the education they
received at Murray State and
assured them they are well pre-

Reward offered
in connection
with rack theft
A reward of $300 is being
offered for the arrest and conviction of the person(s) responsible for the disappearance of a
newspaper rack from the front
of the Ledger & Times' office
building, according to General
Manager Ted Delaney.
The rack was taken sometime
Saturday night, Delaney said.
Anyone with information
should contact Delaney at (502)
753-1916 or local law enforcement authorities.

WASHINGTON — Business
inventories were unchanged in
March after advancing during
the two previous three months,
the government has reported,
while sales rose 0.6 percent for
their third consecutive gain.
The Commerce Department
said inventories on shelves and
backlots totaled a seasonally
adjusted $794.0 billion after rising a revised 0.4 percent in
February and 0.3 percent in
January.

INDEX

oriented," he said. "It's my first
love. I feel comfortable with ii"
Booth has served during the past
year as acting president and vice
president for academic affairs.
The board has yet to fill the second vice president position which
will combine the current offices of
vice president for university relations and development and finance
and administrative services.
The board did not give Booth the

I

Judge !Defuses to acquit Burnette and co-defendants
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — A judge
today refused to acquit Agriculture
Commissioner Ward "Butch" Burnctte and three co-defendants on
theft and complicity charges.
A jury should decide whether the
defendants stole from the state
though allegedly illegal
two charter airplane trips, Franklin
Circuit fudge William L. Graham
said.

The case involves charter flights
taken Dec. 14-15, 1987, by Burnette and three others. The state ultimately paid the $5,400 cost of the
flight, although Burnette did not
take office as agricallture commissioner until January 1988.
Bumette is on trial with J.D.
Wolf, his deputy at the Department
of Agriculture; Bruce Harper, who
-Aves.Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's personal farm manager, and John Kelly, who was a Wilkinson campaign
aide and Finance Cabinet

employee.
Burnette, Wolf and Harper took
the flights to Chicago and
Washington, D.C., with Harold
Duckworth, a Cynthiana farmer
and businessman. Harper allegedly
arranged ..the flights, which were
booked through the air charier
company owned by Wilkinson.
Kelly allegedly helped disguise the
bills to make it appear they
occurred after Burnette took office.
Defense attorneys claimed that
Burnette and the others were

entitled —to- a 'directed verdict of
acquittal from Graham. They said
the indictment was defective
because the state paid for the
flights months later, but the indictment alleged wrongdoing only on
dates in December 1987.
"There ma'y have been a crime
committed here," said Tim
McCall, the attorney for Harper.
"But they have not been charged
with the proper Crime.”
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Memorial Week
set aside to honor
police officers

MONDAY, MAY 14, 1990

Speculation continues over'remains' offamed explorer

By BERRY CRAIG
Peace Officers Memorial Week For TM Associated Press
has been set for observation in
Murray May 13-18 as designated
WICKLIFFE, Ky. — "The
by a proclamation signed by Mayor handle of the sword is of pure gold,
Bill Cherry May 8.
at the top of which is a large diaAccording to Murray Police
mond clustered around with rubies.
Officer Ken Claud, president of the
On the handle is the name, 'Herlocal chapter of Fraternal Order of nando De Soto.—
Police,"No formal ceremonies will
So the old St. Louis Globebe in Murray although memorial
Democrat reported in 1981.
services will be in Washington and
According to the newspaper, the
Frankfort."
"Police officers have been killed
or disabled while in the line of
duty, protecting the citizens of this
country," Claud said. "This week is
set aside in rememberance of these
(Cont'd from page 1)
officers and their survivors4
"We hope the citizens of Murray
title during its last meeting because
will put aside a moment to think
it was unsure whether or nOt a
about the police officers who have
search was necessary to fill the
died while on duty as well as the
post, according to Booth. It was
active police officers in Murray
later determined by university
who are often at risk while per- attorney James
Overby that no
forming their duties," Claud said. search was
necessary.
"Twenty-three sworn police
The board also re-elected Kerry
officers are on active duty with the
Harvey as its chairman and Faculty
Murray Police Department with
Regent Dr. James Hammack as
more than 500,000 nationwide," he
vice-chairman. Sandra Rogers was
said.
also re-elected secretary.

Booth...

I-

.
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remains Of the lamed lbut century
Spanish explorer were unearthed at
the site of Fort Jefferson.
Nobody knows exactly where De
Soto was buried. But it probably
wasn't Wickliffe, an old Mississippi River town and the Ballard
County seat.
Murray State University anthr6pologist Kit Wester has been
known to show off the newspaper
clipping, but doubts the dusty old
bones were De Soto's. Historians

Each of the three officers will
serve one-year terms.
The board also:
• formally approved the appointment of Mark Hunt as director of
the National Scouting Museum of
the Boy Scouts of America.
• approved a $62,500 contract for
MSU basketball coach Steve
Newton.
• announced a. new program
which will provide $30,000 for
minority student scholarships for
students who have successfully
completed two semesters at MSU.

say De Soto died in 1542, most
likely in Louisiana.
"Still, it's a fascinating story —
unbelievable but fascinating," said
Wester, director of Murray State's
Wickliffe Mounds, a prehistoric
Indian village and burial site.
Few in Wickliffe have never
heard the story. Apparently nobody
knows what happened to the body.
Was the discovery a hoax? "Who
knows?" Wester said.

• named Dr. Garth Petrie as
chairman of the Department of
Educatonal Leadership and
Counseling, James Vaughan as
assistant dean, of the College of
Industry and iNcluiology and Dr.
Roger Reichm4 as acting assistant dean of the College of Fine
Arts and Communication, all effective July 1.
• approved a two-year cooperative student/faculty/staff exchange
agreement with Lincoln International Business School in Paris,
France.

•
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A New York state resident suffered minor injuries Saturday in a
two-car mishap in the Central Center Parking Lot, according to a
report from the Murray Police
Deparunent.
Michelle Just, 22, of Nanuet,
New York, was treated at the scene
for minor head injuries after her
car collided with another driven by
Lonnie Puckett, 49, of Ledbetter.
Police said Puckett was southbound in the parking and Just was
entering the parking lot around
3:50 p.m. when the accident
occurred.
Puckett was not reported injured.
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New York woman
injured in parking
lot accident
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SELECT ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR

(Coned from page 1)
pared to face the future.
"Never doubt the quality of education you received. Murray State
is one of the best regional schools
in the country," she said. "It is
important to remember that no goal
is unattainable, and the education
you received at Murray State has
prepared you well to attempt and
succeed in anything you desire."
She also asked her classmates to
do three things; "Define and set
goals, decide what you have to do

Others have claimed they found
De Soto's lost grave elsewhere on
the Mississippi. But the Wickliffe
story was a well traveled one, if
Wester's clipping is any indication.
Dated April 4, 1891, it's from the
Montreal River Miner.
The clipping said a Globe Democrat correspondent told the
world that "Fort Jefferson has the
honor of his (De Soto's) grave." A
worker excavating at the fort acciand
dent found the sword, rusty body
4iveittu—"rk
p; get involv
o dit,
ed in the
armor and bones, according to the ntiatili
clipping. He thought he had dug events at your workplace and in
your community; and always take
into an Indian mound.
time
out to enjoy what you're
Townsfolk first heard the body
doing."
was of a soldier from the American
a cum laude graduate, will
Revolution or the Civil War. Gen.
begin graduate studies at Murray
George Rogers Clark built a RevoState University this fall. He is the
lutionary War fort on the river. The
son of Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Allen.
spot was a Yankee strong point in
A magna cum laude graduate,
the 1860s. The Fort Jefferson site
Miss Ford will begin work on a
is on a hill on U.S. 51 just south of
master's degree in industrial/
Wickliffe.
organizational psychology at
The worker also dug up a steel
Southern Illinois University at
breastplate and helmet, the clipping
Edwardsville in the fall. She is the
said. "These were almost eaten up
daughter of Milous H. Ford and the
with rust and through the holes of
late Suzanne Ford.
the helmet could be seen the gray
The honor students shared the
bones of a fast-decaying skull."
podium with university acting presReportedly, the sword was ident,
Dr. James Booth, who coninscribed with De Soto's coat of
ferred
the degrees.
arms, which showed a spring flowPhillip
G. Billington of Murray,
ing from a hillside. According to
the clipping, the sword handle had Jane H. Humphrey of Kevil and•-"•
a Latin motto: "The Spring of Zachary R. Townsend of Dixon
were recognized as the top students
Youth."
in the class with perfect 4.00
"These few bones and impleacademic standings.
ments of war are no doubt all that
Arnong other top studnets in the
remains of the great De Soto, who,
graudation class were: Mans
believing that somewhere in the
New World was a spring which Theresa McManus Blount of Fort
Cmapbell with a 3.98 grade-point
bestowed on any person who bathaverage, and Amy Diane Case of
ed in its crystal waters perpetual
Owensboro, Douglas Lee Holt of
youth," the clipping said. HistoPaducah, Katheleen Susan Hruska
rians say it was Ponce De Leon,
another Spanish explorer, who of Louisville, Patricia Gail Wilson
Puryear of Mayfield and Todd 0.
sought the mythical fountain of
Ross of Murray, all with 3.97
youth.
standings.
De Soto's soldiers supposedly
Special recognition was given to
buried him in secret to keep his
six faculty members chosen as recibody from the Indians, who made
several attacks on them in 1539-42 pients of Regents Awards for
Teaching Excellence. One from
as they marched across the southeach college was presented at
east and crossed the Mississippi.
"But there is no evidence De Soto $1,000 cash award by Kerry
Harvey of Benton, chairman of the
came anywhere close to Wicklifboard
of regents.
fe," Wester said.
Recipients were: Dr. Robert A.
Seay, associate professor of
accounting, College of Business
and Public Affairs; Dr. Marilyn T.
Condon, proessor of special education, College of Education; Jerry B.
Speight, associate professor of art,
College of fine Arts and Communication; Suzanne M. Keeslar, assistant professor of French, College of
Humanistic Studies; Dr. Bert A.
Siebold, associate professor of
industrial education and technology, College of Industry and Technology; and Dr. Louis M. Beyer,
professor of physics, College of
Science.

MIXED BLUES® CASUAL WEAR
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MSU graduates...

plan
Jan.

(Cont'd from page 1)
Franklin Commonwealth's Attorney Morris Burton said the flights
were the beginnings of the course
of deceitful conduct, and the state
ultimately paid the $5,400 because
of the alleged deception.
"The intent was formed at the
time the flights or taken," Burton
said.
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Overcoming childhood deprivations
In studies of children from deprived backgrounds, certain risk factors
turn out to be common among children who develop behavioral
problems lasting into adulthood. But there are specific kinds of help
that have been found especially effective in helping these children turn
out well as adults.

Risk factors

Set
do

Helpful interventions

•Serious Ilk
early
reading
problems

the
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•A parent,
teacher or
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•Early tutoring for reading
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other
emotional
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•School
programs
that
teach
problemsolving skills, allow children
to share feelings

•Being the classroom bully
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•Lack of someone to give the
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•Confidencebuilding
programs
such as
scouting, and
home and school
responsibilities

Education-reform law
includes bold steps on
health and social care
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky's new education-reform law
includes bold steps on health and
social care that take effect in the
fall of 1991.
Many schools, in effect, will
offer clinics as well as classrooms,
day care as well as detention hall,
crisis intervention as well as
calculus.
Those provisions, which drew
little debate in the 1990 General
Assembly, has sparked some concern that the schools' new mission
will distract from their old one, of
educating children. But advocates
say those two missions are really
one.
"If a child is hungry, or if a
child is sick or otherwise unhealthy
— if a child can't hear or can't see
or has an abscessed tooth ... the
child can't learn," said educational
consultant David Hornbeck, the
provision's architect.
At schools where at least onefifth of the students qualify for free
lunches, the provision requires the
establishment, in or near the
school, of one of two types of
centers.
Elementary schools will have
"family resource centers" that will
serve parents as well as children,
including those who are still years
from entering kindergarten — or
still in the womb.
Services will include year-round
care for needy children between the
ages of 2 and 12, and health care
and literacy programs for the entire
faniily. Expectant and new parents
will get advice on child development, and day-care providers can
receive training.
Middle and high schools will
establish "youth services centers"
to offer teen-age students a wide
range of counseling — about drugs,
alcohol, family crises, mental
health — and job training and
placement services. They will also
make health-care referrals.
A task force to be appointed by
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson will iron
out the details, framing a five-year
plan for both types of centers by
Jan. 1.
Districts with eligible schools
will seek grants from the state
Cabinet for Human Resources,
which will oversee the program.
The grants will specify how each
center will be run, and by whom.
Many school districts probably will
contract with local agencies, such
as county health departments.
The experience of social-service
programs in other states, and of
Head Start and other established
preschool programs, shows that
broad-based services to poor children increase their chances of succeeding in school.
But no other state has tried to
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make such services so widely
available through schools. And a
host of questions remains
unanswered:
Will available state money be
enough? Who will have final
authority over the centers, school
officials or health officials?
And will school principals
embrace the new responsibility, or
shun it?
Some foes of the concept say
resistance is not only predictable,
but justifiable. One is Rep. Bob
Heleringer, R-Louisville, who successfully introduced an amendment
to limit the centers' scope.
The centers smack of "cradle-tograve" state services "that ought
to be provided by the family," said
Heleringer, who voted against the
reform bill.
But proponents of the centers
say it's high time to face the fact
that the family isn't what it used to
be.
They say the increase of twoworker and single-parent families
means children get less nurturing
— and show up at school illprepared to learn.
Schools can't succeed without
taking up the slack, they say.
Legislative planners say about
500 of the state's 1,366 public
schools will be eligible for centers,
at an eventual cost of $36 million a
year. The centers will be phased in
over four years. The 1990-92 state
budget allocates $9 million to set
up the first 125 centers.
Kentucky will pay, on average,
$75,000 for each center. Planners
envision that money hiring skeleton
staff: any other funds would have
to come from other sources, such
as Medicaid reimbursements.
Kentucky school officials await
the centers with mixed feelings.
Some are wary of taking on yet
another responsibility.
"The concept (of the centers), I
think, is well taken," said Tom
Swartz, principal of Pikeville High
School. "The problem I have with
it is with schools' having to maintain it and run it.... Principals have
got all they can handle ... just
keeping all the day-to-day operations going."
In Kentucky, Larry Allen, superintendent of the Paducah Independent School District, said he will
apply to open centers in all schools
in the district, where about 30 percent of students receive free
lunches.
"Two years from now, if it
doesn't work, we can go back to
the legislature. But until then, we
owe it to our kids to do the best we
can do for them," he said.
"I think the opportunity for
good far outweighs any problems
that will have to be ironed out."
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TOBACCO INSURANCE
—Reduced Rates—
'Special Discounts For Large Producers
'Call Us For A Quote Today'

- Western Kentucky
Insurance, Inc.
Tony Boyd
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Senators on opposing sides of reform
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The ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON — Kentucky's
U.S. senators engaged in a sparring
match as debate began on the politically charged issue of reforming
the campaign-finance system, with
each lawmaker reflecting his party's view.
Democrat Wendell Ford called
for spending limits for Senate candidates, saying ."there. can be no ,
real reform without spending
limits."
In a floor speech Friday, Ford
said the current "money chase"
for contributions diverts senators
from their official duties and
increases "the danger of real and
perceived conflicts of interest."
Ford helped write the Democratic proposal as chairman of the
Rules Committee, which is responsible for campaign -related
legislation.
Republican Mitch McConnell
countered that spending limits are
opposed by many academic experts
and wouldn't result in true reform.
What's important is where a candidate gets his campaign funds, not
how much he spends, McConnell
said.
McConnell, who is managing the
floor fight for his party, kicked off
the Republican side of the debate
with his speech Friday.
He called the Democrats' proposal "an incumbent-protection
bill," saying spending limits would
prevent a challenger from buying
enough radio and television advertising to defeat an incumbent.
Ford responded that limits would
help challengers by eliminating the
fund-raising advantage normally
claimed by incumbents. In 83
Senate races since 1984, challengers have outspent incumbents only
four times, Ford said.
Spending limits must be voluntary because of constitutional reasons. To encourage Senate candidates to accept them, the Democratic bill would provide those who
did with up to 90 percent public
funding.
McConnell called this an
"attempt to squeeze the private
sector out of the electoral
process."
He said the funds would be better used for deficit reduction, Head
Start programs and other purposes.
The Democratic bill does not
spell out how the public financing

provision would be paid for. But
Ford indicated that the money
would come from voluntary contributions by taxpayers over and
above their required income GIX
payments. He suggested that citizens would be willing to pay the
extra money to improve the system.
Another difference is what sources of private funding should be
allowed.

The Democrats want to prohibit
political action committees from
giving to candidates while letting
them continue contributing to political parties.
McConnell said that is "not real
reform. That's simply laundering
PAC money through the parties."
The Republicans propose eliminating PAC contributions, but Ford
said the GOP plan would let

wealthy individuals give large
amounts.
Under the Republican plan, Ford
noted, an individual could conceivably give $340,000 a year to candidates and federal arid state political parties.
"You can buy four or five
ambassadorships with that," he
said.

clinton man shot
Free commodities Deputies arrest
in legs by unknown to be distributed
Indiana fugitive
Free
government commodities
suspect Sunday
The Calloway County Sheriff's
will be distributed Thursday,
Kentucky State Police are investigating a shooting Sunday that
injured a 25-year-old Clinton man,
according to reports.
Roger Harris, 25, of 213 Waterfield Drive, Clinton, was shot once
in the right ankle and once in the
left calf by an unknown suspect
around 6:30 a.m. with a .22 caliber
rifle, according to police.
Harris was admitted to the Mayfield Community Hospital.
Kentucky State Police and the
Carlisle County Sheriff's office is
investigating the incident.

Two-car accident
injures Evansville
woman,local youth
A two-car accident Saturday sent
a Evansville, Ind. resident and a
Murray youth to the hospital,
according to a report from the Murray Police Department.
Melissa Huck, 21, of Evansville,
Ind., was treated and released at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital for minor head injuries after
another vehicle, driven by Stephanie R. Perry, 28, of Paducah,
crossed into her path on 12 Street
around 4:22 p.m., police said.
Perry was attempting to cross
12th Street at Arcadia Drive and
pulled into the path of Huck's vehicle which was northbound, police
said.
A passenger in the Perry vehicle,
8-year-old Ebony Ballard of Murray, was treated and released from
MCCH for minor head injuries,
police said. Perry was not reported
injured.
Perry was also cited for failure
to produce insurance card, police
said.

GET READY!
Prepare For
Thursday Morning
May 17th - 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.

May
17, at the county road department's
facilities on East Sycamore Street
between the hours of 8 a.m. and
3:30 p.m.
Anyone wishing to obtain these
items should bring proper identification. Persons picking up the
items for another individual, must
bring a signed note of authorization, according to Calloway County
Judge-Executive George Weaks'
office.
It is extremely necessary for
residents to bring with them a bag
or box for carrying the items, a
spokesperson for the program
stated.
The USDA Emergency Food
Assistance Program is available to
all eligible recipients regardless or
race, color, national orgin, sex or
handicap.

Murray Police •
investigating theft
Murray Police are investigating
the theft of four automobile skids
sometime Saturday night, according to a report from the Murray
Police Department.
Cecil Orten, Rt. 2, Murray.
reported to police that someone had
stolen four 10 ft. automobile skids
used with his car hauler sometime
late Saturday night or early Sunday
morning.
Police are investigating the
incident.

Department apprehended an Indiana fugitive wanted for two counts
of burglary Friday, according to a
report.
David McGill, 23, of Valparaiso,
Ind., is being held without bond in
the Calloway County Jail after
sheriff deputies arrested him at his
home in Dexter around 11:30 p.m.,
according to Sheriff J. D. Williams.
McGill faces two counts of burglary and failure to appear in the
Porter County Circuit Court in
Indiana, Williams said.

Sheriffs Dept.
investigating
boat motor theft
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department is investigating the
theft of a boat motor from the residence of a Calloway County man,
according to reports.
Joe Watkins, of Dexter, reported
the theft of a $400 boat motor
sometime late Wednesday night,
according to Sheriff J. D. Williams.
The motor was reported stolen
off the back of Watkins' boat
which was parked in a building
behind his Dexter home on Kentucky 1824, Williams said.

Read the
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GREAT '500,000
GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS SALE
Involving Ever Article In Our Store

STORE CLOSED
To Mark Down Prices
Our store will be closed all day Monday,Tuesday
and Wednesday, May 14th through May 16th to
mark down prices, engwge and train extra help
and to prepare the store and stocks for this
GREAT GOING OUT OF ROSINESS SALE.

WAIT AND WATCH
SALE BEGINS
THURSDAY-MAY 17TH
AT 9 A.M.
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Days your Snapper dealer serious cutting machines
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PERSPECTIVE

That old, gray area

Report
to Kentucky
SENATOR WENDELL FORD
U.S. Senile, VI asitiogion, U.(. 20510

S

INFORMED DECISIONS CAN PROTECT
A SCHOOL-LUNCH PROGRAM FOR ALL CHILDREN
I am deeply concerned about the future0one of the best services
ever offered to the young people of Kentucki'and the nation -- the national school-lunch program that has been providing nutritious meals
to millions of school children since 1946.
The President has proposed changes that would cut $181 million
from our school-lunch program. We already have heard reports that
this proposal could force some schools to drop the program, which last
year served 24 million children, including 660,000 in Kentucky.
Unfortunately, this is just the latest in a long series of challenges
to a program that has led to better school attendance, better students,
better educated adults and more productive Americans in all walks of
life.
The challenges have been coming so fast, in my opinion, that it
is time in slow down and take a hard look at the present condition of
this indo.pensable service.
This why I have introduced legislation to require the the U.S. Secretary of Agriculture to conduct a comprehensive study that could help
us to stabilize and improve, rather than continue to weaken, our schoollunch program.
The proposed study would assess the long-term impact of sharp
cuts made early in the Reagan Administration, when the federal childnutrition budget was reduced by almost one third and overall reimburse/
2 cents per meal. The immediate
/
2 to 101
ment levels slashed from 181
result in Kentucky was a 5 percent drop in the number of students
benefiting from the program's nutritious meals.
Our assessment also should take account of more recent financial
pressures stemming from a decline in the availability of so-called "bonus
commodities" from farm surplus programs. The value of such commodities going into the school-lunch program has dropped by more
than $.300 million, or about 70 percent, since 1987.
Last year, we made important legislative changes aimed at streamlining compliance and accountability requirements of the school-lunch
program.
But some in our government would make other changes in the program, shifting more of the burden to the state and local levels. The
President would turn the program, designed to offer nutritious meals
to all children, into a service limited to those from low-income families.
If we cut overall support for the program, as the President proposes, some schools would have to charge more for their highest priced
meals, accounting for 54 percent of all school lunches served under the
program in Kentucky.
Higher prices could force some schools out of the nutrition program, and this would be intolerable when national figures show that
23 percent of all children under the age of six now live in poverty.
It is clear that we are going to have to make some informed decisions on our school-lunch program. Otherwise, we could find ourselves
cutting too many corners at the expense of our children's future. I hope
that the legislation I have introduced will help us to avoid such a shortsighted approach to one of our very best programs.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Murray Tourism Commission
has approved a funding request
from Murray-Calloway County
Park's Board for $3,000 for renovation of park's swimming pool.
Alison Wallace, Mary Lindsey,
Janna Bell, Lee Bryan, Dean
Hainsworth, Julie Sams, Susan
Crass, Julie Billington, Carroll
Edwards, Lynne Beatty, Mary Ann
Roberts, Kathy Outland, Judy Outland. Jennie Smith, Mary Morris,
Nancy Kiesow, Teresa Dick, Sharon Whaley, Carol Sears, Nicky
Swift, Brent Boston and Doug
Moore are seniors at Murray High
School named to National Honor
Society.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Larry R. Orr, April
30, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James H. Green Jr., May . 3.
Twenty years ago
J.H. Nix, Joe Morton, Elmer
Sholar, Ralph Bogard, Ed Hendon,
Coffield Vance and Starkie Colson,
members of Murray Civitan Club,
will participate in Kentucky Civitan Convention May 15-16 at
Lexing ton.
Janey Kelso, member of Calloway County 4-H Teen Club, was
overall winner of Calloway County
4-H Club Dress Revue held,May 9
at Student Union Ballroom, Murray
State University.
Kathy Stubblefield was elected
secretary-treasurer of the Kentucky
Jersey Cattle Club at a meeting
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held at Bowling Green.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rob Haley, May
7.
Thirty years ago
Keys Futrell, Democrat, and
E.W. Riley, Republican, are the
election commissioners for Calloway County.
Sandra Smith of Murray was
runner-up in Junior Division Baton
Twirling Event at Strawberry Festival, Humboldt, Tenn. Other Murray
finalists were Susan Evans, Cecilia
Wallace and Sandra Costello.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Hunt Smock, April
27.
A history of Dexter Mothers'
Club, written by Mrs. Grace Curd,
is published. The club was organized in 1945.
Forty years ago
The first worship service of
Murray Church of Christ in its new
building at South Seventh and Poplar Streets, Murray, was today,
May 14.
National Hospital Day was
observed May 12 with an open
house at Murray Hospital.
Bobbie Morris, Emma Parrish,
Glen Dale Bell, Annette Woodall,
Eva Todd, Wells Hargis, Sonny
Lockhart, Purdom Lovett, Theda
Morris, Betty Bizzell and Prentice
Williams were cast members of
play,"Gong Glory," presented May
12 by Junior Class of Almo High
School.

ATTENTION EDITORS4 Mike
Royko is on vacation until May 16.
While he is sway, we are resending
some of his favorite columns from
the past.)
It can be infuriating the way
minor government officials take
their power and flaunt it.
For example, my driver's license
expired, so I went to the secretary
of state's office to get it renewed.
A little old lady behind the
counter was filling out the application form. Height... weight...
"Color of eyes?" she asked.
"Brown."
"Color of hair?"
"Brown."
She glanced at my head.
"Brown?"
"Uh-huh. Brown. I've always
had brown hair."
She looked dubious and said:
"I'd say it is, uh, gray."
"Well, in this light, I suppose
there's a little gray mixed in with
the brown."
She squinted her eyes, studied
my head more intensely, and said:
"No, it's mostly gray."
"On the sides, yes. I'm probably
getting a little gray there."
"Sir, you don't have much hair
anywhere but on the sides."
"Look," I said, "what's the big

deal? This is just a form."
"I know, sir, but we're suppose
to try to get it right. For identification purposes. So I'll put down..."
"How about grayish-brown?"
"I'm sorry, we can only use one
color."
"That's a ridiculous rule. There
are many colors that can't be
described in one word."
"I don't make the rules, sir."
"Well, this is silly."
Which it was, of course. All my
life, on every piece of identification I have ever had, the color of
my hair has been listed as brown.
And suddenly this woman, who
obviously had weak eyes with the
way she squinted, was being
arbitrary.
I showed her my company ID
photograph. Does the hair look
gray? It's brown. Almost jet black,
as a matter of fact."
"Is that you?"

To subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times,
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The Sixth Amendment to the United States Constitution provides that
"in all criminal prosecutions, the
accused shall enjoy the right. . . .to
have the assistance of counsel for his
defense".
The Kentucky Constitution follows.
By Michael D.
suit in affording that same right. From
Ward
these constitutional provisions has
grown, through landmark court deciional right to counsel. In fact, a
sions, the right of every American-regardless of whether they can afford defendant has the constitutional right
it or not--to have the assistance of a to defend himself if the trial judge
determines that he knows what he is
lawyer in criminal cases.
In 1948, Kentucky's highest court doing in giving up that entitlement. It
recognized the duty of the trial court makes no difference if the defendant
to appoint counsel for indigent defen- lacks legal skill or knowledge. The
dants unless this right was knowingly key is the knowing and voluntary
waiver of the right to counsel.
waived.
It was over 15 years later, when the
What about the right to be assisted
United States Supreme Court in a by a lawyer in misdemeanor cases? In
landmark decision held that the Sixth
1972, the United States Supreme
Amendment to the Constitution was Court held that the Sixth Amendment
applicable to the states and that the requires that indigent defendants be
due process clause of the Fourtheenth appointed counsel if there is any
Amendment required the appoint- possibility that the accused could be,
ment of counsel for indigent defen- deprived of their liberty. Therefore, if
danw.
a jail sentence can be imposed—even
Of course, like all constitutional of a very short duration—the defenrights, an accused may voluntarily dant has a right to a lawyer and one
and intelligently waive his constitu- must be appointed if he cannot afford
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WRITE A LETTER — Letters to
the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's address and phone number
must be included for verification.
The phone number will not be
published.
Letters should be typewritten

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general
interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Saturday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky Cash:
2 - 1 - 0.
Lotto:
1-11-20-24-28-36.
Estimated jackpot: $1.25
million.
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her.)
"All right," the lady said. "I'll
put down gray."
"You couldn't make it pale
brown?"
"I'm sorry, sir, but it's really..."
"Oh, go ahead."
And she did. She actually wrote
it down. Gray. GRAY! On my
driver's license.
Not that I care. Who is ever
going to see it, really? Nobody.
Except maybe a traffic policeman.
What is the policeman going to
think, seeing "gray" on a driver's
license that belongs to a guy with
all that thick, bushy, brown hair?
And what if it is a policewoman?
Later that evening I was having
dinner with some friends and told
them about the incredible, colorblind license clerk.
"Don't feel bad," one of my
friends said? "Paul Newman is
entirely gray."
I felt better.
"And Marlon Brando is fat,"
another friend said.
"And Sean Connery is all
wrinkled," someone else said.
I felt really good.
"So," one of my friends concluded, "you've got it all — gray,
fat and wrinkled. You're a
superstar."

The right to counsel

the

Murray Ledger & Times

"Of course it's me."
"My, you used to be a nicelooking man."
"Oh, for Pete's sake," I said,
which is all a person can say when
they are dealing with someone that
negative.
A supervisor walked over and
said: "Some kind of problem
here?"
"Yes," I said. "I don't want my
driver's license to contain inaccurate information."
The woman looked indignant
and said: "Just a moment, sir!"
The supervisor said: "What kind
of inaccurate information?"
"Oh, it's not that important," I
said. "Let's get on with it."
"The gentleman says his hair is
brown," the woman said.
The supervisor gawked at may
hair, shook his head, and said: "It
is gray. What there is of it."
"Ha!" I said. "My father always
told me you can't fight City Hall."
"This isn't City Hall," the supervisor said. "This is a state office."
"Look, I don't have all day," I
said. "Can we get this over with?"
"I knew there was point in arguing. These government people
always band together against us.
My hair could have been purple
and he would have agreed with
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in Calloway County and to Benton. Darchn. Mayfiekl, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky. and Pane
Buchanan and Puryear. Th.. $5400 per year By mail to other denotations $5950 pet year
To reach all departments of the newspeper phone 753-1916
The Murray Lodger & Tunes is a member cd.the Asmewed Preis. Kentucky Press
Ameeturaen and
Southern Newspaper Puhlishen Assort/mon
The Asanctated Press is eachatvely anutled to news orightated by The Murray
ledger &
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to pay. In other words, the Supreme
Court does not recognize any distinction between felonies and misdemeanors as far as the right to a lawyer is
concerned. The critical issue is
whether a person can be deprived of
their liberty, either by jail time or a
prison sentence.
If an individual is going to be
interrogated after they are arrested,
they must be advised by the interrogating officer not only of their right to
remain silent but also their right to
have a lawyer present. Although the
law does not require that a person be
afforded a lawyer immediately upon
arrest, they must be advised of that
right if the police officer wishes to
interrogate them. In the absence of the
giving of their so-called Miranda
warnings which advises them of their
right to remain silent, their right to a
lawyer, and also admonishes that
anything they say may be used against
them--any statements taken from the
accused cannot be used against them
in court.
Therefore, for there to be any
practical use of statements taken from
the accused after they are taken into
custody, they must be advised of their
right to counsel.
Here again, the defendant may
voluntarily waive his right to have
counsel present and if they do so, any
statements taken during interrogation
may be admitted against them.
Our criminal rules also provide that
a defendant is to be taken before a

judge without unnecessary delay after
he has been arrested. The judge is
required to inform the accused of his
right to counsel at that time.
All of these rules construed
together indicate that it is public
policy that the accused is entitled to
counsel as soon as he is arrested for
any offense. However,the absence of
counsel will not void a subsequent
conviction unless the defendant
shows some actual prejudice when his
right to counsel was denied--such as
the making of an incriminating statement.
The right to counsel proceeds along
every stage of the criminal justice
proceeding. And the Supreme Court
of the United States has even proclaimed that the state must appoint
counsel to represent the defendant
upon appeal if that right exists--as it
almost always does--for any other
person who may not be able to afford
a lawyer.
It should be pointed out also that
Kentucky law specifically provides
that the defendant is entitled to the
assistance of counsel at any probation
revocation hearing.
The constitutional right to counsel
has been expanded down through the
years through court enterpretations.
The main thrust of these decisions is
that no person should be denied the
right to be assisted in criminal cases
where their liberty might be deprived
simply because they are indigent and
cannot afford to pay a lawyer.

Today In History
Today is Monday, May 14, the 134th day of 1990. There are 231 days
!eft in the year.
Today's Highlight in History: On May 14, 1948, the independent state
of Israel was proclaimed in Tel Aviv as British rule in Palestine came to
an end. The United States immediately recognized the, new Jewish state.
On this date:
In 1643, Louis XIV became King of France at age 4 upon the death of
his father, Louis XIII.
In 1787, delegates began gathering in Philadelphia for a convention to
draw up the U.S. Constitution.
In 1796, English physician Edward Jenner administered the first vaccination against' smallpox to an 8-year-old boy.
In 1804, the Lewis and Clark expedition to explore the Louisiana Territory left St. Louis. "
In 1904, the first Olympic games to be held in the United States opened
in St. Louis.
In 1942, the Women's Auxiliary Army Corps was established.
In 1955, representatives from eight Communist bloc countries, including the Soviet Union, signed the Warsaw Pact in Poland.
In 1973, the United States launched "Skylab One," its first manned
space station.
In 1975, U.S. forces raided the Cambodian island of Koh Tang and
recaptured the American merchant ship "Mayaguez." All 40 crew members were released safely by Cambodia, but some 40 U.S. servicemen
were killed in the operation.
In 1988, 27 people, most of them children, were killed when the church
bus they were riding in collided with a pickup going the wrong way on a
highway near Carrollton, Ky.
Ten years ago: President Carter inaugurated the Department of Health
and Human Services, the successor to the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, which was re-formed to create a separate Education
Department.
Five years ago: Secretary of State George P. Shultz raised human rights
and arms control issues during a six-hour meeting with Soviet Foreign
Minister Andrei Gromyko at the Soviet Embassy in Vienna.
One year ago: Peronist candidate Carlos Saul Menem won Argentina's
presidential election.
Today's Birthdays: Opera singer Patrice Munsel is 65. Movie producer
George Lucas is 46. Actress Francesca Annis is 46. Actress Season
Hubley it 39. Rock artist David Byrne is 38.
Thought for Today: "Life was a funny thing that occurred on the way
to the grave." -- Quentin Crisp, English author (1908- ).
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MURRAY TODAY
Couple just
married gets
robbed in car
NEW YORK (AP) — A couple
who hours earlier had promised to
love each other for richer or for
poorer were robbed at gunpoint of
$13,000 in wedding gifts.
Four robbers in ski masks even
took the bridal bouquet and the top
of the wedding cake, police and
family-members said.
The newlyweds, Diane and
Anthony Rohr, left their wedding
reception early Sunday and stopped
for a light in Brooklyn when
another car cut them off and two
armed men got out and demanded
money, said police Sgt. Diane
Kubler.
The bride, still in her gown, and
the groom, in a tuxedo, were pulled
from the car with the groom's
brother and his wife, and the new
Mrs. Rohr was thrown to the
ground.
"Can you imagine, 10 minutes
after your wedding, lying on the
middle of the street with
pointed everywhere?" said Rosalie
Williams, the mother of the bride.
Four men took the wedding gifts,
which included cash and checks,
and the car.
The shaken Rohrs went on their
Caribbean honeymoon anyway.

iu Burkeen, editor

De( ember wedding planned

Mr. and Mrs. D.L. Brown
announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Parker Layne, to Douglas
Nesbit, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Nesbit of Indianapolis, Ind.
Ms. Brown is the granddaughter
of Mrs. 011ie Brown and the late
Mr. Brown and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Parker, all of Murray.
She graduated from Murray State
University and is the owner of Alpha Search.
Mr. Nesbit graduated from Indiana University.and Purdue University. He works 'at Faculty Resource
Center at Murray State University.
The outdoor' wedding will take
place on Saturday, June 16, at 1:30
p.rit.vat the home of Mrs. 011ie
Brown, Almo.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend. Only out-of-town
invitations will be sent.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dial of Rt. 6, Murray, announce the engagement
of their daughter, Angelia Jean, to Michael Andrew Holland, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Holland of Symsonia. The couple is planning
their wedding for Tuesday, Dec. 25.

Parker Layne Brown and
Douglas Nesbit to marry

Lady Bird stops naming

Luncheon, bridge, golf
planned on Wednesday
Ladies' day events at Murray
Country Club will be Wednesday,
May 16.
A luncheon will be served at 12
noon. For reservations call Debbie
Williams, 753-8116.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m.
Golf will be played at 9:30 a.m.
with Hazel Hill and Martha Sue
Ryan as hostesses.
The line-up is as follows:
Tee I - Evelyn Jones, Venela
Sexton, Betty Stewart and Mary
Bogard;
Tee 2 - Lula Bingham, Sue
Brown, Margaret Shuffett and Tonja Fike;
Tee 3 - Marie Chaney, Rainey
Apperson, Edith Garrison and
Hazel Hill;
Tee 4 - Nancy Haverstock, Betty
Scott, Betty Hinton and Anna Mary
Adams;
Tee 5 - Martha Sue Ryan, Madelyn Lamb, Frances Richey and
Rowena Cullom;
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Tee 6 - Freda Steely, Peggy
Shoemaker, Billie Cohoon and Billy Wilson;
Tee 7 - Lavern Claxton, Norma
Frank, Rebecca Irvan and Louise
Lamb;
Tee 8 - Sue Costello, Patty Claypool, Lavern Ryan and Rebecca
West;
Tee 9 - Mary Bell Overbey,
Marian Pool, Jeri Anderson and
Anne Brown.
Winners
Winners of golf play on Wednesday, May 9, have been released as
follows:
Championship flight - Venela
Sexton;
First flight - Lula Bingham;
Second flight - Margaret
Shuffett;
Third flight - Norma Frank and
Peggy Shoemaker tied;
Fourth flight - Rowena Cullom;
Low putts-Venela Sexton and
Margaret Shuffett tied.

Cunnin'ham named

Kayla Cunningham, 5, daughter of Allen and Edith Cunningham, Rt.
3, Benton, was named as Little Miss Hardin at the pageant held May
4 at Hardin Seniors' Center. She is pictured riding in the Hardin Day
Parade on May 5. She is a kindergarten student at South Marshall
Elementary School. Kayla is the granddaughter of Ronald and Georgia Litchfield of Rt. 3, Benton, and Guy and June Cunningham of
Murray.

David Bowker speaks at meeting'

AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — Lady
Bird Johnson sank city officials'
plans to rename Town Lake in the
former first lady's honor only
hours before the City Council was
to make it official in a special
meeting.
Mayor Lee Cooke proposed the
idea during a 25th anniversary
celebration of President Johnson's
inauguration, and a majority of the
council agreed. Cooke said he
hadn't expected Lady Bird's veto
Tuesday.
Mrs. Johnson, who helped develop and beautify the popular recreation spot 20 years ago, wrote the
officials that Town Lake "will
always be a special place for me,
but I will feel very self-conscious
if it is named for me."
Mrs. Johnson noted that she had
turned down previous proposals
and asked that the council "follow

my long-held wish." Cooke said he
accepts Mrs. Johnson's decision
"reluctantly and disappointedly."

Denise Randolph
bride-elect of
Jonathan Peyer
has made
,her selection
from
• Pier Is
Bridal Registry.

120513 Chestnut • 753-1851

For Your Real Estate Needs

Bowker talks, shows
items at UDC meeting
David Bowker was guest speaker
at the April meeting of J.N. Williams Chapter of United Daughters
of the Confederacy held at the
home of Mrs. Homer Lancaster.
Bowker, a first lieutenant with
Cobb Battery of Sons of Confederate Veterans, said its purpose was
to recreate the life of Confederate
artillerymen with the hope of
appreciation for the history of the
War Between the States.
U. Bowker spoke of Fort Heiman, its role of keeping river traffic under control and the many battles the gun boats participated in,
especially between Forrest and the
Fifth Iowa which was stationed
there. He showed many war relics
recovered from these skirmishes.
Lt. Bowker said he was pleased
"at the interest people are taking in
learning more about history of our
country, and seeing the authentic
reactivated camps and artillery
used during this period."
In the absence of the president,
Mrs. Ed Davis, who was ill, the
business meeting was opened by
Mrs. Williarnn Barker with thi
UDC ritual and pledge to the flags.

JANET HOUSDEN
SALES ASSOCIATE

KOPPERUD REALTY
711 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KY 42071
(502) 753-1222 or
Toll Free 1-800-251-HOME, Ext. 711-JH

Mrs. Douglas Shoemaker, chaplain, led in prayer.
The chapter voted to retain the
present slate of officers for the
coming year.
Mrs. Lancaster and Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn, cohostesses, served
refreshments to the nine members
and two guests present.
The chapter will meet Wednesday, May 16, at 1:30 p.m. in the
home of Mrs. Marvin McFarlen.
All members are urged to attend.

!THEATRES

Pretty Woman
(R)
Opportunity
Knocks (PG)

TRAVEL AGENCY
Needing Experienced
Agent

Spaced invaders
(PG)
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The Insurance Center
Of Murray
For A Free
Financial Security
Analysis
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ern on

Call 7$3-8355

• Competitive Salary
• Medical Insurance
• Bonus/Incentive Program
• Established Agency

TM Guardian
(R.)
Bargain Matinees
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No Appointment Necessary
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Sat. 9-6 & Sun. 1-5
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Oaks' events planned
Ladies' day events at Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday.
May 16.
A luncheon will be served at 12
noon with Mayrelle Clark and Ruth
Caldwell as hostesses. Reservations
or cancellations should be made
today.
Other hostesses will be Jill Buterworth, Blanche Allbritten, Shelly
Jones, Marti Barrett, Rebecca Nof!singer, Anita Gallimore, Betty
fhompson, Debbie Ray, Gayle
roon, Edith Story, Anna Bailey,
Shelba Barnett, Margaret Maddox,
kngie Glisson, Martha Pitman, Lou
Darnell, Tammie Crouse, Shelia
Crossiin, Lorraine Maggard, Wilma
Pace, Jackie Abbott, Saundra
Edwards, Erma Tuck, Cynthia
Shaw, Gail Gipson and Debbie
Jones.

Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m. with Maxa Read, 753-5178, as
hostess.
A golf scramble with Isabel'
Parks as hostess will be be played
at 9:30 a.m.
Winners
Winners of golf play on Wednesday, May 16, have been released
by Sue Wells and Mary C. Lamb,
hostesses, as follows:
Championship flight - Sue
Lamb, first, Laura Parker, second;
First flight - Sue Stone, first,
Sue Wells, second;
Second flight - Martha Broach,
first, Bronda Parker, second;
Third flight - Linda Oliver,
first, Isabel Parks, second;
Fourth flight - Marge Foster;
Low putts - Burlene Brewer.

Scavenger hunt
for many different
items is conducted
CHICAGO (AP) — Researchers
at the University of Chicago have
found many things over the years
— the speed of light, the controlled
nuclear chain reaction and the treasures of ancient Persepolis.
Over the weekend, about 1,300
young scholars sought "finds" of a
different kind in the school's fourth
annual Scavenger Hunt.
The students came up with items
ranging from "1,000 points of
light" to human bologna
sandwiches.
The hunt determined "how low
people wouldgo," said Steve Kornya, a senior from Huntsville, Ala.
"When it comes to crunch time
and .you need points, is somebody
willing to smear himself with a
couple quarts of condiments and
lunch meat?"
At least eight students were willing. They wrapped themselves in
five loaves of bread, 16 ounces of
mayonnaise, an 8-ounce jar of mustard and a pound or so of bologna
each.
Students had 72 hours, from
Thursday to Sunday, to assemble
the objects, performances and
answers to questions on the
303-item list.
An item asking for "your mother
wearing combat boots (with ID)"
produced one mother, by plane,
from Minnesota, said Michael
Sherman, a junior from Albany,
N.Y.
Many fulfilled the 1,000 points
of light requirement by puncturing
holes in a piece of paper and shining a light bulb behind it.
The $500 first prize was shared
by a group of 40 dormitory students, one of whom had stripped
and wore a skirt made of yellow
Post-it notes stuck together.

hearing
test
Ask yourself these
questions:
Do you feel like people
are mumbling or not
speaking clearly?
Do friends and loved ones

comment on your

Inability to understand
clearly?

IF YOU ANSWERED
YES...
Call
or
Visit
Our
Office
LEARN HOW THE NEW
AUDIBEL SECRETEAR
MAY HELP YOU...
HEAR CLEARLY AGAIN!
—WITH THIS COUPON
• FREE HEARING TEST
• FREE CONSULTATION
• 900.00 OFF SECRETEAR
• 30 DAY TRIAL

OFFER VOID AFTER 5/18/90
FOR APPOINTMENT
CALL (502) 753-8055

STONE.LANG
HEARING AID CENTER
206 S. 4th, MURRAY. KY

This
Weeks
Special

DATEBOOK
Singles plan anniversary party
The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, May 15, at 7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce building, North 12th Street. This will be a
special party in celebration of third anniversary of the organization. The
topic of discussion will be "Is Dating Not Serious Business?" An election
of new officers will be held. This is open to all singles where always
single, divorced, separated or widowed. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, or Jackie, 1-527-8175.

Families Anonymous will meet
Murray's Families Anonymous will meet tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic Church, Payne Street off North 12th
Street. This is a support group primarily for those who have or have
known a feeling of desperation concerning the destructive behavior of
someone very near to them, whether caused by emotional problems, drugs
or alcohol.

Yard sale items due Tuesday
Murray Woman's Club will have a gigantic yard sale in the basement
of the club house on Saturday, May 19, from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. Members of
the club are asked to bring their items for the sale to the basement patio
doors on Tuesday, May 15, from 9 to 11 a.m., Ito 3 p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m.,
so special preparations can be made for the sale on Saturday at the club
house, located at South Seventh and Vine Streets. This is *another fundraiser to help pay for the renovation of the club house.

Mature driving course planned
Betty Riley of the American Association of Retired Persons will conduct a 55-Alive Mature Driving Course on Wednesday and Thursday,
May 16 and 17, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in Community Room of North
Branch of Peoples Bank. The charge will be $7 per person, but members
of Seniors Goal at Peoples Bank will have their fee paid. To enroll call
John Williams or Doris Rowland at 753-3231 or Mrs. Riley at 753-5659.

:Potluck supper planned Tuesday
Members of Local 1068 and other locals and their spouses ot UAWAFL-CIO will have a covered dish supper on Tuesday, May 15, at 5:30
p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of Memorial Baptist Church, 10th and Main
Streets, Murray.

Alpha Mu wins honors

Free checks will be given
Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday, May 15, from 12
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, South 15th and
Sycamore Streets. This is a free service of the church on the first and
third Tuesdays of the month.

Murray PTO to meet Tuesday
Murray Elementary Parent-Teacher Organization of Carter and Robertson Centers will have its final meeting of the school year on Tuesday,
May 15, at 7 p.m. at Robertson Scflool. New PTO officers will be elected.
Teacher representatives will report on how their portion of the $9,000
PTO gift to the schools will be used. This is money raised by the PTO
during the school year. Awards will be presented. for "Math Attack" participants. Retiring officers are Ruth Pickens, president; Krista Thompson,
vice president; Cassie Bright, secretary; Susan Breeding, treasurer. All
parents and interested persons are urged to attend, Pickens said.

Wednesday tennis play canceled
The regular Wednesday Night Ladies' Tennis play will not be held
Wednesday, May 16, at the Murray Country Club. Play is being cancelled
because of the High School Regional Tennis Tournament being played at
the courts.

Cancer Support Group to meet
Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday, May 15, at 3 p.m. in private
dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information
call Nancy Rose R.N., Mary Linn M.S.N. and R.N. or Cindy Ragsdale
L.S.W.. at 762-1100.

Health Express lzsts.stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will make runs on
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, May 15, 16 and 17. Blood pressure
checks, pulse, cholesterol and triglyceride screenings and a stool for
occult blood screening kit will be offered. Tuesday stops will be from 9 to
11:30 a.m. at Johnny Lee's Grovery at Whitlock, Tenn., and from 12:30
to 2:30 p.m. at Minit Mart at Puryear, Tenn. The express will be at Dees
Bank of Hazel from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Farley's Market at Crossland from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m. on Wednesday. The express will be at Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center, Murray, from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.

Quilt Lovers to meet Tuesday
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tuesday, May 15, at 6 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Carolyn Halford and luta Hudson will present
a program on "PA NDAU." Geneva Giles, president, urges all members
and interested persons to attend.

Wheat Germ
Gives Snacks A Nutrition Boost

Kathleen Dee Fleming, Murray, top photo, was installed as recording
secretary of Kentucky State Council of Epsilon Sigma Alpha International at the convention held at Hopkinsville. She is amernber of Alpha Mu Chapter #4760 of Murray. In the bottom photo are, from left
Rita Cummings, holding state membership growth award, Margaret
Terhune, holding state Graphic Arts award, and Mrs. Fleming with
her 20-year-pin received at the state meeting. They, along with Kathie
Gentry, attending the Hopkinsville event.

As we grow older, our calorie needs
decrease but the need for most
nutrients remains the same. When
selected wisely,snacks fill nutritional
gaps and keep energy levels high
throughout the day.
The next time you reach for a
snack, add a "nutrition boost" with
Kretschmer wheat germ. Stirred
into lowfat yogurt, sprinkled over a
scoop of your favorite frozen dessert,
or tossed with freshly popped popcorn, wheat germ instantly adds a
healthy helping of protein, dietary
fiber and nine essential vitamins and
minerals including B vitamins,
vitamin E, potassium, iron and zinc.
Crunchy, nutty wheat germ is
convenient to keep on hand, too.
Covered tightly, it can be stored in
the refrigerator for about six months.
And versatile wheat germ can be
used straight from the jar as a
topping and as an ingredient in
cooking and baking.
Popcorn and Fruit Nibbler is amake-ahead snack mix which will
appeal to snackers of all ages.
Original or Honey Crunch wheat
germ, air-popped popcorn and sesame
seeds give this not-too-sweet snack
its crackle and crunch.

Popcorn and Fruit Nibbler
1-1 ,2 qt. air-popped popcorn
1 cup Kretschmer Original
or Honey Crunch Wheat
Germ
1/4 cup sesame seeds
1/4 cup light corn syrup
1/4 cup honey
3 tablespooqs vegetable oil
One 6 oz. pkg. diced dried
mixed fruit-(1-1/3 cups)
Heat oven to 300°F. Line 15x
10-inch baking pan with aluminum
foil. Combine all ingredients except
dried fruit, mixing lightly, until
popcorn is evenly coated. Spread
evenly in prepared pan. Bake 35
to 40 minutes, stirring every 10
minutes, or until dSrk" golden
brown. Stir in dried fruit; cool
completely on wire rack. Break
into pieces. Store tightly covered in
refrigerator.
8 servings
Nutrition Information: Each serving (3/4 cup( provides 260 calories,
41g carbohydrate,6g protein, 9g fat,
15mg sodium, Omg cholesterol, 3g
.dietary fiber. Percentage of calories
from fat: 31%.

Special Ciood Thru May 18
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho Is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045

New Diet Product Passes
Pharmacist's Test
WASHINGTON -- Before offering a revolutionary new diet product
to his customers, a Wilmington,
North Carolina pharmacist put the
product to his own test. In a documented statement, the pharmacist
said "after using the product FOOD
SOURCE ONE I did not have the
desire to nibble. I took FOOD
SOURCE ONE in the morning and
at lunch and did not get hungry. In
the evening I ate my usual meaiand
as a result I lost 14 pounds in 15
days
In a separate report, after fighting a weight battle for twelve years,
a Daytona Beach, Florida woman,
on the recommendation of her
physician used the product and lost
30 pounds. She stated, not only
have I lost thirty pounds, but my
cholesterol has dropped from 232 to
143. I have two closets full ofclothes
that have not fit me in two years
which I can now wear. This product
is very easy to take and I feel good. I
now have one daughter and two

sons-in-laws who also decided to go
with the plan. Thank you for a
product that in my opinion is a real
aid to dieters."
Developed by National Dietary
Research, FOOD SOURCE ONE
packs the balanced nutrition of a
meal into a compact tablet. FS-1
makes you feel full like you just got
up from the dinner table, but with'out the calories. FS-1 works by
mimicking the food assimilation
process, due in part to the special
mechanism by which FS-1 works to
decrease body weight called nutribonding.
FOOD SOURCE ONE is unlike
any other product on the market
and is available only through physicians and pharmacists. FS-1 is not a
drug and contains only natural ingredients known to be safe. Physicians and pharmacists are praising
FOOD SOURCE ONE as a natural,
drug free alternative for the treatment of obesity.

ASK YOUR PHARMACIST
AVAILABLE AT:

Carpet &
Vinyl Store

Ovie Ward, right, of Bell City found a lost purse with no identifica.
tion on May 4 at a resturant on the edge of the town of Mayfield. He
called the Graves County Sheriff's office. Meanwhile, Tammy Cope,
South Ninth Street, Mayfield, had reported her missing purse to the
Mayfield City Police. The sheriff's department called the polio's/
department, and the purse, containing about $230 in cashed payt.
checks, was returned to its owner with all money accounted for.
Maylkid Mesoeager photo

We Do In-House Installations of
Carpet, Vinyl, Tile, Plywood,
Floorwork & Restretching

Varieties • on the square e

We stand behind our work for
as long as you own your home!
Residential & Commercial-

All

Swimwear
Ladies &
Children

505) Off

Ladies'
Mix 'n

Match

40% Off
Shorts, Tops,
Skirts, Slacks

Bubbles'
Knits

40% Off
Shorts, Tops,
Skirts, Slacks
& Down Under

—Sale Ends Sat., May 26—

Exquisite'
Form

Bras &
Girdles

20% off

I
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Sims and Pierceall wedding on May 19 Dietetic association lists n*rition tips
The approaching marriage of
Miss Lora Jane Sims of 409B
North Fifth St., Murray, to Joseph
Pierceall of 1815 Riync Village,
Birmingham, Ala., has been
announced.
Miss Sims is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Anthony Sims of 3960
Ashbyburg Rd., Owensboro.
Mr. Pierceall is the son of Bonnie and Hardy Pierceall of Rt. 3,
Murray.
The bride-elect, a 1986 graduate
of Apollo High School, Owensboro, received her degree on May 12
at Murray State University.
The groom-elect, a 1984 graduate of Calloway County High
School, received his degree in 1989
from Murray State University. He
is a systems engineer with CTG.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, May 19, at
2:30 p.m. at St. Leo's Catholic
Church, Murray.
A reception will be at 5 p.m. the
same day at Kenlake State Resort
Park Hotel.

Lora Jane Sims and
Joseph Pierceall to marry

NEW YORK (AP) — Confused
about the nutrition information on
food labels? The American Dietetic
Association in Chicago offers the
following tips:
Beating Fat Traps
— Nutritionists' suggest that no
more than 30 percent of your daily
calories come from fat A fast way
to calculate 30 percent fat calories:
for every 100 calories, there should
be no more than 3 grams of fat.
— Saturated fats are cholesterolraising culprits often buried in an
ingredient list. Check for coconut
oil, palm kernel oil, palm oil, vegetable shortening, hydrogenated
oils, lard, bacon, chicken fat, beef
fat, tallow, butter or any animal fat.
— Don't assume that "low
cholesterol" means low in fat. For
example, vegetable oils have no
cholesterol but have 100 percent fat
calories.
— Remember with meat and
dairy labeling: the percentage of fat
by weight does not reflect fat calories. For example, whole milk is 96
percent fat-free by weight, but still
gets 50 percent of calories from fat.
Carbohydrates and Fat
— Foods with 3 or more grams
of dietary fiber per serving are
good fiber sources.
— Check cereal boxes for sugar
content; less than 5 grams of
sucrose and related sugars is

acceptable. One teaspoon is about
5 grams.
Other Tips
— Light or hit: These terms
may mean fewer calories than the
food in its usual form, but can also
indicate lighter taste, color or texture. Compare labels.

Court Square
753-7222
Children's Videos
Church/School
Favors

EXCLUSIVE! CHEFS FOOD LOCKER'"
FOR CUSTOMIZED STORAGE

CVs Food Locker

Corning cornmunity events are announced
Monday, May 14
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Prayer Group
at 7 p.m. and Pastoral Parish Council at 7:30 p.m.
Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Mattie Belle
Hayes Circle of UM Women at
9:30 a.m. and Reach Out Callers at
7 p.m.

'r

Circles of First Presbyterian
Church Women will meet as follows: Dorothy McKenzie at 1:30
p.m. at home of Louise Baker.
Dorothy Moore at 7:15 p.m. at
home of Margaret Terhune.
Ministry of Visitation will be at
6:30 p.m. at Grace Baptist Church.
First Habitat for Humanity
Appreciation Dinner will be at 6
p.m. in social hall of First United
Methodist Church.
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Tuesday, May 15

Tuesday, May 15

Work Area and Conference Briefing at 7 p.m.
Singles will meet at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Inez Norwood will be speaker.
Ministry of Visitation will be at
10 a.m. at Grace Baptist Church.
Mothers' Day Out will be at 9:30
a.m. at First Baptist Church.
Murray Elementary Center
Parent-Teacher Organization will
meet at 7 p.m. at Robertson Center.
Murray Art Guild will meet at 1
p.m. at the guild.

Murray's Families Anonymous
will meet at 7 p.m. in Parish Center
of at St. Leo's Catholic Church.

An instructor class for American
Red Cross instructors will be at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Area Vocational School.

Epilepsy Foundation Self-Help
Group will meet at 7 p.m. in basement classroom, Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.

Morning Coffee Break will be at
9:30 a.m. at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church.

Purchase AIDES Link will meet
at 7 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. For information call
1-444-2685.
Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in Education Unit,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Open non-smoking meeting of
Nar-Anon Family Group will be at
7:30 p.m. at University Church of
Christ. For information call
753-7046.
Bible class (nondenominational)
will meet at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center.
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. at
Parish Center, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Spring Sports Banquet will be at
7 p.m. at Murray High School.
Suburban Homennkers Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at home of Lou
McGary.
Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at club house.
North Calloway Elementary
School will have a skating party
from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus Skating
of Murray.
Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.
Tuesday, May 15
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. in Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Mothers'
Morning Out at 9 Lrn.; Education
Work Area at 6:45 p.m.; Missions

sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
759-1625.

Cancer Support Group will meet
at 3 p.m. in private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

High School Journalism and
Broadcasting Workshop will begin
at 8 a.m. in Curris Center, Murray
State University. -

Christian Women's Club of Murray will have a luncheon at 12
noon at Seven Seas Restaurant.

AA will meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.

Events at Calloway County Public Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:30 a.m.

Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Deer Up Close
at 9:15 a.m. and Eagles Up Close
at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-I850.

Murray TOPS (take off pounds

Items for Murray Woman's Club
yard sale on May 19 should be
brought to the club house basement
during hours of 9 to 11 a.m., 1 to 3
p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m.

Triplets receive degrees
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) — If you
ask, "Is there a doctor in the
house?" and get three yeses, don't
be surprised. And don't think you
need to see an eye doctor.
Perry, Philip and Paul Johnson,
of Omaha, will graduate together
from the University of Kansas
Medical School. They also were
born together.
They're triplets.
The 25-year-old brothers will
graduate May 20 in ceremonies at
Lawrence, Kan. Each has a grade
point of at least 3.97. The brothers
are the sons of Robert Johnson of
Omaha and Karen Cline of St.
Charles,
Perry and Paul attended the

Quilt Lovers will meet at 6 p.m.
at Calloway County Public Library.
Health Express of Murray-

ROUND TRIP
AIRFARE UPDATE
Baton Rouge
Atlanta
Little Rock
Austin
Philadelphia
Washington D.C.
San Antonio
Boston

78u
78u
78u
138u
138u
138u
138u
138u

FROM NASHVILLE
Orlando
178u
Chicago
78c4
Detroit
82u
San Diego,n
158u
San Antonio
118u
Houston
11,4u
New York City
118u
Tulsa
118u

school's Kansas City campus and
Philip went to the Wichita branch.
Perry Johnson said he and his
brothers received scholarships in
undergraduate school and medical
school.
The Johnsons won't be practicing medicine together.
Perry and his wife, Ann, will
move to Omaha after graduation to
begin serving his internship at the
University of Nebraska Medical
Center. Philip Johnson will begin
an internship at Baptist Hospital in
Oklahoma City. Paul Johnson will
remain at the University of Kansas
in Kansas City.

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center

OU5e
759-1074
4
(Next to Subby's)

1304 Chestnut
1-800-634-4903

Hwy. 641 North

(Next to Cain•s AMC Jeep)

759-1505

Republic Savings Bank
Tennis Tournament (

04
•
•
0
4
.

to benefit W.A.T.C.H.
'Work Activities Training Center for the Handicapped.

Saturday & Sunday
June 2-3

0.

Murray State Tennis Courts
$10 one event

Men's A & B Singles

•
0.
•

Women's A & B Singles
Men's Doubles
Women's Doubles
Mixed Doubles

•

p.

$2 each additional event

Call Kenny Rose at
Republic Savings Bank
759-1630 or 753-8099 for details

P44
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•
•

Entry Deadline Wed., May 30
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Have you been trying to lose weight but
just can't seem to make real progress?
Weight Control for Life!® has two new
lower-cost programs and one is destined to
be right for you.
Participants who successfully complete our
program lose an average of up to 60
pounds. With the help of our physician,
registered dietician and life-style classes,
you too, can

Be What You Want To BE!

'RESTRICTIONS APPLY
'LIMITED SEATS SOLD
ALL RATES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
Take advantage of House Travel's BONU$ BUCK$
and start saving money when you travel.
For full details contact one of the professional House Travel
consultants: Patty Greenway or Kimberly House.

IINT231(

-225 cu Ii
-Double storage capacity
'Deli compartment for cold cuts and
cheese
-Temperature-controlled compartment for
fresh meat and fish
'Humidity-controlled compartments for
vegetables and fruit
-Optional high-gloss decorator fronts in
white almond or black

We Service What We Sell!

0.

Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. for its third
anniversary party at Chamber of
Commerce center. For information
call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne,
753-0224, or Jackie, 1-527-8175.

FROM PADUCAH

' Magic Chef•

Calloway County Hospital will be
at Johnny Lee's Grocery at Whitlosk, Tenn., from 9 to 11 a.m. and
at Minit Mart at Puryear, Tenn.,
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.

— Oat bran: Descriptions such
as "contains oat bran" and
"excellent oat bran source" have
no legal meaning.
— Organic: There is no national
definition or standard for "organic" on a food label. Regulations
vary from state to state.

For further information at no obligation

WEGHT
CONTROL
FOR LIFE!'

Call
762-1533
today.

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
Medical Arts Building•300 South 8th Street•Murray, KY 42071
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Your Individual Horoscope

U.S. Sen. Ford calls for quick passage
of 1990 Election Campaign Ethics Act

Fresco Dn'ilte

FOR TUESDAY, MAY lb, 1900

j„.

AR LES
(Max 21 to Apr 19)
v..
Morning hours are your best time
for business progress. You may be
taking on an added responsibility
today. Guard against extravagant
spending in connection with the
home.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Optimism about one matter may be
unmerited. Travel may be for reasons
of business. Evening hours could find
you a hit irritated with an acquaintance.
GEMINI
(May 21 toJune 20)
Be careful of what financial obligations you assume in behalf of
another. Stay on top of current bills.
You'll need more time to think one
business proposition over.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
)
4€
You and a close tie will be sharing a
responsibility together today. One
social engagement may be changed
Be sure that you listen when others
are trying to communicate to you.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Recognition may come now, but
along with it there may be extra
duties. Try to unwind graciously
tonight. Do your best not to be
short-tempered with others.

VIRGO
(Aug 23 to Sept 22)
A child may need extra attenuon
today. You may be making plans for a
vacation now. A friend puts on a good
show, but this person does indeed
exaggerate
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
Getting the house in order may be
one of your priorities for today. An
elderly relative may need your help in
some way. Impatience could mar a
do-it-yourself project
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
COE
Serious mental work is favored
today. Concentration is good now. An
agreement is reached with a close tie.
Tonight your tongue could be a bit
acerbic.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
It's progress for you on the job
today and the financial picture should
be improving. Guard against impulse,
though, when shopping. Tonight keep
peace with a family member.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You may be taking yourself too
seriously. Make a point of taking
some time off for relaxation today.
Mentally, you're sharp now, but be
careful you don't hurt someone's
feelings.

AQUARIUS
(Jan 20 to Feb. 18)
Quiet pursuits and family life suit
you best at present. On the job,
there's a tendency to procrastinate.
Through carelessness you could
break something tonight.
PISCES
WA.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
gibed
It's a mixed bag where social life is
concerned now. Though you get
along well enough, your patience may
be tried by an argumentative type
toward nightfall.
YOU BORN TODAY are inventive,
but not that fond _of changsa.....You_
work well in partnership and an
°Mee in the home would suit you
liie. Both the sciences and arts are
likely to appeal to you. You have
creative imagination and can acquit
yourself well in the theater. Writing
may be a special talent as well. A
home of your own is important to you
and you have a good sense of
responsibility.

We need you.
•

American Heart
IF Association

WASHINGTON — U.S. Spator
Wendell Ford (D-KY) has called
for quick passage of the Senate
Election Campaign Ethics Act of
1990, to end the "money chase" of
campaigning for elective office.
In a speech of the Senate floor,
Ford urged enactment of the Senate
legislation that would be the first
reform of campaign legislation
since 1974. Ford said the Democratic proposal would impose spending limits on campaign races, provide a voluntary system of public
funding, eliminate PAC contributions to Senatorial campaigns and
make many other improvements in
campaign financing.
"One things is quite clear —
there can be no real reform without
spending limits," Ford said. "The
spiraling growth of spending in
Senate campaigns in recent years is
the root cause of most problems
facing our system today. The
money chase must be brought
under control."
Ford noted thgt the costs of running for the Senate has escalated
dramatically in recent years and
that members of the Senate are
becoming "full-time fundraisers

and part-time Senators."
"An increasing amount of time
must be diverted from doing the
work we were sent here to do. And
this trend is occurring throughout
the government," Ford said. "Members of the Cabinet and other high
ranking officials — and even the
President of tbe United States now
spend a great deal of time accompanying federal candidates to raise
more money. This takes all of us
away from the many tough issues
facing- this -tountiy -every day."
"The fact is that to run a winning
Senate campaign in 1988, a Senator
must have raised an average of

$3.7 million," Ford said. "About 83
percent of this was raised by 1988
candidates during the last two years
of their term. This means a Senator
needed to raise $29,000 per week
or more than $4,000 a day, seven
days a week. Something must be
done to reform this money chase."
Ford stated that a true reform
package must contain some basic
characteristics. "True reform must
put an end to. the money chase,
reduce the influence of speical
interests, and restore public confidence in the election of United
States Senators," Ford said.

3,000 strike at Cincinnati Bell
CINCINNATI(AP) — Managers
handled operator-assistance calls
and took over other duties after
3,000 union members went on
strike against Cincinnati Bell.
The union, representing operators, clerical workers and installers,
walked out on Mother's Day, one
of the busiest calling days of the
year, after a 14-hour bargaining
session broke down early Sunday.
No new talks were scheduled.

Company spokeswoman Cyndy
Cantoni said direct calls are automated and weren't affected, and
people making long distance calls
on Mother's Day saw no difference
because Cincinnati Bell is not a
long distance carrier.
Ms. Cantoni said 1,000 management workers were called in to fill
in for the strikers, and some will
put in 12-hour shifts for the duralion of the strike.
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West View hosts volunteer luncheon
that important contact with the
community and make our residents
feel a part of this community they
love so much. We are in need of
more volunteers and would welcome new groups and individuals."
Volunteers are needed to help
residents with bingo sewing, special programs, crafts, Adopt-AGrandparent program, monthly
birthday parties and other games.
Volunteers are also needed to provide letters to residents with no
families, bingo gifts such as socks
and candy and visits.

West View Nursing Home recently hosted a luncheon for the many
volunteers who dedicate several
hours weekly and monthly in service for West View's residents.
Held on Tuesday, April 24, in
honor of National Volunteer Week,
over 50 volunteers enjoyed a lunch
and received a certificate and volunteer button. They were treated to
"fun" fashion show performed by
the residents.
West View is proud of their
volunteers.
"Our volunteers are an integral
part of the West View family,"
according to West View activity
director Carol York. "They provide

For more information, please call
York at 753-1304.

41111/..r.

Sue Britt (right), Wayne Williams and members of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars Post 6291 (table at left) enjoy a luncheon for volunteers
at West View Nursing Home.

Ho

Edna Tucker (left) and Beulah Fielder are shown waiting to model for ,
the 'Fun' Fashion Show at West View Nursing Home.
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Della Frazier (left) and Lewis Warner from the Kirksey Baptist
Church take part of the volunteer luncheon at West View Nursing
Home.

Air Conditioning
Tilt Steering
AM/FM Stereo
Power Steering/Brakes

Betty Ryerson, dietary supervisor at West View Nursing Home, serves
up some iced tea to volunteers Sue Britt and Wayne Williams during
the volunteer luncheon.

Mortgage Loans
that top them all
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A SALUTE TO OUR LOCAL
ELDERLY CARE FACILITIES
West View Nursing Home plans special week events
National Nursing Home Week,
May 13-19, gives professionals in
the nursing home industry a chance
to emphasize the quality care
offered to the five percent of the
elderly population currently requiring nursing care.
West View Nursing Home,
located on 1401 South 16th, fills
the care needs for 174 residents in
the Murray area. West View has
two levels of care, 56 skilled beds
for those requiring more acute
nursing care and 118 beds for the
lesser care residents. West View is
able to offer several professional
services including licensed nursing
24 hours a day, physical therapy,
speech therapy, therapeutic diets,
social services and daily planned
activity programs.
Lowell Beck, administrator,
pointed out the various payment
sources for this quality care. "West
View is approved for. both the
Medicare and Medicaid 'programs
as well as accepting Long Term
Care Insurance, supplemental

insurance policies and private pay."
During Nursing Home Week the
public is urged to visit the facility
and see the type of care given and
to participate in the many activities
scheduled that week. Carol York,
activity director, detailed some of
the events offered that week...
May 13 — Sunday School, 10
a.m.; Mother's Day Tea, 2 p.m. to
4 p.m. (all residents and family
invited); Bethel/Brooks Chapel
Singing and devotion, 2:30 p.m.
May 14 — "Smile Day," smile
and receive a smiley face and have
your picture taken; Resident Council, 11 a.m.; Exercise, 11:30 -a.m.;
Newsbreak, 2 p.m.
May 15 — Shoney's for lunch,
11:30 a.m.; Fruit bingo, 2 p.m.
May 16 — ,"Crazy Hat Day"
wear your craziest hat; Bible class,
10 a.m.; Modelling and party for
Crazy Hat Day, II a.m.; Ceramics,
2 p.m.; Bookmobile, 3:15 p.m.
May 17 — Collector Doll Show,
11 a.m.; Resident Reality Orientation, 11:30 a.m.; VCR movie, 1:30

p.m.; Woman's Club Fashion Show
and Singing, 2 p.m.
May 18 — "Baby Day" bring
your baby and interact with the
residents (all day); Talent Show,
entertain with song, dance, lip sinc
and music. A time for those hidden
talents to shine! 2 p.m.
May 19 — Scott's Gove sing
and devotion, 10:30 a.m.; Picnic,
patients and families invited along
with friends of West View for
grilled hamburgers, hot dogs with
all the trimmings, 4 p.m.
"Our residents enjoy varied
activities every week planned to
promote their physical, mental and
spiritual well-being. We identify
preferences for each resident on
admission and plan a program
geared to meet each specific need
and work toward rehabilatation
where feasible," York added, "Our
volunteer program is very important and is growing each year. We
currently have over 60 different
groups who volunteer in some
capacity. In honor of National Vol-

unteer Week, April 22-28, we
hosted a volunteer luncheon on
April 24. Each volunteer was recognized for their special contribution to our West View family and
given a certificate and volunteer
button. Our residents entertained
them with a "fun" fashion show
enjoyed by volunteers and residents
alike. We have an ongoing need for
more volunteers. Some areas interested persons may be able to help
with include music, mending, manicures, reading, bingo, crafts,
games and just chatting. Please call
our °Mee if one or any of these
areas interest you at 753-1304.
Betty Mosley, assistnat administrator and director of nursing, is
proud of the superior rating maintained three years in a row. "This
rating means we have met the
minimum standards given by the
State Liscensure Board and
excelled in seven of 11 other areas.
We feel our facility reflects the
national theme of nursing home
week, 'Pride in Caring.—

West View resident Beulah Fielder, left, and Amy Wilson pass out
candy to trick or treaters visting the facility during the Halloween
holiday.

How good is Fern Terrace Lodge? listen to the residents
How good is the quality of Fern
Terrace Lodge? Let the residents
tell you themselves:
Lucille Walker — "I enjoy being
here. People are all nice to me.'
Donald Former — "Fern Terrace
Lodge is a nice home. Everyone is
friendly, and there is always something to do."
Anna Fae Smith — "This is the
neatest and cleanest place I've ever
been in. The staff is really nice to
me and they have good food."
Robert Arnold — "I think that
Fern Terrace Lodge is a good place
to live. We have very nice furniture

here."
Eurah Phillips — "We hive a lot
of good times here. We have good
food and a great walking place."
Brandon Dill — "Fern Terrace
Lodge has good felloviship, good
singing, good music."
Ann Ashner — "I've made a lot
of friends, good people, good
activities."
Festus Futrell — "They treat me
alright. I like the people and
there's plenty to eat."
Francis Whittle — "Fern Terrace
Lodge has good food and a nice
atmosphere."

Fern Terrace Lodge offers residents a unique blend of living freedom
and security including meals, day room and a variety of activities.

Virgil Heath — "I think it's
alright."
Era Van Norton — "Fern Terrace Lodge is a nice and clean
Pace. And I like to live here."
Ruby Parker — "I had no home
until I came here. I find the people
kind. They do a good job of
observing us day and night."
Maude Scott — "It's a good
place to be."
Mary Futrell — "Fern Terrace
Lodge is a good place to live."
Donie Ross — "Fern Terrace is a
very good place."
Polly Jones — "A real nice place
to be."
Bessie Hamlett — "Everyone is
very friendly."
Addie Grubbs — "Fern Terrace
Lodge is the best place outside my
home. I have been very happy here.
The staff is so kind. I find everything satisfactory. I feel that the
Lord provided this place for me.
Elizabeth Ruddle — "I've been
here for 12 years and I like it here
very well."
Jessie Thompson — "It's a good
place to be."
Fayetta Hughes — "I like it here
very much, the staff is very kind."
Brent Bennett — "Fern Terrace
Lodge is a nice, clean place."
Catherine Thomas — "We have
good meals, good recreation, good
employees, good administration,
and good residents."
Clayton Fulton — "I have no
complaints about Fern Terrace
Lodge. I can do what I want and
feel like doing."
Mable Collins — "I like it all."
Mr. and Mrs. Audrey Jones —
"Nurses are mighty good to us
here. We have nothing bad to say
about Fern Terrace Lodge. They

oui. facility through the week, and join
our celebration of

keep everything clean."
Raymond Story — "I am doing
fine here, everyone is mighty nice.
Olen Garland — "I like it
alright."
Eurie Bazzell — "I have been
here a long timeand I could say a
lot of good things about Fern T-errace Lodge. To me, it's the only
place to be."
Euva Alexander — "Fern Terrace Lodge is just a nice place and
well ran."
Guy Smith — "Fern Terrace
Lodge is a mighty good place and
the nurses are as good as they are
at any other place."
Bill Myatt — "I think that Fern
Terrace Lodge is the best place I
can find besides my home sweet
home. I'm planning to stay here a
long, long time. Everyone is so
nice to me. And thanks to all."
Matronia Brown — "I think that
Fern Terrace Lodge can't be beat. I
think the staff is wonderful."
Ruby Brewer — "Love it or
leave it."
Mary Burkeen — "Fern Terrace
is a nice place to be when you
retire."
Harrell Broach — "It's a good
place to be when your not able to
stay at home. You get your medicine and meals on time and
24-hour supervision and a nominal
cost."
Leeman Nix — "It's A-OK."
James Grace — "It's a pretty
good place. I like the food and

Charles Wyatt — "The longer I
live here, the better I like it."

enjoy being here all of the time."
Pearly Skinner — "I've been
here for 15 years and I think it's
alright."
Mae Harris — "I have nothing
bad to say about Fern Terrace
Lodge."
Thelma Wicker — "It's a good
place, they treat me right and I like
to live here."
Bess Gingles — "It's a nice and
clean place to stay and everyone is
friendly."
Rae Collie — "I like everything.
I love the girls, they are so nice to
me. I've never been homesick."
Effie Calloway — "It's nice and
clean and the help is good."
Lucille Pafford — "Fern Terrace
Lodge'is a wonderful place to be,
besides heaven and my own home.
I love everyone here."

Jimmy Tibbs — "Fern Terrace
Lodge is very safe and comfortable
place to live."
Brooks Shackelford — "It's a
good place to stay."
Olean McClanham — "I like
Fern Terrace Lodge. The people
have been very good to me."
Elmo Tyler — "I just like it."
Mada Perry — "I like it OK.
They feed you good."
Mildred Dunn — "Fern Terrace
Lodge is a real nice and clean
place. The staff is real nice and I
like everyone here."
Gertrude Sprauge — "I think
that Fern Terrace Lodge is a lovely
place."
Ruth Spann — "Fern Terrace
Lodge is a wonderful place to be. It
has a homelike atmosphere. We are
all one big happy family. We have
balanced meals and a wide variety
of activities."
J. W. Clark — "I like the nice
furniture and my roommate, I also
like the staff, they are very nice.
We have never had no cross words
with each other."

Syliva Carroll — "It's a nice
place to live if you can't live al
home."

1. Three balanced meals prepared
daily and served family style.
Dietician approved.

Space for your own vehicle. City
bus stops at the front door.

2. Safe and secure environment,
24 hour supervision. .
3. Unit dose medication system for
safety and cost reduction.

Private and semi-private rooms
with phone and cable hook-ups
available.

4. Wide screen T.V.

West View
Nursing Home

5. Totally air conditioned for your
comfort.

10:Lots of TLC from a considerate
and caring staff.

Licensed Nurse On Staff
—Adult Day Carr Program Available—

For More Information Call: (502)753-7109
Jdf,ACtiA eta ffr
LVetix GYeala Waite

Glada Dodd, L.P.N.- Administrator
Jerry Kaiberer • Assistant Administrator
. Janis Underwood. Activity Coordinator
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MCCH's Long Term Care Unit has impressive record

TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO.

753-6433

The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's lohg term care unit has
been named a superior facility for
the past six years after the completion of a state inspection. This
year's rating was announced the
last week of April.
Hopital Administrator Stuart
Poston said,"We always appreciate
the recognition. Our long term care
people work diligently every day to
assure that LTC and our hospital
consistently provide the very highest quality health care for the people of this area."
To receive a superior rating, the
long term care unit must meet
minumum requirements and exceed
minimum standards for licensure in
six of the 11 areas identified by the
state.
"During that inspection process,
the state team observes our staff as
they interact with residents,"
according to R.N. Barbara Clapp,
clinical ma- ager. "The state people
also talk privately with patients and
their families."
"I feel that the LTC staff is one
of the most caring and professional
staffs -I've ever worked with,"
Clapp said.
During National Nursing Home

Paducah, 442-1695

Murray, KY, 753-6433

Congratulations
Fern Terrace
on a Consistent
Superior Rating!

Walter's Pharmacy
*Fern Terrace Unit Dose Med Supplier*

753-7688

519 S. 12th St.

For Your Protection
and Peace of Mind

Week, Kentuckians are urged to
visit or volunteer time to help residents with daily activities at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's long term care unit.
In celebration of National Nursing Home Week, May 13-19, special activities have been planned at
MCCH honoring the residents of
the long term care unit.
Activities throughout the week
include church services, special
singing, family picnic, balloon
release and an ice cream social.
Corsages will also be provided for
all the mothers in observance of
Mother's Day.
The activities for the residents at
MCCH's long term care unit_ are
planned and coordinated by Valerie
Morris, licensed social worker and
activities director.
In addition to Morris and Clapp,
others on the long term care unit
staff include:
R.N.'s — Diane Underwood and
Lana Wade; UNIT_ CLERK .
Ruth Mills; HAIRDRESSER —
Nancy Rogers; L.P.N.'s — Margaret McCuiston, Doris Williams,
Mai Beasley, Alice Roy, Peggy
Prichard, Susan Capps, Nell Evans,
Glynda Burnett, Mydell Rickman

and Kathleen Morris; NURSING
ASSISTANTS — Dell Wells,
Debbie Childress, Carolyn Morris,'
Olamae Brandon, Carol Wolfe,

Mary Conner, April Willie, Mary
Jane Skinner, Rachel Tinsley, Valerie Bucy, Jody Hatcher, Lillie
Hombuckle, Georgia Causey and
Betty Spencer.

Murray-Calloway Hospital

A

Fire Extinguisher
Sales & Service
* * * * *

MIN

Licensed Automatic
Systems Installers
-IBest Wishes to Those Who
Provide Passionate Care for our Elderly

General
ire Extinguisher Service
528 S. 3rd, Paducah

Registered Nurse Diane Underwood assists Mignon Outland, a patient
in the Long Term Care Unit at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The LTC Unit has received a superior rating for the last six consecutive years.

Centenarians part of the fastest
growing age group in America

Turner Dairies, Inc.

442-5344

Fulton, Ky.

Read the
want ads daily

In Appreciation
Of Those Who Provide Our
Community With Quality
Care and Service

Lamb Plumbing
& Mech. Contr. Inc.

MILLER FUNERAL HOME
311 North -ith

Jimmy Lamb, Owner
501 N. 4th St.

Murray, Ky

(
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A decade ago, there were only
15,000 in the entire country.
Now, there are 54,000.
By the year 2000, there will be
100,000 Americans who are at least
100 years old. The nation's centenarians are the fastest-growing age
group in the country.

753-6168
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The best recovery room,is created at HOME
Medical experts know.
that with the right
care and equipment,
hospital patients
recover best at home.

So, before you leave
tlae hospital...perhaps
even before you go...
you should talk to
Holland Medical about
your needs, to make
that recovery as fast,
efficient and effective
as possible.

Holland Medical can
supply all your needs.
They will be ready
when you or your loved
one arrives home from
the hospital: walking or
bathroom aids, oxygen,
hospital beds, wheelchairs... most anything
you can think of.

The skilled staff at
Holland Medical will
help you understand
what you can and
should do to aid a
recovering patient.We
are on call whenever
you need us.
And we take the time
to explain every detail.

PADUCAll

Call or stop by for a
free consultation about
your health care equipment needs and/or
insurance questions.
At Holland Medical we
know that the recovery
room at your home is
the most important
room..,anywhere!

^
MURRAY
808 Chestnut Street • KY42071
502-753-1465
Toll Free: 1.800.227.4125

1914 Broadway- KY42001
502442.6311
Toll Free: 1.800.223.4947

Holland Medical Equipment
Certified blue Cross / Blue Shield

participating supplier • Ask us about acceptiilg Medicare assignment

There are so many of them, in
fact, that they have their own organization called the American Centenarian Committee, which will
celebrate Centenarian Day May 20
in Los Angeles. T' :orrunittee
also plans to establiL . museum
and archives in the Los Angeles
area.
Visitors would be able to watch
vidoes of centenarians like Louie
Hicks, 105, of Alhambra, Calif.,
describing life then — and now.
Hicks, a slender, peppy, perpetually smiling woman, who flits
about the city — and the country
— giving interviews, sat still for a
few minutes at her retirement residence recently to respond patiently
to a question she has answered so
many times.
What would she do differently if
she had it to do all over again?
"I'd be living in a different age,
so naturally I would be doing
something different," she laughs. "I
would make adjustments. I would
have to, I'm a flexible person."
Lately, she has been making a
TV commercial for an amusement
park that highlights American life a
century ago.
On her 103rd birthday, she
appeared on Johnny Carson's
"Tonight Show." A year later, she
rode on a float in the Rose Bowl
Parade. But she has yet to accomplish her goal for her 105th birthday — a meeting with a man just
old enough to be her grandson —
President George Bush.
The Centenarian Committee is
run by a man young enough to be
Hicks' great-grandson, Raphael
Cordero, 38 who was a selfemployed "computer whiz to the
stars," when he went to a birthday
party for three centenarians at a
convalescent home four years ago.
One of the centenarians told
Cordero, "I don't want to be
forgotten."
Cordero recalls, "It was then and
there that the idea hit me to form
an organization and devote most of
my time to these living treasures."
Jim Heynen, a writer, and Paul
Boyer, a photographer, have also
become fascinated with centenarians. Their hood, "One Hundred
Over 100," (Fulcrum, $32.50 hardcover, S19.95 paperback) will be
published in May.
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We Salute Our
Fine Nursing Homes!
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Fern Terrace Lodge

Hwy. 641

753-9616

Building a better life
through excellent, quality care.
We appreciate your fine work
and dedication.

MYERS
Fern Terrace residents enjoy the warm spring weather on the front
porch of the lodge.
Above, the rooms at Fern Terrace Lodge, recently redecorated, have
been designed for a more traditional, early-American look. Below,
Fern Terrace residents gather in the front lawn for a Friendship Balloon Release held Aug. 4, 1989.
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West View Nursing Home
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Kentucky 42071

We commend you,
Westview and Fern Terrace
Nursing Home
for your dedication
and
excellent patient care.

Your Health Is
Our Concern

West View residents, from left, James Hale, Albert McNeely and Jake
Mason fly kites at the park while Jesse West watches in the
background.

Murray.

-15% Cash Discount On
All Prescriptions
-PCS • Medimet • BC-BS
Paid State Aid
-Medical Claims Service
-Computerized Prescription Records
-Name Brand & Generic Drugs .
-Over The Counter Preparations
-Health Care Products
FREE DELIVERY

CHARLIE'S"

HOLLAND DRUGS

SAFE-T DISCOUNT PHARMACY
"We Can't Afford To Be Less Than The Best"
Charlie Adams, Pharmacist
753-4175

109 S. 4th St. Bob Dunn, R.Ph. 753-1462
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Above, West View residents,
from left, Amy Wilson, Noble
and Crystel Adams and James
Hale enjoy sack lunches at a circus held at the Murray-Calloway
County Park.

Hwy. 641 N. • Murray • 753-9131

HONOR YOUR ELDERS.,SOME DAY
YOU'LL BE THERE YOURSELF

\ To those who provide

a

c

,
Wayne Williams of WSJP-Radio
serves as master of ceremonies
for West View Nursing Home's
talent show held during National
Nursing Home Week.

excellent quality care
to the elderly
we thank you. '

.

Age is the odometer by which we mark the
milestones on our journey of life. Let us teach our
children that elders deserve our respectful attention and love. Our lives should not be threatened
by an uncomfortable generation gap but rather
turned into a rewarding exchange of ideas and experiences between young and old.
"Visit Your Local Nursing Home Today"

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
Tutuila/ Home, inc.

713 So. 4th S..

753-6800

701 Main Street

Murray, Ky 42071
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SPORTS
No red carpet, but
his dream came true
By CHRIS EVANS
The Paducah Sun

KANSAS CITY, Mo. — There was no red
carpet laid out for Terry Shumpert on his road
tJ major league baseball. A former Paducah
Tilghman and University of Kentucky standout,
he says being in the big show is a dream come
true, but getting there can be a nightmare.
tie' was in Louisville on a Sunday a couple weeks ago listento the National Anthem when Triple-A Omaha manager Sal
'ride gave him the news. It was the call every young ballplay
er from Little League to the minors wants to hear.
When Rende told Shumpert his journey to the major leagues
-wds over, that he had gotten the promotion of a lifetime, little .
di the Paducah native know that the trip was just beginning.
It's only fair that the last leg of Shumpert's race to the big
t- rgnu.es started from Louisville and the state in which he was
1,
Shumpert grew up wearing classic Kentucky blue and white.
started while he was a three-sport standout for the Blue TorihiJo at Tilghman. The blue and white hues stayed when he
pl.11ed on a Kentucky Wildcats jersey. Last week he suited up
it a Royal blue jersey No. 50 and walked through the Royals'
cAtouse and out onto the artificial turf in Kansas City for the
I.•,t time in his life.
1 was nervous when I first got to the ballpark," Shumpert
s.:11/41 as he patted the butterflies in his stomach. "It was the
first time I'd ever been in this clubhouse."
-1"o get to Kansas City for his major league debut against the
:Milwaukee Brewers, Shumpert left a Louisville hotel in the earl,
morning hours. His flight took off before 8 a.m. headed for
Omaha, Neb., where he picked up all his personal items. After
say ing a farewell to his roommate, Omaha center fielder Mike
Loggins, Shumpert jumped into his red Nissan 300ZX and
aded off on a 3'A -hour drive to Kansas City.
Although his day started around 5 a.m., Shumpert was still a
leng way from Kansas City and the major leagues when he
- away from his Omaha apartment at 4:45 p.m.
, pi:1ed
I was tired from the flight and I started nodding off on the
ive down. I thought to myself, I can't wreck now, so I
led off at a rest stop and slept for about thirty minutes," he
1.

spite the fatigue, Shumpert had trouble falling asleep that
'.st night in Kansas City from anticipation of his first big
. .:the game the following day.
_)ince Royals manager John Wathan is calling Shumpert's
r,:oinotion a temporary move during Frank White's recovery
!,-orn a minor leg injury, the 23-year-old Shumpert is not putting
down any roots in Kansas City. For now, he is bunking with
n! mother's sister. Dorris Wilson, who lives in Kansas City.
"I'm not going to rush out and get an apartment until I
v, hat's going to happen," he said.

Basketball Basement
issues NBA 'awards'
by RANDY HILFMAN
eiskstball Basement Columnist

.1s the 1990 NBA playoffs continue, we pause
recall an assortment of madcap, memorable
.:,.)incnts that characterize the spirit of profes!ial basketball:

(•
-

MOST SENSITIVE MANAGEMENT AWARD
hy.lotte Hornets, whose loathed owner George Shinn
fired
Dick Harter on the day Harter's brother died of cancer.
•ri:r-up: Denver Nuggets management, for their initial refusal
r,:lif) Blair Rasmusscn's contract, then later firing
their public
'Akins director on his birthday.
LONGEST GRUDGE
Wilt Chamberland, leader of Philadelphia's 1967 champio
nship
.*:111. has finally agreed to allow
the 76ers to retire his jersey
\t season, the -team announced. His trade in 1968 to the
.rs sparked a 22-year grudge by the Stilt, rumored to be Lakon
,peaking terms once again with Bill Russell.
TENTH-GENERATION PROBOSCIS
Timberwolves forward Scott Roth has had his nose broken
so
•I'.any times in his career (nine, including twice this past
season)
:at it was the subject of a nationally-published chart.
The
American Pinocchio Society and Cyrano de Bergerac
League
are
i-,,:purtedly conducting independent investigations.
MOST SUCCULENT SNACK
Dick Motta:s Sacramento Kings were treated to wrapped
and a $1700 party — in honor of consecutive 30-pout squid
DIOADUIS early this season. Perhaps
due to indigestion, they were
devoured by Minnesota in the following game, eventual
ly
finishing 23-59, their worst record in 30 years.
GNATS' STREAK WINS LOTTERY RACE
On the strength of a season-eniting 28-game road losing
s:reak. New Jersey's Gnats (17-6)) won the initial lottery
weighting war, edging expansionists Miami and Orlando
by one
i!.arTIC and Charlotte by two.
BRAWL OF THE YEAR
The bench-clearing melee April 19 in Auburn Hills
between
;the Detroit Laimbeers and the Philadelphia Barkley
s. Bellicose
Bill and Sir Charles were each fined $20,000.
"I don't care if I
get fined," Barkley said before the league assessed
him the
record sum. "I make $3 million. What's a couple
thousand
dollars?"
CHRIS DUDLEY, FREE THROW WIZARD
New Jersey center Chris Dudley outdid himself with
a
1 -for-18 performance at home against Indiana on April
14. Dudley made only his fifth attempt, as the final 13
missed their
mark. Dudley improved, however, ending the season
by
converting 8 of his last 51 tosses for a 16% mark,
a promising
prelude to the 1990-91 season.
DAVID LYNCH'S "ERASERHEAD" REVISITED
Minnesota coach Bill Musselman, upset after an 81-73
loss in
Charlotte, noticed swingman Adrian Branch laughing
after the
game. The volatile Timberwolves mentor picked up
an eraser
(fortunately not Marvin "The Human Eraser" Webster
),
across the locker room and hit the startled Branch in hurled it
the head.
BUSTER DOUGLAS, MEET MIKE TYSON
After a brawl-filled Pacers-Bullets encounter, Indiana'
s fiery
5-9 coach, Dick Versace, became embroiled in a postgam
e confrontation with 6-7, 245-pound Washington coach Wes
Unseld.
Vcrsace assured reporters that "this Italian is not afraid
of
claiming Unseld threatened him. Big Wes called Versace him,"
a "liar"
and dutifuliy responded, "I'll promise him but I won't
threaten
him."
(Cont'd on page 13)
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Murray sweeps lA regional meets
Qualifiers advance to sectional
feet and Mary Shumpert of Tilghman's 112-5 throw in 1970.
Garland said she didn't know
On a wet and wild day, Murray about the regional mark.
High did just enough to sweep the
"My goal.,wu 112_2_ so • novi_KS
Class A regional track title Satur- 120," Garland- slid. "I have a real
day at Tilghtnan's Memorial Sta- problem throwing in the wet
dium, while Calloway County's weather, but luckily it didn't startCynthia Garland did more than ing raining until late."
enough in setting a new Class AA
Garland also won the shot put,
regional standard in the discus.
highlighting Calloway perforThe Tigers and Lady Tigers mances that left Lady Laker coach
swept the Class A regional meet, Stephanie Wyatt happy.
with the Lady Tigers cruising to a
"We're very satisfied," Wyatt
163-133 victory over St. Mary and said. "I was hoping Cynthia would
the rest of the field, while the break that record, and any time you
Tigers won their title by the closest can break a 20-year old mark,
of margins, squeaking past May- that's something to be proud of."
field 144-143.
Michelle Bybee finished second
In Class AA, Calloway County in the 1600, with a time of 5:47.27.
had a pair of fourth-place finishes,
Laker coach Bill Miller said the
with the Lakers scoring 39 points .Lakes' fourth-place finish was
and the Lady Lakers 46.
expected.
Fort Campbell swept both AA
"We did about as we expected,"
meets, winning the boys' with 196, Miller said. "James Barrett's injury
and the girls' with 134.
hurt us, but we've got a lot of people
going on."
The top four finishers in each
Barrett, expected to qualify in
event advance to next weekend's
sectional meet at Daviess County two events, was hampered by a bad
back.
High School in Owensboro.
Michael Boyd highlighted the
Murray's win over Mayfield was
aided in part when Mayfield fresh- Lakers with a win in the shot put,
man William Murrell was disquali- with a throw of 44-7.
Harrell will be taking a whole
fied after a false start in the
100-meter dash. Murrell had run boatload of Tigers and Lady Tigers
the fastest 100 in the region, and to Owensboro next week.
Mike Brock was a double winner
Murray's Brian Sowerby took
advantage of his absence by win- for MHS, winning the 1600 meters
in 4:55.18 and taking the 3200 in
ning the 100 in 10.91.
10:52.4. Brock ran after the rain,
"There were a lot of 'ifs' today, and the cool, overcast weather fit
and it just so happened most of nicely into the plans.
them went our way," MHS coach
"I felt it was a pretty good day,"
Jimmy Harrell said of the Tiger Brock said. "I haven't had that
win. "We'll take it anyway we can much competition before."
get it. We got the breaks today, but
Brock passed Todd Duff of
they can go against you just as Heath at the top of the stretch to
easy."
win the 3200. "He passed me on
Garland's record-setting perfor- the far turn, and I didn't think he
mance came early in the morning, would be able to keep it up.
I
before the heavy rains came. The wanted to get him at the top of the
Calloway senior tossed the discus stretch."
114-11, winning the discus and
Sowerby won the 100, was sececlipsing her personal best by three ond in the 400 and took third in the
By DAVID RAMEY

Ledger & Times Asst. Sports Editor

Murray High School sprinter Brian Sowerby led
the Tigers with 24
points, claiming first-, second- and third -place finishes
as the MHS
boys edged Mayfield by one point.
200,' while Randy Hansen was sec- in the shot, with a put
of 25-1 3/4,
ond in the 110 hurdles, third in the while Renea Hornbuc
kle was sec300 hurdles, and fourth in the high ond in the discus with
a throw of
jump. In the field events, Scott 77-6.
Gordon won the shot put, Lance
Tammy Hansen wOh the 100
Allison was second in the discus, meter hurdles, in 18.16,
and was
and Matt Krug took second in the second in the 300,
in
55.42.
pole vault.
Michelle Woods won the 100, in
In the girls meet, Ann Greenfield
13.33, and took third in the 200 at
won both the long jump, at 16-3 29.08.
1/2, and the high jump, at 4-8.
Shelly Hasty was second in the
Bonnie Payne won the discus with 3200, and third
in the 1600. Casey
a throw of 80-10, and was second (Cont'd on page
13)

NBA playoffs

Pistons, Bulls and Suns are one win away
By The Associated Press
The Detroit Pistons, Phoenix Suns and Chicago Bulls are one win away from their conference
finals. The New York Knicks, Los Angeles Lakers and Philadelphia 76ers are one loss away
from summer vacation.
The Pistons beat the Knicks 102-90, the Suns
downed the Lakers 114-101 and the Bulls
defeated the 76crs 111-101 Sunday to take 3-1
leads in their best-of-7 NBA playoff series.
Detroit and Chicago can clinch at home in
their next game — the Pistons on Tuesday and
the Bulls on Wednesday. The Suns will try to
wrap up their series Tuesday at the Forum,
where they had a 21-game losing streak before
beating the Lakers in Game 1.
The San Antonio-Portland series, which is
tied 2-2, resumes Tuesday at Portland.
At Philadelphia, Michael Jordan scored 18 of
his 45 points in the final period as the Bulls rallied to beat the 76crs.
The Bulls, trailing 86-77 after three quarters,
opened the final period with a 22-6 spurt to
move ahead 99-92 and led the rest of the way.
"We played a lot of people in the fourth quarter and we really played well," said Jordan, who
was 16-of-31 from the field and 12-of-13 from
the foul line.
While Jordan shined, Charles Barkley
struggled. The Philadelpia star had 22 points and
13 rebounds, but missed nine of 15 free throws.
"My free throw shooting blew the game,"
Barkley said. "When I play bad, it's very
frustrating."

Chicago outscored the 76ers 34-15 in the
fourth quarter, giving the Bulls a 79-46 advantage in the final period of the last two games.
The Bulls got a big boost from rookie Stacey
King and Ed Nealy, who combined to fill in for
starting forward Scottie Pippen, in Arkansas for
his father's funeral.
King scored 21 points and Nealy had nine
points and nine rebounds without missing & shot.
Nealy was 4-for-4 from the field, made his only
free throw and played tough defense on Barkley.
"Ed Nealy did the best job I've seen anybody
do on Charles Barkley," said Jordan, who had
11 assists.
Hersey Hawkins scored 26 points for Philadelphia and Mike Gminski had 24.
At Phoenix, Kevin Johnson had 30 points and
16 assists as the Suns survived a late rally.
Phoenix led by 14 points midway through the
third period before Los Angeles came back and
pulled to 94-90 with 4:39 remaining in the
game. But that's as close as the Lakers could
get.
One more victory would give the Suns their
first playoff series victory over the Lakers, who
eliminated Phoenix in their six previous postseason meetings.
"We feel confident," said guard Jeff Hornacek, who scored 16 of his 23 points in the
first period. "The last two games have shown us
what we can do. We came home and did what
we had to do — win twice."
Tom Chambers scored 27 points for the Suns,
while Mark West had 15 points, 15 rebounds

and six blocked shots.
Magic Johnson led the Lakers with a career
playoff-high 43 points — one more than he had
as a rookie in Game 6 of the 1980 finals against
Philadelphia.
A.C. Green added 14 points and a playoff
career-high 18 rebounds for the Lakers.
At Madison Square Garden, the defending
champion Pistons took advantage of Patrick
Ewing's first-half foul trouble and protected
their lead with smothering defense in the second
half.
Ewing, who scored 45 points in Saturday's
victory over the Pistons, was scoreless in the
first half Sunday while playing only six minutes.
He came back to score 30 points in the second
half but it wasn't enough for the Knicks, who
missed 16 of their first 21 shots in the second
half.
"We played Pistons basketball in the second
half, trying not to give them anything," said
Detroit forward Dennis Rodman, who had 14
points and 14 rebounds.
James Edwards scored 19 points for the Pistons, who took the lead for good in the second
quarter, led by nine at halftime and opened a
59-45 advantage in the third period.
With Ewing scoring 12 points in less than five
minutes, the Knicks rallied to cut the Pistons'
lead to 87-82 with 3:39 remaining in the game.
But a jumper by Edwards and two free throws
by Joe Dumars ended the threat.
Dumars scored 13 of his 17 points in the last
three minutes.

Wallach wallops while Expos romp
From AP Reports
Athletics'in Minnesota for the start of an eight-game road trip that also
Tim Wallach's performance had Oil Can Boyd and the San Diego Padtakes
them to Cleveland, Milwaukee and Toronto.
res talking to themselves, while the Oakland A's showed they are human
Jay
Tibbs (2-4) and four relievers held Oakland to five hits. Rickey
in Sunday baseball action around the major leagues.
Henderson's sixth home run of the season put the Athletics ahead 1-0
in
Wallach drove in eight runs, including a pair of three-run homers, and
the third inning, but Oakland went on to lose for just the second time
Boyd pitched his first shutout in five years as Montreal routed San Diego
in
20 games in which it has scored first.
15-0 on Sunday at Jack Murphy Stadium.
The Orioles got two runs in the fourth against Mike Moore (3-2).
Cal
"I have to talk to myself," Boyd said. "I had gotten away from that
Ripken had an infield hit with two outs, advanced on a wild pitch,
When I tell myself things like 'keep the ball down,' basically I'm hearing
Joe
Orsulak hit an RBI single and Mickey Tettleton broke an 0-for-21
my thoughts and I'm able to respond better."
slump
with a run-scoring double.
Wallach, who entered the game with 14 RBIs, hit three-run homers in
With the Orioles ahead 3-1 in the eighth, Henderson and Carney
the first and third innings to give Montreal a 6-0 lead. He added a runLansford
led off by reaching base against Mark Williamson. Gregg Olson
scoring single in the fourth and an RBI double in the eighth.
He tied a club record for RBIs in a game previously set by Andre Daw- relieved and, with Jose Canseco batting, the Athletics tried a double steal,
but Tettleton threw out Lansford at second.
son and Chris Speier.
In other AL games, Chicago beat Kansas City 4-3, California downed
Not even the awesome Athletics can win every game. In fact, every
Boston
8-4, Seattle trounced New York 10-5, Toronto topped Detroit 6-3,
once in awhile they lose two in a row — at home, no less.
Minneso
ta defeated Milwaukee 8-6 and Cleveland turned back Texas 4-1.
The Baltimore Orioles became the first team to win a series at the OakElsewhere in the National League, it was Cincinnati 13, Chicago
land Coliseum since last July, beating the Athletics 4-1 Sunday.
9;
The Orioles won consecutive road games for the first time this season. Philadelphia 4, San Franciso 1; Atlanta 3, St. Louis 1; and Pittsburgh 5,
Houston 1. Los Angeles at New York was postponed by rain.
They took two of three in Oakland for their first series victory against the
Athletics since May 1987.
Redo 12, Cubs •
Cinannall blew a lis-Nill lead dA rstreundad kw lour Nroi Nth* alenth 'twang.
Still, Oakland has the best record in the American League at 22-8 and a
Aletillnied by Joe Olvers Ihns•-rus
honor so bow Ctectaseeer
ii Rhedtont Stadunt The CAA. naiad Worn an S-2 Nan and seated t,
in as neveei
n
314 -game lead over Chicago. The teams that figure to be the Athletics' elth Rob Dibble (2 on Po name to Ile Ike score Pi Teal Iletativer maned de sled WS aruns
oret-out
SW^ Maxi (0-4)
elate 10001111 and wane io did an Paul 014611 Ise Mitten* Duncan angle on
Unjsd
all
main competition are much farther behind, with California trailing by 11
diodes owe is wore Ilesilaper Me Se ge-ahowl Pus asel Ober teamed
WM tis snow
Paden 4. aisle 1
games and Kansas City 12 back.
Forms Oleo Deeds Celt5040 a elndlast sae side ISM
as Pldladelpris too San Frandsen al Vow.
Today. Oakland may get even better. Willie Randolph, acquira in a ans Stedura
Lee Osiers 05J a dap ad a hens'Is, rioj
taelt Rama*(2-4) io raise SY enrage io
weekend trade that sent outfielder Stan Javier to Los Angeles, joins the
(Cont'd on page 13)
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Actions& Reactions
Bruins hope small ice
will cramp Oilers' style Soccer — local

•

BOSTON (AP) — For the swift- over the Blackhawks for the Campskating Edmonton Oilers, the big- bell Conference title, the Oilers
ger the rink, the better. More ice were 2-1 in Chicago, capped by an
means more room to make plays 8-4 rout in Saturday night's decidand ounce opponents.
ing game.
Welcome to Boston Garden, one
The Chicago Stadium rink is 185
of the NHL's smallest surfaces. It's
feet
by 85 feet, while Boston's is
been nearly six weeks since the
191
by
83. Edmonton's Northlands
Bruins lost there.
That's the site of the first two Coliseum ice is 200 by 85.
"The one thing that we can take
games of the best-of-7 Stanley Cu
-stock
in is that we had to play Chifinals- ft—Tuesday-1nd Friday
cago for three games" in Chicago,
nights.
"We feel really solid at home," Edmonton coach John Muckier
Boston defenseman Garry Galley said. That "will prepare us better
said. "We have no reason not to to play in Boston Garden."
feel solid at home. It doesn't mean
The smaller ice isn't "a major
we just throw on the sweaters and factor," Boston coach Mike Milgo out there and win, because the bury said. "It's a little more conreason we've been winning is fining, but (the Oilers) will get
because of hard work."
open."
Besides, the Oilers are coming
But the Bruins, who had the
off an impressive series in which NHL's best record and defense, are
they proved they could thrive on a better than Chicago and are brimsmall rink. In their 4-2 triumph ming with confidence at home.

Wallach wallops...

MURRAY — The under-14 girls' Chiefs suffered back-to-back weekend losses to
under-14 coed teams from McCracken County, losing 5-3 at McCracken County on
Saturday and falling 3-2 to the Royals Sunday in Murray. Ellen Uddberg and Jill
Miller did all the scoring for the Chiefs, with U _erg swing twice and Miler once
Saturday and each girl kicking one in on Sunday. Sara Fits had an assist each
day; Kim Johnson, Ucklberg and Miller added assists. Defensive players receiving
credit included Leah Stuart, Sarah Snyder, Sara Fitts, Erica Vidmer, Kylie Johnson,
Julie Myatt and Maggie Snyder, and Chiefs goaltender Allison Cantrell performed
well under pressure, stopping 16 shots on Saturday and turning away 20 attempts
Sunday.
.The Chiefs and the under-12 boys' Terminators will compete in tournament action
in Cape Girardeau, Mo this weekend (May 19-20).

Pony League baseball

Golf

local

Murray's Pete Haywood had the tournament's bait round with a 69 on Sunday, but
still finished second in the Early Bird golf tournament to Mark Faulkner. Faulkner
shot a 143, 1 -under for the two-day event, one stroke better than Haywood's 144.
Haywood birdied the 18th hole after hitting the pin from the fairway with his
approach. He sank the birdie putt for second

Soccer — camps

(Cont'd from page 12)
3911. Cods (5-0) carried a shutout into the ninth inning when Greg Lion led on vilth a home
fun. Cook was traded to
the Priem by San Francisco LISA June along with pitcher Terry Ilulholand and'bird baseman
Charlie 14•011 tor
rehired Steve Bed rattan
Pinion II, Aims 1
Jose Und twice spoiled Houston's strategy by driving In tuns and Pittsburgh bonneted trorn
a rare Intederence cal
that stripped the Alltal of a run as the PVISS• swept the three-game series at Three Rhea
Stadunt Bob With (3-3)
allowed iv* hits over omen-paw innings and led a cared high with sight strikeout elt
the
Pirates
won for the
time in nine games and the 14th SIM in 17 games. The Adroit who scored onN
Ire rtihs lathe th
lost their fourth in a row and their seventh in wght game'. In the Housice third. pitcher Oil
Gullidtson
.
n12
tiled to
score from second on Glenn Davis' limps to left Barry Bonds' throw bounced off catcher
LaV
chest
protector and richochated into Gulickson, who was called out by horns pile umpire Gerry Dads
kr
Interdonaly
interfering with the ball
Braves 3, Cardinale 1
FieldIng errors by Gold Glove winners Ozzie Smkh and Terry Pendleton helped visiting AtIonts
the eighth Inning to beat St. Louie The Braves snapped a four-game losing streak Am Premiers score three tuns in
fice fly on reliever Scott Terry (0-2) led the *cote Mel Dale Murphy was asked inteneonaly basealeeded sacriDavis, Nang .077. drove in Jell MUMS from third with a grounder to short that Side) bobbled, to bed the biases,
Lonnie Smith's grounder to thou and Vow late to second on a lorosbiry attempt Med Lemke Pendleton babied
added a sacrifice Ily
White Sox 4, Floyd@ 3
In Cicago,the Whip Son carpeted their erst sweep against Kansas City in lour
years on Laws
boded saclike IN with one out in the rynth Scott Fletcher doubted with one oA and continued Johnson's basesto third on center
Midair Po Admen's error. Num two Intentional walks Jennison hit $ di bell to short left
Elsenreich's throw home. Johnson singled and scored the tying tun in the eight on Den Seed and Fletcher beat int
Pasqua's
single. The Whits
Sot got both tune ell Jeff Montgomery (3-2). Royal relievers have blown sight of
13 save °opportunities Ills season
Mork Dells, Mil years National League Cy Young sinner, was dropped from the Moppet
role
die
weekend law
fling on four of nine chances. and Montgomery was moved Into this position Scott Rsolinsity
(2-0) SPINS the winner
Kansas City starter Mark Guticza pitched seven Innings and allowed !twos hils and
one famed nat.
Mariner, 10, Yankees 6
In Swale. Ken Grady Jr Min Davis and Brian Giles hit home nina heading
Mall Young to his Iris victory as a
staring pitcher since 1966 Gritley went 3-lor-3, raising his leawthiseding average to .370.
run. Davis Mt hs sixth of the season and Giles hlt Ord homer since 1966. New York outfel He NI Me sem* home
the Mariners 14-13. Young
(1-3) allowed lour runs on eight hits in eve innings and led,team record with three wild
pitches. Greg Cadent (1-3)
was the loser
. Aminis 1 Red Sex 4
In California, Lance Parrish Amend, doublid and drove horns three tune as
the Angels stopped a four-game
losing dreak The Angels won tor only the word time in 11 games. They matched
12 has. Chuck Finley (12)allowed kw runs and struck out amen in 71-3 innings. season highs WM eight runs and
He I 4-0 is horn* this season and
gave up Ns lira run In Anaheim alter 26 1.3 scoreless innings Jack Hovers two-run
single In the sixth Inning put
Callornis ahead 5-3 and pinned the be. on Dennis Lampe (0-1) Tom Bnonarisky hit his
MI home run since louring
Boston
•
Twine 5, Brewers 11
In lAnnesota. the Twins woo for the ninth Imo in 11 games as Shane Mack's
bean-loaded IMO in the ithrth
inning broke Men a Is game Mack put the Twins ahead 44 and another sin scored on the Orr on left leder Greg
Vaughn's wit throw Mack Ma came home on Kant /*Oak's monde Ity. Alan Berenguer
(3-0) went two innings for
the victory. Alleraukas scored mice with two outs in the ninth against Terry Leach,
and Rild Avner& retired B.J.
Surhon on a IN ball with mines on arst and Vird for his ninth we. Bill
Krueger (2-1b as. ths dew
Blue Jaye 6, Tigers 3
In Detroit. George Bell got three Ms and scored Toronto's isbrealdng run in the
eighth inning on John Oleruirs
saclike fly Bel fit his fourth home nin. had an P.81 double and scored three Imes.
Third baseman Tony Piens' with
throw set up Toronto's two unearned tune In the eighth Philips has mode 12
01 the TIgers' 29 errors this season.
David Wed (14) got this colon( in relit white Jadi Morris (2-5) lost Ns fourth straigM
dedelon. Olerudi fly ball put
the Blue Jays ahead 4-3 and LiOano added an RBI single Lloyd Akaaby, Toronto's
al-line htisader, got hi fourth
home tun of the season for Detroit. hs second against the Ube Jays
Indians 4, Rangers 1
John Farrell weltered OVO di over eight Innings In hurting Texas for the fourth
lens in as marry career decisions
am Jerry Browne opened the game with In ink Mime run of the season Farrell (3-1)
lost as shutout Old when Gary
Penis NI ha first home run with two out In the eighth. Doug Jones yielded one it In
the ninth for lest 21h save, tops in
the major& in as many opportuniaes. Cleveland added a tun In the thrd di Cherie
Hough
(3-2) on Brook Jacoby's
bases-loaded monism fly following oaks to Stan Jefferson and Candy Maldonado
around Mitch Webster, Incite
The Indians made it 4-0 in the fourth on Chris James' Madan doubt*, Joel
Skinner's triple and Browne's sacrifice fly

BOWLING GREEN — Hilftopper soccer coach David Holmes has announced the
dates for his annual Western Kentucky University Soccer Camps. Holmes and his
staff will conduct four camps for youngsters this summer, beginning with a Team
Camp July 16-20 on the Western campus. Also set are day camps at the WKUGlasgow campus (July 23-27), Volunteer State Community College in Gallatin,
Tenn. (July 30-Aug. 4), and again on the Western campus (Aug. 6-11).
*Costs are (team camps) $200 for overnight campers, $160 for day campers with
two meals provided; and (day camps) $120 for all-day campers and $75 for
morning-only campers. A 10 percent discount on day camps prices is available to
those paying lees before June 1. For more information and application forms, contact Coach David Holmes, Athletic Department, Western Kentucky University,
Bowling Green, KY 42101 (502-745-6068).

Golf
DUBLIN, Ohio — Greg Norman, who had two recent titles snatched from his grasp
by last-hole heroics, was given one Sunday by a last-round rain-out at The Memorial. Norman had a 54-hole total of even-par 216 total on the Muirfield Village Golf
Club course. The PGA Tour adhered to its policy that prohibits the extension of
tournament play to Monday and the tournament was ruled complete after 54 holes.
More than two inches of rain tell on the course in the 36 hours before Sunday's
play was to begin. Payne Stewart finished second at 217 and Fred Couples, Don
f°ooley, Mark Brooks and Brad Faxon tied for third at 218. Norman earned
$180,000.
• 5 •
CHESAPEAKE, Va. — Dottie Mochrie shot a 4-under-par 68 for a nine-stroke victrory in the $350,000 Crestar Classic on Sunday, the second largest victory margin
ever in a 54-hole LPGA Tour event. Jan Stephenson had an 11-stoke victory in the
1981 Mary Kay Classic. Mochrie finished with a 54-hole total of 16-under-par 200
on the Greenbrier Country Club course. Chris Johnson finished second at 209 and
Meg Mallon was third at 210.

Indianapolis 500

Tennis

(Cont'd from page 12)
LIONS AND TIGERS AND REIDS
Ejected after an altercation with Charlotte's J.R. Reid, Golden
State's Manute Bol, who once slew a lion in his native Sudan,
waited for his antagonist after the game and had to be
restrained by security guards during an ensuing screaming match.
"This ain't Africa," Reid reportedly bellowed. "I'm no lion
and
I'm no tiger. I'm a man (a rather excitable man) and I'm
going
to beat your butt."
OUOTEBOOK
Benoit Benjamin, who has chosen boxing czar Don King as
his agent, of Clippers management: "They dragged me in
the
mud and talked about me in the papers like I was a
dog."
SPECIAL CITATION
To Dallas forward Adrian Dantley, who has a tattoo of a
moneybag on his left hip.
1989-90 ALL-FOWL TEAM
Rory Sparrow, Miami; Jay Vincent, Philadelphia; Otis Birdsong, Boston; Greg Kite, Charlotte; Kevin Duckworth,
Portland;
Larry Bird, Boston.

HAMBURG, West Germany — Unseeded Juan Aguilera of Spain scored a shocking straight-set upset over top-seeded Boris Becker in the final of the $1 million
German Open on Sunday. Aguilera, the German Open champion in 1984, confused Becker with his touch play and a succession of passing shots in the 6-1, 6-0,
7-6 (9-7) victory.

• •.
(Cont'd from page 12)
Murray
State track
Gum was second in the 800.
Murray State Lady Racer track
Jenny Bell had a pair of seconds, team
members Natasha Brown and
14 in the 1600 and the long jump,
Val
Bowser
earned "provisional
bwhile taking third in the 3200 and
qualifier" status for the NCAA
fourth in the high jump.
Championships (June 1-2, Durham,
• • •
N.C.) during the weekend's Jessie
OTHER SECTIONAL QUALIFIERS
MURRAY HIGH
Owens Invitational Meet at Ohio
Boys
State University.
Gary Sims, 100 meters, fourth, 1105; Sean
klalinauskas, 1600 meters, second, 457.05;
Brown set a new school record
800 meters, 2:18 91; Josh Johnson, 3200, INrd,
while
winning the triple-jump
11.35.37. 1800 meter relay team (Willis Chesney, Heath Walls, Hansen, Soiverby), second,
event, posting a measure of 41-4
3:48.97. 400 meter relay (Fred Sowerby, Gary
1/4 in the event. Bowser finished
Sims, Walls, Cheaney), third, 47.18. Cheaney,
long jump, third, 20-1; tnple jump. fourth, 40-1.
among the leaders in the 800-meter
Girls
run with a 2:07.86 time.
Alkson Burton, 400, third, 1:08.89; 800 relay
(Greenfield, Melvina Urquhart Christy Bell,
Provisional qualifiers to the
Woods), second, 1:57.41, 400 meter relay, secNCAA championships compete if
ond; 1800 relay (Burton, Hansen, Erin Friend,
their event's field has not already
Casey Gum).
CALLOWAY COUNTY
been filled.
Boys
lAichaal Ross, BOO meters, third, 2:04.23:
1600 meter relay (Boyd, Lae Shouse, Ross,
Seth Want), third, 3:48.11; Teddy Delaney, discus, third, 125-4; Scott Dauer, pole vault, 8-8
Girls
800 meter relay (Sara Thompson. Wendy
Stephens, Mitzi Rickman, Garland), fourth,
1:57.18; Betsy Herndon, nhOl put, third, 29-61
1/2.
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Good win
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NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
til L Po
GB LIO Streak Home AO*/
17 11 007
—
2-6-5 Lost 2
7-6 104
Toronto
19 13 504
—
6-4 Won 2
134
6-7
Boston
17 13 567
5-5 Lod 1
1
10-5
74
Cleveland
15 15 516
Th
5-5 Won 1
9-4
7-11
Belliwoom
14 17 452
44
5-5 Won 2
6-6
11-9
New York
'
12 17 414
5-5 Lost 1
Sa
64
6-6
-------..._.......................11 21 344
Deus
a
3-7 Low 2
6-10 5-11
Weed Gilead'
W L Pet
GB L10 Seed Home Away
Oakland
22 I 733
—
1•7 3 Lost 2
10-4 12-2
Chicago
17 10 630
34
11-4 Won 3
12-3
5-7
IA nnesota
16 14 533
6
z42 Won 2
7-5
94
Texas
• 15 16 484
Th 1-44 Lod 1
9-7
6-9
Seale
15 18 456
14
15 WOO 1
7-10 84
Gallons,.
12 20 375
11
2-6 Won 1
7-11 5-9
Kansas City
10 20 333 12
44 Lost 3
6-10 4-10
z-denotes Mil gems was a sin
.
.

.

Ilsuiriley's Games
New York 7. LOS Angeles 0
4, Cincinnati 2
ralicarancisco S. Phiodedha 0
Pittsburgh 3. Houston 1
St Lcus 4, Atlanta 3. 10 innings
San Diego 5, Montreal 2
Sunday's Games
Phladelphia 4, San Francisco 1
Los Angeles at New Yoh. ppd. rain
Cinonnalt 13, Chicago 9
Atlanta 3, St Louis 1
Montreal 15, Sri Diego 0
Pmsbaph 5, Hoiden 1
lbseiday's GOIROS
Pittsburgh (Terrell 1-1) at Cinema, ikilistrong
Sri 635 orn

Chicago (Lancaster 2-1) at Atlanta (Gavin* 1-2).
6 40 p m
Philadeipha (Combs 2-2) is San Diego (Beres
2-3), 905 pm
New York (Fernandez 2-31 at San Franosco
(Knapper 1-1), 9105 p.m
Montreal (Gross 4-1) at Los Angeles (Valenzuela
21). 915 pm
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati, 635 pm
Chicago at Atlanta. 6.40 pm
Houston at St. Louis. 735 p.m
Philadelphia at San Diego. 905 p m
Montreal at Los Angeles, 9:35 p.m
New Yoh at San Francisco. 935 p.m

AMERICAN LEAGUE
_
'EMI
•
Pltiebu
mor
S
ma
..................................................................
Pie
.............................................._....................
New York. .
Chicago ...............................................-.....:...z

Olvisise
W L. Pd
22 9 .710 —
17 13 .547
1%
18 14 .583
44
14 14 .533
5%
14 Ili .467
TA
13 18 .419
9
Wed Digitise
W L PO
21
7 .740 —
16 16 .484
714
14 17 .462
84
12 19 .387 10%
11 20 .356 11%
' 9 19 321
12

Clidnisill
San Diego.
Los Angeles .
Houston
San F rancimo
Atlanta
z-denotes kit gets was a sin

Setu rde y'e Games
Baltimore 3, Oakland 2
Chicago 6, Kansas City 3
Toronto at Detroit, ppd., rain
trimmed 5. Milwaukee 2
Cleveland 5, Texas 4, cord of wasp gams
Texas-2, Cleveland 1
Boston 7. Catania 1
New York 4, Seattle 1
Sunday's Gam ee
Toronto 6. Detroit 3
lannesola 8, Milwaukee 6
Chicago 4, Kansas City 3
Cisterns 8, Boston 4
Baltimore 4, Oakland 1
Seattle 10, New York 5
Cleveland 4, Texas 1

G8 Lte Streak Hone Away
8•2 Wes 3. 10-6 -12-4
24-4 Won 1
84 '9-7
I-74 Woo 1
114
74
z-7-3 Won 2 13-4
34
1-4-4 Lee 1
54
9-8
3-7 Lag 1
6-11 7-7
GB 110 Streak
x-11-2 Woe 1
6-5 Lost 1
z-3-7 Los II
z-3-7 Lost 4
3-7 Lad 1
z-4-4 Won 1

Home Amory
5-4 13-3
9-9
6-7
II-1
1-10
64
6-10
2-11 4-9
111
4-8

Monday's Gates
Toronto (Cenral 1-5) at Detroit (Tanana 2-2),
1235 pm
Oakland (Stewart 6-0) at Minnitota (Anderson
1-4). 705 p m
Boston (Clemons 5-1) is Kansas City (SDavis
1-4). 735 pm
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Minnesota at New York, 630 p.m.
Oakland at Cleveind 615 p.m
Seattle at Toronto, 5:15 p.m
Balbrnore at Chicago, 705 p.m. .
Boston at Kansas City. 735 p.m.
California at Milwaukee, 735 pm
Detroit at Texas. 7.35 p.m

BASEBALL TODAY

INDIANAPOLIS—Emerson Fittipaldi won the provisional pole for the Indianapolis
500, but must wait until Saturday before knowing whether he'll start from the
coveted spot. Fittipaldi, the defending champion, traveled four laps around the
2'4 -mikroval in an average speed of 225.301 mph, surpassing the mark of teammate Rick Mears (223.885 mph). Mears, trying lot his third straight pole, was second. There are 12 more drivers guaranteed a shot at the prize position,fficluding
Al Unser Jr., who on Friday set an unofficial lap record of 228.502 mph

Basketball Basement...

Murray sweeps...

.•
Tommy's
Baseball Cards

Fleer

•

MURRAY— The Kiwanis team of the Murray-Calloway Pony League stands at 2-0
after Thursday's 12-5 win in Mayfield Over Cumberland Bank. Robert Weatherly
and Jay Herndon combined on a three-hitter while Casey Williams went 2-lor-3 and
Rob Carpenter delivered a bases-loaded single in the first inning to start the ball
rolling.
'Earlier, Herndon and Weatherly had combined on a two-hitter as Kiwanis
defeated Thornton 17-5 in the season opener. Travis Anderson had both hits for
Thornton.
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•
ROME — Monica Seles trounced Martina Navratilova 6-1, 6-1 in the final of the
Italian Open on Sunday. Seles, with her fourth straight title, won $100,000. After
her singles victory, Seles teamed with Canada's Helen Kelesi to win the doubles
title, beating Italians Laura Golarsa and Laura Garrone 6-3, 6-4.

Basketball
NEW YORK — San Antonio center David Robinson, the NBA rookie of the year,
and Golden State guard Tim Hardaway were unanimous selections on the league's
all-rookie team. Vlade Divac of the Los Angeles Lakers, Sherman Douglas of
Miami and Pooh Richardson of Minnesota were also selected to the first team in
the vote of the NBA's 27 head coaches. J.R. Reid of Charlotte, Sean Elliott of San
Antonio, Stacey King of Chicago, Blue Edwards of Utah and Glen Rice of Miami
were named to the second team.

Boxing
SEOUL, South Korea — Antonio Esparragoza of Venezuela defended his World
Boxing Association featherweight title for the seventh time, scoring a unanimous
decision over South Korean challenger Park Chan-mok on Saturday. Esparragoza
was a clear winner on the cards of all three judges and improved his mark to
30-1-3 with 28 knockouts.
•South Korean Kim Bong-jung retained his World Boxing Association minimumweight title on .Sunday with a split decision over Panama's Silveri° &manes when
the fight was stopped in the fourth round because of a cut over Kim's eye.

Cycling
BOSTON — Raul Alcala of Mexico won the overall tale of the 11-dg 1,017-mile
Tour de Trump bicycle race by 43 seconds over Noway's Atte Kvalsv I. Erik Breukink of the Netherlands finished third overall, 1:44 behind Alcala. Soviet amateur
Dmitri Zhdanov was fourth, 1:52 behind. Steve Speaks of Longmont, Colo., was
the highest North American finisher, placing sixth, 223 behind. Tour de France
winner Greg LeMond placed 78th among the 87 riders who completed the tour

STATS
Rob Dobbi has allowild 10 of the 20 runners he has inherited to score. ... Will Clerk is 7-kx-15 with a man on
third this season. inducing 3-for-5 with two outs. . San Diego's 15-0 loss to Montreal on Sunday was the Padres worst dieted in a shutout since a 19-0 rout by Los Angeles In 1969
Belmont is 10-0 when it gets 10 Ms
or more in again., and 0-12 when 11116141 10 so hiss or Wes
STREAKS
The Minnesota Twins have won nine of their Mot 11 games . Jack Morris has lost fair straight
decisions
ELaltrnorel Mdtay Tettleson snapped an 0-for-21 streak with a double in the fourth inning against Oakland on
Sunday . Kevin Seltrer has a 15-game tilling streak lid tor the longest in the American League this season
,SWINGS
Los Angeles catcher Mike SOoscia, who hit 35 homers in hs that sight seasons with Los Angelis has hit 15
over the past two seasonsSLUGGE RS
Lloyd Weepy, Toronto's a5-lime tit leader, has four home Nos for Detroit this season two agano the SW
Jays.
SLUMPS
Kansas City Royals reloads have blown eight of 13 save oppportunhes this season
Eric Snots of San
Diego has failed to last four innings in each of Ins last four starts
STARTERS
Philadelphia's Dennis Cook improved to 5-0 by porting a ex•hther Sunday to boat hos former San Franosco
teammates, 4-1.
STOPPERS
Royal rdievem are 5-6 and have convened lest Me el 13 save opportunities
The San r,anetsco bullson
nas yet to record a win this mason. 0-7
SHUTOUTS
Montreats Oil Can Boyd pitched a nine-liner to beat San Diego 15-0 Sunday lor Ns first shutout since June 9,
1985 veins Mdiong let BMWS.
STROLL INC
.
Kirby Pudett waked three saes Sunday. only the third arm in his career he's eon* that in One game'
SLOPPY
Tony Philips has made 12 of the Detroit Tigers' 29 errors this season
SERIES
Oakland Icst its Sr* series at home since last Arty. droppng two of three against Baltimore
STATUS
Now York theta reliever Azio Machado has a tender right etc. It's parScuarty painful when he throws a
alder
SIDELINED
San Diego first basemen Jack Clark was placed on the 15-day disabled 1st retroadive to May 6 on Sunday
because of a loser beet seen
STARS
The Wallach drove insight runs, including a per of three-run homers, to lead Montreal pad San Diego 15-0.
He lied a club record for RBIs in a game previous* set by Andre D410•011 and Chris Spier
SWAPS
The Oakland Athletics have filled their biggest need by acquiring escond baseman Willie Rairttoiph from the
Los Angelis Dodgers for outfielder Stan Javier
SPEAKING
'14e told me that his morn got on him this week because he didn't run a ball out full speed Most moms would
tist be Odttsd to death to see their sons in a major league unitorin But she's been around ther
o r
om
od
syslt
und
she lea it was necessary to draw asenson lo sonvithirg die left he didn't do " — Seals GM
rd
on Kan Grata Jr 's mother

Located next to Theresa's Country Kitchen

*vit SPEC/448
Don't Wait!
Get Your Tune-Up

Horse racing
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Hall of Fame trainer Woody Stephens was taken off a respirator Sunday, and his condition was upgraded from critical to serious just two days
after he underwent quadruple heart-bypass surgery, officials said. Stephens, 76,
has been hospitalized for more than two weeks because of a recurrence of chronic
breathing problems. He underwent the heart-bypass surgery on Friday.

Kopperud Realty would like to welcome
three new sales associates to their staff!
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FARM AND AG NOTES

Analysis says drive could boost meal exports

Paducah Livestock Auction
Cattle 678 Calves 4 Compared to
last week Slaughter Steers and
Heifers untested, Cows steady,
Bulls 1.00-2.000 lower, Calves
steady 1.00 lower, Vealers
untested, Feeder Steers and Heifers
1.00-2.00 Higher in active trading.
Slaughter Cows: Breaking Utility
and Commercial 2-4 47.25-53.00,
Cutter_ and Boning Utility 1-3
47.75-54.00, High dressing
56.00-57.00, Cutter 1-2
46.00-48.00.
Slaughter Bulls: Yeild grade 1
16751b. indicating 80 Carcass boning percent 68.00, Yield grade 1-2
1015-17701b. indicating 77-79 percent 58.00-65.00.
Slaughter Calves: Choice
415-5551b. 75.00-80.00, Good
58.00-70.00.
Feeders: Steers: Meidum No.1
and Large No.1 200-235Ib
102.00-112.00, 300-4001b.
96.00-120.00, 400-500lb.
91.00-106A, most 97.00-105.00,
500-6001b. 90.00-96.00, 600-7001b.
84.00-87.00, including 40 head
6741b. at 84.10, 7141b. 81.00,
Medium No.2 360-4651b.

83.00-93.00, Large No.2 3241b.
WASHINGTON (AP) - An
102.00, 4151b. 88.00, 510-5751b. Agriculture Department analysis
73.00-80.50, Small No.1 3601b. says Eastern Europe's market77.00, 400-500lb. 81.00-86.00, oriented drive toward greater livestock output could help boost U.S.
5651b. 87.00.
Heifers: Medium and Large No.1 exports of high-protein meal.
2851b. 95.00, 300-400 lb.
But the department's Economic
86.00-96.00, most 91.00-94.00, Research Service also cautioned
400-5001b. 85.00-95.00, 500-6001b. that there are some big question
82.00-85.50, 600-700lb. 77.00, marks.
Meidum No.2 300-4001b.
81.00-91.00, 400-5001b.
73.00-81.00, 500-6001b. 78.00,
600-685Ib 64.00-68.00, Large No.2
3751b. 93.00, 430-4801b.
73.00-83.00, 545-6301b.
82.00-87.00, Small No.1
300-5001b. 64.00-90.00, 500-6001b.
65.00-77.00.
Stock Cows: and Calves: Large
No.1 800-1000.00 Medium No.1
655.00-795.00 most Calf vaccinated with mostly 200-3501b.
Calves at side.
Stock Cows: Meidum and Large
No.1 540.00-775.00, individual
800.00, with ages of 4-8 yr. and
4-6 mo. bred.
Stock Bulls: Medium No.1
965-10001b. 62.50-66.00.

,
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Favorite pet
Mark Twain once said "a house
without a cat may be a home, but
how can it prove its claim?"
According to his logic, only 30.5
per cent of American households
could prove themselves to be
homes (compared to 38.2 per cent
which owned dogs), yet altogether
they owned 54,583,000 cats which
makes the feline friends the
nation's most numerous (favorite)
pet.
The survey; conducted by the
American Veterinary Medical
Association, notes that this is the
first time dogs have not been the
most numerous pet, and may indicate not so much a change in the
preference of people but a change
in housing conditions and life
styles.
In the 1983 AVMA survey, only
28.4 per cent of American households owned cats. and the average
number of cats owned then was 2.2
per household while now it is 2 per
household. The percentage of catowning households has increased
by about 50 per cent during the
past 15 years.
The survey indicated that 36.7
per cent of cat-owning hosueholds
owned no other animals than cats.
Of those which had other pets, 50
per cent owned, dogs, ten per cent
owned birds, sik per cent also owned horses, and five per cent owned
fish.
Seventy-six per cent of cat owners owned their pwn homes, while
24 per cent were renting.
Families of four or more people
were statistically most apt to own
cats - they owned 33 per cent of
them - with families of two people Owning 30 per cent, families of
three person owning 21 per cent
and single person families owning
16 per cent.
Families with income of S10,000to S19,999 owned 19 percent of the
cats, those with incomes of

$20,000 to $29,999 owned 18 per
cent and those with incomes of
$30,000 to $39,999 owned 17 per
cent. Families with less than
S10,000 income owned 15 percent,
those with $60,000 or more owned
12 per cent, those with $40,000 to
549,999 11 per cent and those with
between $50,000 and $59,999 only
eight per cent.
Cats under one year of age make
up 28.1 per cent of the cat population and were owned by 32.7 per
cent of households; 43.4 per cent
of cats are between two and five
years of age, and owned by 53.8
per cent of households; 17.9 per
cent of cats are between six and ten
years of age and in 26.3 per cent of
the homes, and 10.6 per cent of the
cats are more than ten years old
and in 15.9 per cent of the homes.
Total households may exceed 100
per cent because some own more
than one cat, in fact 41.6 per cent
of households which own cats own
more than one.
These figures reflect only
domestic cats, there is no estimate
on the number of wild cats (or
dogs).
Authorities suggest that one reason for the increase in cat population is that restrictions on apartment buildings are less stringent
for cats than dogs, and leash laws
for cats are almost non-existent.
Also, cats can be left indoors for
longer periods of time than dogs
and are generally easier for apartment dwellers to care for.
Food and other expenses may be
less, as well.
Your veterinarian keeps
informed of trends in pet populations and the reasons for those
trends, as well as the latest
methods of treatment and disease
prevention.
If you're looking for a pet, a veterinarian can help you understand
the local leash laws, the reasons for
many of the restrictions on rental
property, and what kind of pet
might best fit your life style.

Charles Leonard

"Eastern Europe is a proteindeficit region, yet has a developed
livestock sector that serves and
established export market and supports high per capita meat consumption," the agency reported
Monday.
Led by Poland, East Germany
and Romania, the region is among
the top five users of oilseed meal,
which includes meal from cottonseed, rapeseed, sunflowerseed
and other sources.
The largest are the United States,
the European Economic. Communi-,
ty, the Soviet Union and China.
"Behind exporter optimism are
expectations that widespread popular demands for improved living
standards, so evident in Romania
last December, will force officials
to increase protein imports," the
report said.

Thus, oilseed imports "could
rise modestly" over the decade by
about 3 percent annually from the 1
percent rate of the late 1980s. But
the report added that "it's uncertain whether political and economic
reforms can stimulate significantly
higher" growth than that.
"With or without economic
reform, the region still must service
its sizable foreign debt," the report
said. "Debt service requirements
will constrain overall import
growth, as they have throughout
the 1980s."
Nhooking at Poland, the biggest
user of oilseed meal in Eastern
Europe, the report said the country's comparative advantage lies in
expanded production of pork and
other livestock products.
"An increase in pork output
depends on a significant improve-

Farmers expecting
good wheat harvest
By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer

Leonard named
outstanding student
in agronomy at MSU
Charles Leonard has been named
"Outstanding Senior in Agronomy"
at Murray State University. Criteria
for this recognition include scholarship, leadership and professional
potential.
Leonard has been active in the
MSU Agronomy Club and has been
a member of the Intercollegiate
Soil Judging Team. He is a member of Alpha Gamma Rho social
fraternity. A graduate of Lowes
High School, he is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. David Leonard, Hickory.
Leonard has entered the graduate
program in Agriculture at Murray
State University and is doing
research on water quality.

Local producers
can now apply
for planted acreage
credit on wheat
Local producers may apply for
planted acreage credit for wheat
which has been, or will be, destroyed because of abnormal weather
conditions, according to David E.
Riley, Jr., CED with the Calloway
County ASCS Office. Producers
must come to the ASCS office and
file an ASCS-574 (Application for
Disaster Credit) before May 15. An
ASCS-578 (Report of Acreage),
must also be filed reporting the
failed wheat acres.
For cases of failed program crop
acreage, producers continue to
qualify for deficiency payments
and fnay elect to plant the failed
acres to another crop, including
program crops. This second crop
shall not be credited for history
purposes and will not qualify for
deficiency payments or price support loans. For more information,
please contact the ASCS office.

Shoemaker
Feed & Seed, Inc.

1.

Meierray Ledger & Times

Old Concord Road

WASHINGTON - Farmers are headed for a whopper of a wheat
harvest this year, perhaps enough to boost the nation's depleted stockpile
of bread grain by 70 percent or more.
The bright outlook is based on the Agriculture Department's forecast
Thursday for winter wheat, which accounts for three-fourths of the U.S.
total.
As of May 1, surveys showed that 1990 winter wheat production could
be a nine-year high of 2.09 billion bushels, up 44 percent from last year's
harvest of 1.45 billion bushels.
Average yields were forecast at 41.1 bushels per acre, compared with
35.1 bushels last year.
In Kansas, for example, winter wheat production was estimated at
460.2 million bushels, more than double the shriveled 1989 harvest of
213.6 million bushels. Both the acreage and average yield were up.
Overall, farmers are expected to have about 50.8 million acres of winter
wheat for harvest this year, up 23 percent from 41.5 million in 1989, the
report said.
Winter wheat, planted in the fall and harvested the next year, accounts
for about three-fourths of the U.S. total wheat production. The remainder
is planted in the spring.
Carl Schwensen, executive vice president of the National Association
of Wheat Growers, said the larger harvest will "put us in a stock-building
mode" for some time in the future- at least until something can be done
about worldwide capacity for producing too much grain.
Schwensen said the United States has "made a real accomplishment"
by putting millions of acres of marginal land in the Conservation Reserve
Program, which takes it out of crop production for 10 years. He said
about 11 million acres of that land has come from nation's wheat base.
"No other major producing and exporting nation has even attempted to
take the initiatives that we've had - to set aside marginal lands specifically from wheat production," Schwensen said in a telephone interview.
In the early and mid-1980s U.S. wheat surpluses grew rapidly, rising to
a peak carryover of 1.9 billion bushels on June I, 1985.
Schwensen said he doesn't see that happening again soon, "but we are
going to be getting up to a billion (bushels), I would think, over the next
couple of seasons."
Ideally, he said, the association would like to see year-end U.S. wheat
stockpiles maintained at around 800 million bushels, although some
others, including USDA experts, say a billion bushels would be all right.
However, Schwensen said much depends on how the Soviet Union and
China continue to perform as wheat markets, and on the way the U.S.
export subsidy program shapes up in the 1990 farm bill.
The USDA's first official estimate of 1990 production of all wheat will
be issued July 12, with the first estimates for corn, soybeans and some
other major spring-planted crops scheduled for Aug. 9, along with revised
figures for wheat.
Although no official estimates based on field surveys were included,
except for winter wheat, department analysts in a related supply-anddemand report did project "highly tentative" 1990 production of all
wheat at more than 2.69 billion bushels, up from less than 2.04 billion last
year.
Projections for all wheat and some other crops were based on yield
trends and an assumption the crop would have normal weather the
remainder of the growing season.
The 1990 corn harvest was projected at 8.1 billion bushels, up from
7.53 billion harvested last year. Soybean production was projected at
1.925 billion bushels, virtually the same as the crop 01 1.927 billion
bushels in 1989.
According to the supply-and-demand report, the U.S. wheat stockpile
will be drained to a 15-year low of 442 million bushels June 1, the beginning of the new wheat marketing year.
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SERVICE
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204 W. Railroad Ave. Hazel, KY
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498-8142

ment in feed rations," the report
said. "Currently, Poland's hog sector lags in every production indicator: sows produce smaller litters
than in the industrialized West;
piglets take longer to wean; sows
produce fewer litters per year; hogs
Lend to be slaughtered at nine
months instead of six months, and
the fat content is higher."
The report, by USDA economists
Robert Cummings and Nancy
Cochrane, said Poland's shortcomings in swine production are largely a result of inadequate animal
nutrition.
"Part of the protein need could
be satisfied with Poland's large
rapeseed crop, but only if the Poes
are able to expand crushing capacity and expand cultivation (of desirable varieties). Even so, there will
be a significant need for soybean
meal."
But even if the optimistic estimates about Eastern European meal
needs are correct, substantially larger sales of U.S. soybean producers
are not certain.
"Preference for soybean meal
imports, South American competition, the fate of currency convertibility, and the availability of export
credit guarantees will determine the
level of U.S. sales," the report
said.

Block contends
'something wrong'
with Earth Day
celebration
WASHINGTON (AP)- Former
Agriculture Secretary John R.
Block, who is now a food industry
executive, says the recent Earth
Day celebration was flawed.
"The amount of national attention the whole event received was
unbelievable" he said. "It is very
fashionable to be an environmentalist. I guess we all want to be
one."
But Block said there was "something wrong" with the Earth Day
celebration last month.
"It was more like a wake, with
the environmental fringe filling the
air with their own pollution of
gloom," Block said a statement.
For example, he said, there were
allegations that "farmers are poisoning the land by using dangerous
chemicals" to produce food and
that the world's population stands
on the brink of global famine.
Block, who is president of the
National-American Wholesale
Grocers' Association, was secretary
of agriculture during most of the
Reagan administration.
The 20th anniversary of Earth
Day was April 22, climaxing a
week of activities to call attention
to global environmental problems
and urge their solution.
"A celebration should have
included a tribute to the American
farmer, the American food industry
and American technology which
has been able to keep the wolf
away from the door all these
years," Block said. "Food in this
country takes less than 13 percent
of disposable family income. No
other country in the world can
claim the same''

Ag Department
reports 1.75 tons
of corn sold
to Soviet Union
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Agriculture Department says private exporting companies have sold
the Soviet Union an additional 1.75
million metric tons of U.S. corn for
delivery this year under a longterm supply agreement.
Officials said Monday 1.15 million tons were new sales while
600,000 tons were previously
reported but were shifted from
"unknown" destinations to the
Soviet Union.
Large sales are reported daily to
USDA by exporters, who frequently list foreign destinations as
unknown until final arrangements
are made.
Orders since Oct. 1, the beginning of the agreement's new year,
now total more than 15.6 million
tons of corn, 3.3 Million tons of
wheat, 342,300 tons of soybeans
and 1.2 million tons of soybean
meal. In addition, sales of barley
total 7,300 tons.
In 1988-89, sales were a record
of more than 21.7 million tons,
including more than 16.3 million
tons of corn and nearly 5.4 million
tons of wheat.
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Gallup poll shows percent who say they drink

By Abigail

Q

Do you have occasion to use alcoholic beverages
suah as liquor, wine, or beer, or are an abstainer?

Van Buren

Short Man Stands Tall Atop
Lifetime of Accomplishment
DEAR ABBY: Please permit me
to add my own experiences to those
of the woman who signed herself
"Itty-Bitty Betty in Boise," who wrote
abput the problems she encountered
because she is only 4 feet 10 inches
tall. She said she'd been accused of
trying to "sneak" into R-rated movies — and needed two IDs to go to a
bar.
Please don't feel disadvantaged
by your small stature and youthful
appearance. I am 5 feet 1 1/2, inches
tall and couldn't get a girl to dance
with me in high school. Neither could
I play football or basketball, but!did
win the 100-yard dash! My dream
was tojoin the U.S. Marine Corps,so
upon graduation from high school in
1946 (and after nine months of unsuccessful attempts to enlist), I received a height waiver from Gen.
A.A. Vandergrift,then commandant
of the Marine Corps. I became the
shortest man in the Marine Corps.
In 1947, I was stationed in Hawaii
with the tallest man in the Marine
Corps. He was 6 foot 9 inches!
During the Korean Conflict, I got
two field promotions. I finished nine
years in the Marine Corps as first
sergeant when I got an appointment
as a federal correctional officer at
Alcatraz Island in 1955. Yes — all 5
feet 1 1/2 inches of me!
I became a black belt in judo,then
a judo instructor. Subsequently I
was a deputy sherifYin Jacksonville,
Fla. I'm no hero, but I wore 17 ribbons on my Marine uniform, and at
62, nobody takes me for a day over
50.
J.J.V. SR., MOBILE, ALA.
DEAR J.J.V.: At 5 feet 1 1/2
inches, you have a lot of guys
looking up to you. Semper Fl,
Sarge!
* * *

DEAR ABBY: I always thought
conversations between social workers and clients were strictly confidential — like doctor-patient relations.

Eight years after my graduation
from high school,I was a "suspect" in
a paternity case and was interviewed
by an old biddy who later blabbed it
all over town. She did not mention
that a second guy was also a suspect
and was also interviewed. Nor did
she consider my Constitutional right
to be presumed innocent until proven
guilty.
Abby, how can asiyone in this
situation clear his name after what
this blabbermouth said?
Unfortunately,my innocence was
proven later — when the girl gave
birth 10 months and three days after
my last date with her.
LONGTIME READER
DEAR READER: You could
sue for defamation ofcharacter,
but that would require proving
thatthe gossip damaged you.You
would also have to provide witnesses to testify that "the old
biddy" blabbed.
If it's any consolation, you're
in prestigious company.In 1863,
Abraham Lincoln said:
"If I were to read, much less
answer, all the attacks made on
me, this shop might as well be
closed for any other business. I
do the very best I know how,the
very best I can, and I mean to
keep doing so until the end. If
the end brings me out all right,
what is said against me won't
amount to anything. If the end
brings me out wrong, then angels swearing I was right would
make no difference."

*5*

What teen-agers need to know about sex,
drugs, AIDS and getting along with their
peers and parents is now in Abby's
updated,expanded booklet,"What Every
Teen Should Know."To order,send a long,
business-size, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for $3.95($4.50
in Canada) to: Dear Abby, Teen Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, III. 61054.
(Postage is included.)
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Murray's Playhouse to host
youth movement workshop

Alcohol consumption

Dealt)

MONDAY, MAY 14, 1990

There will be a creative movement workshop for all members of
Intermission at the Playhouse in the
Park on Monday, May 14, from
3:30 to 5 p.m.
56
Intermission is the community
theater's group for students in
grades 6-8.
The workshop will be taught by
David Thurmond, for merly with
the Louisville Ballet and currently
the education director of the Ken1197.- tucky Center for the Arts and the
director of the Governor's School

for the Arts.
According to Liz Bussey, the
executive director of the Playhouse, a similar workshop taught
by Thurmond several years ago
was extremely well received.
The workshop is offered without
charge in thanks for the contributions Intermission members have
made to the theater in the months
since the organization of the new
youth group.
New members are welcome to
attend.

Phillips earns honors at MCCH
third floor unit clerk from 1976-78.
She has served her current position
since May 1980.
"This month is my ten-year
- anniversary of working in surgery,
and I don't think I have ever beet,
so honored or so surprised as I wa
when I was told of the award,'
Phillips said. "It came as a corn
plete shock. It is a great feeling to
know people think so highly o)
you.,,
Two of the many nomination
cards of Phillips said: "Susan is a
very dedicated person. She goes
beyond her job duties daily to
assist anyone in the Surgery
Department. She's our right hand
ensuring that everything run,
smoothly. Susan has an excellen ,
ability to deal with people."
In addiiton ot the award, Phillip,
'receives a specially-marked parking space for the month, a certifi
cate denoting the honor, and a special invitation to the hospital'
annual service awards banquet net t
year.
Susan Phillips and her husband
Larry reside at Route 8, Murray
They have an eight-year-old
daughter, Michelle.

Susan Phillips of Route 8, Murray, a unit clerk in the Surgery
Department at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital, has
been selected the hospital's "Out of
the Ordinary" employee for the
month of May.
The "Out of the Ordinary" award
is given regularly to an employees
like Phillips, who, in the eyes of
his or her colleagues and/or
patients, demonstrates outstanding
commitment to their responsibilities at MCCH.
Phillips worked at MCCH as

Kevin S. Brown
earns promotion
to Lance Corporal
Education

Politics

Household income

SOURCE: Galup Organization. Responses for 1989 totalled 1,225.

Living
situation

White House source says
new TVA chief may come
from outside Tennessee
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The White House plans to look
outside of Tennessee for a candidate to replace outgoing Tennessee
Valley Authority director Charles
"Chili" Dean, a congressman says.
"I've got several names of people who would be qualified," said
Rep. Jimmy Quillen, R-Tenn., Friday from his home in Kingsport.
"I've been pushing the White
House, but they keep telling me we
already have two members on the

board and they are looking at
another state."
That attitude doesn't help TVA,
Quillen said.
"Tennesseans ought to be considered for the position just like
anyone else," Quillen said. "We
want to get the best possible person
for the job."
Dean steps down from his post
next Friday, and his successor will
serve a nine-year term that will pay
$104,500 a year beginning in January, up from the current $83,600.

Marine Lance Cpl. Kevin S.
Brown, son of Lloyd E. and Janet
Brown of 425 W. Eighth SL, Benton, has been promoted to his present rank while serving with 2nd
Force Service Support Group,
Camp Lejeune, N.C.
A 1987 graduate of Christian
Fellowship School in, Briensburg,
he joined the Marine Corps in
February 1989.
Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city/
WELCOME
As
WAGON
Representative, it's my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info. Advice on
reliable business in ----how
neighborhood. And TOM Cell...

Hostess Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Hostess Ingeborg-King 492-8348-

Presents

All 1989 (yes folks, we still have new 1989's in stock
Chryslers, Plymouths, Dodge and Dodge Trucks must
be sold now!! Our staff has been instructed to get rid
of these 89's.

Some Examples:
New 1989

Dodge Dynasty

New 1989

List

•

$15,125.00
—.13,225.00

• S.OS

Dodge Colt E
$8,715.00
invoice.......--...........7,994.10
1250.00
Your Price._
744.10

Your Price.

1989
Plymouth Acclaim LX
New

List
Invoice
Rebate
Your Price

.. $12,225.00

New 1989

Dodge Raider

$14,453.00
12,987.65
1,000
$11,987.65

Ust
Invoice
Rebater
Your Price

$16,914.00
14,627.12
2.500,00
$12,127.12

New 1989

New 1989
Dodge D150 Pickup
Ust
Invoice
Rebate--....
Your Price

$14,080.00
12,334.90
2,000.00
$10,334.90

Dodge Ram 50 Pickup
List
.. •
invoice
Rebate.
Your Price

4.4

$10,049.00
9,003.18
750.00
$8,253.18

hilc•re to Choose Fram

New 1989
Dodge Caravan LE
Ust______ —
Discount..
Your Price..

—$19,036.00
1,874.00
$17,162.00

•

Imo

;
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Senate hopefuls heated up
at soggy barbeque festival
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Rain washed out outdoor stump
speaking, so the three main contenders for U.S. Senate steamed up a
courtroom inside the Daviess
County Courthouse.
Republican U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell turned the heat on early
on Saturday, opening with a challenge to Harvey Sloane and John
Brock, the Democrats wanting his
seat.
McConnell proposed IWQ debates
with the eventual Democratic winner in August, two weeks apart, on
Kentucky Educational Television.
One debate would be on domestic
policy, the other on foreign policy.
McConnell's "rules of engagement" were: no notes, props, handlers, consultants or studio audience;
no joint news conference or thirdparty questioners.
There would be one mutually
agreeable moderator. Questions,
answers and rebuttals would be just
between the candidates.
"We'll get on with it from
there," McConnell said.
"I'll accept that debate," said
Sloane, "provided we have two
more in September, two more in
October. Two in August is not
_enough."
Brock, the elected state school
superintendent, said Sloane should
accept his debate challenge before
taking McConnell's.
KET scheduled a debatelvlay 21,
but only Brock accepted. Sloane is
scheduled to be campaigning in
western Kentucky that day and his
aides have said he will not be at
KET in Lexington.
If Harvey Sloane has any guts,
hell be standing there by me,"
Brock said.
Unlike Sloane, in demanding
additional debates, Brock said later
in an interview that he would, if
victorious in the May 29 primary,

.1•4

accept McConnell's challenge
without major preconditions.
"I'm for debates anytime, anywhere. But I'm not going to let him
make all the (ground) rules,"
Brock said.
The candidates were to have
shared a platform under the tall
trees on the courthouse lawn, overlooking the city's annual International Bar-B-Q Festival. The festival draws tens of thousands of visitors and has become a magnet for
political candidates.
But the candidates' plans for a
day of handshaking and highprofile public speaking dissolved in
a steady rain that also wiped out a
scheduled rally appearance by Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson. The only nearby alternative site was the Daviess
Circuit Courtroom, which was
cramped and humid with a
standing-room crowd and hot television lights.
The candidates at times reflected
the tension, particularly longtime
foes McConnell and Sloane.
McConnell, who was Jefferson
County judge-executive while
Sloane was mayor of Louisville,

Prisoner turns
in $1,100 found
on side of road
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (AP) —
A prisoner assigned to pick up litter along a state highway has lived
up to the name trustee.
Hampton County Jail spokesman
Richard McCarthy said Tuesday
that when the inmate discovered a
bag discarded along the road containing more than $1,100 in cash
and checks, he gave it to a corrections officer.
The money and checks had been
stolen in a Jan. 12 break-in from
the Office for the Aging in nearby
Westfield.
"We never expected to see any
of the money again," said Sophia
Bousquet, executive director.
"That young man should be commended for his honesty."
She said no one has been
arrested for the break-in, "but we
recovered all but one of the checks
that were taken and $470 of the
$750 in cash. And needless to say
we are very happy."
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A measure of worry

ridiculed Sloane's praise for the
social activism of the 1960s and for
campaigning-in rural areas in blue
jeans and a flannel shirt.
In the '60s, "they put up the
Berlin Wall and tore down America," McConnell said. He also said
voters in Daviess County would
never see him "change from a
plaid shirt in PhiIpot to a coat and
tie in Louisville."
McConnell's campaign, better
orga4041 far this event, nearly
filled the room with early-arriving
rooters clad in blue "Stick With
Mitch" T-shirts. The Sloane and
Brock supporters had to squeeze in
around the walls.
Sloane, ostensibly plugging the
festival and its vendors, said he
hoped "all you Republicans who
were bused in will buy and spend
money."
Sloane raised the specter of Kentucky's senior U.S. senator, Democrat Wendell Ford, whose hometown is Owensboro.
McConnell too often lines up
against Ford, Sloane said, and their
latest battleground is campaignfin ance reform.
Ford advocates legislation to put
a cap on campaign spending.
McConnell wants limits on political action committees, but opposes
any cap on spending.
Brock sniped at both the other
candidates, but drew beads on
Sloane. He made references to Jefferson County's budget deficit
under Sloane, who was elected
judge-executive after his mayoral
term expired.
"Both my opponents ... have had
on-the-job training with deficit
spending," Brock said. "We don't
need to send Harvey Sloane to
Washington. We've got enough
people up there who know how to
unbalance the budget"
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A 1989 Gallup Poll shows that Americans are drinking less, but
rrlOre are concerned about it The number of drinkers who planned
to cut down or quit ma/1y doubled from a similar 1987 survey.
f Do you
Do you plan tq cut down
.somethnee drink
,or stop drinking within
Q
more than you
the next year?
should? •
111Cut down
Quit
Percent answering yes
Percent answering yes
Overall
35
1o
7
Men

42

Women
18-29 years
30-49 years
50 8.
18

5

•

nIfinr

r

111111.5

East

18

.:1 Midwest
South

39
32

23

II West

15

111111...

White
Non-whites
College grads

30

10

Some college
33
High school grads
40
Not H.S. grads 30
Republicans

13
2-1

20

32

Democrats

18

15 „
19

134
37

Independents

11

9

$50,000 & over I 30
$30,000-$49,999

39

$20,000-$29,999 34
Under $20,000
37

8
12

Eel I Live alone
Live

9

18

with others 33

17

7
SOURCE: Gallup Organization. 1989 survey of 1 225 adults age 18 and older, tinware Paged
on the 710 who said they drink alcoholic beverages. Sampling error is plus or minus 4
percentage points. Survey conducted Sept. 12-15, 1989.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
The buyer needs a hundred eyes.
the seller not one."
-- George Herbert.

South was on the right track in his
play of today's game. Unfortunately
he was sidetracked by East's ruffing high.
South won his diamond ace and
played three high hearts, intending
to discard his diamond loser. Had it
gone as planned, he could well afford to lose two trumps and a club,
scoring 10 tricks.
On the third heart, East ruffed in
with his, trump queen, and South
made the mistake of overruffing.
The defense then scOred a diamond,
a club and two trump tricks to beat
the game 100 points, not a good result for North-South.
To make the game, South must
stay on course, refusing to overruff
the heart. Instead of overruffing, he
discards the diamond deuce as originally planned. East tries to cash a
diamond but South ruffs. Now the
defenders get two trumps and a club
but no diamond, and South makes
his game, winning 10 tricks.
The overruff appears to be a
straight trade — a trick for a trick.
However, the overruff is a losing
proposition whether the trumps are
2-2 or 3-1.

NORTH
5-14-A
48 5 2
•AQJ
•7 5
•K Q J 9 6
WEST
EAST
•10
*KQJ
•10 8 7 5 4 2
II 93
•Q 10 9 4
•K J 8 6 3
.53
•A 42
SOUTH
4A 976 4 3
K6
•A 2
▪ 10 8 7
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: East
The bidding:
East
South
West
North
1•
14
Pass
2•
Pass
34
Pass
4
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead: Diamond four
LEAD WITH THE ACES
5-14-B
South holds
4 Q 102
8
•A 10 8 7 2
4J 8 6 3
North East
South
West
1•
2V
24
2 NT
Pass
3•
Pass
4
Pass
Pass
Pass
ANSWER: Spade queen. West has
announced possession of a spade
stopper. Lead the queen rather than
the deuce to try to trap West's king.
Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO KOK
12363, Dallas, Texas 75225. with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright. 1990. United Feature Syndicate
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POOL SALE
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May 14th.
June 8th
NOMAD
76% Nylon/24% Polypropylene
Berber
136" Width Only
9 Colors

CLASSIC TEXTURES
100% DuPont Stainmaster
Continuous Filament Nylon
Textured Saxony
24 Colors
499

HEATHERTON
100% Monsanto Wear-Dated
Nylon with Locked-In
StainBlocker Fneze
15 Colors

CARTE BLANCHE
100% Monsanto Wear-Dated
Nylon with Locked-in
Stain Blocker Saxony
30 Colors

.
r
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'Up To 7 ft. Deep End

.25 Mil Liners

•Expenenced Installers

Authorized Dealer for
"the original portables p001-

Above G.,04,
4d 4404

—Visit our store & pick up your rebate coupon—
d0U911bell•

Black's Decorating
Center

701

"THE POOL SHOP.LTD."
4720 Reidland Road
Paducah, Ky. 42003
,( I

502-898-3666

DOUGHBOY POOLS
Private Label Chemicals

Louisiana farmers brace
for floods, more rainfall
By DAVID BRIGGS
Associated Prose Writer
Louisiana farmers today braced
for the most disastrous flooding in
45 years. About 7,000 people were
urged to leave low-lying areas in
Texas, and workmen dynamited a
breached levee to prevent further
damage in Arkansas.
Highways reopened and flood
victims began cleaning up in Oklahoma as National Guare-men,
inmates, farmers and volui..lers
filled sandbags and shored up
levees in Louisiana and Arkansas.
"This is my home. If there was
anything I could do, I was going to
do it," said Rosie Blair, who worked alongside her husband and
14-year-old son in Texarkana, Ark.
Over the past three weeks, 13
deaths have been blamed on flooding: 12 in Texas and one in
Oklahoma.
In Louisiana, heavy weekend
rain compounded the flood threat
as the Red River continued its rise
from Shreveport to Alexandria. The
river was expected to crest five feet
above flood stage in Shreveport on
Wednesday and had already overflowed in places.
Up to 600 square miles, including 200 square miles of farmland,
will flood in the state this week
and next, and up to 500 homes and
camps between the levees and the
river will be inundated, said U.S.
Sen. J. Bennett Johnston."It will be a major agricultural
disaster. It'll be a flood event such
as we have not experienced since
1945," Johnston said after meeting
with Army Corps of Engineers
officials.
In Avoyelles Parish, National
Guardsmen joined with about 50
Vick community members to finish
a four-mile levee to protect recently planted corn, cotton and soybean fields.
In Texas, about 7,000 residents
downstream of Lake Livingston
Dam, 60 miles northeast of Houston, were told to evacuate their
homes along the rain-swollen Trinity River. Officials said water was

pouring over the reservoir's spillway at more than twice the normal
rate.
Sightseers carrying lawn chairs
and cameras gathered in southeastern Texas as residents decided
whether to pack up and leave.
"I'm going to get as far away as
I can," said Tina Lapaglia, who
spent Mother's Day with her husband and two children at a campground after abandoning their
-home in-Camilla Twin Harbors.
"Tomorrow I'll look for a new
place for us to live."
"I'm going to stay here as long
as I can," said John Burch, 32, a
fisherman from Liberty. "My
father is a cancer patient and we
have to be careful with him."
Along the Texas-Oklahoma line,
on the headwaters of the Red River, only one highway in the Lake
Texoma area remained closed Sunday by record flooding one week
earlier. The lake had flooded
homes and cabins.
Downstream, workers blew up a
section of a failed levee in Bowie
County, Texas, to relieve pressure
on a backup levee protecting several communities in Arkansas.
Five blasts widened the gap and
eased the pressure of flood water
pouring through the breach, removing the threat to the final floodwater barrier.
"If the levee goes, we'll be
looking at 250 to 300 homes
affected," said Gary Talley of the
Arkansas Office of Emergency
Services.
More than 100 Guardsmen in
southwestern Arkansas sandbagged
and helped with flood problems. A
helicopter and four river barges
patrolled along the river, helping
feed cattle stranded on floodcreated islands.
James Roberts of Foreman was
23 in 1938, the last time major
flooding occurred on the Red River. But he said it was nothing like
this.
"All my wheat's gone," he said.
"I had 320 acres. I'd just got out
of a tight. And now this. I hope we
get some quick relief."

U.S., Iran clear pathways
to economic relationship
with $105 million accord
By ABNER KATZMAN
Associated Pros. Writer
THE HAGUE, Netherlands —
The United States and Iran have
signed a $105 million settlement of
some 3,000 financial claims, bringing the two countries one step closer to re-establishing economic relations, a U.S. official said today.
The settlement deals primarily
with so-called "Small Claims" for
under $250,000 that stem from the
1979 Islamic revolution, said the
official, speaking on condition of
anonymity.
It clears the way for the IranUnited States Claims Tribunal to
deal with about $16 billion in
major claims, whose resolution in
turn could open the way to normalizing economic ties between the
two nations, the official said.
The settlement accord was
signed late Sunday night or early
this morning by Timothy Rarnish,
U.S. agent to the tribunal, and Ira-Wan Agent Ali Nobari, according
io the American official at the
tribunal.
The most recent settlement talks
between U.S. and Iranian officials
occurred shortly after the release of
American hostages Frank Reed and
Robert Polhill by pro-Iranian kidnappers in Lebanon.
But U.S. and Iranian representatives to the tribunal have repeatedly stated the talks dealt only with
financial arbitration and not with
the six remaining Americans still in
captivity in Lebanon.
Last week a U.S. State Department official in Washington, who

commented on condition of
anonymity, said he could not predict whether resolving its financial
disputes will result in the release of
remaining hostages or was in any
way related to the release of Polhill
and Reed.
The Small Claims package dealt
primarily with Americans who left
behind personal possessions or
were owed salaries by Iranian companies when they fled Iran during
the revolution. They were settled
for a total of $50 million.
The settlement also provided $55
million for repayment of a loan
from the U.S. Agency for International Development.
8,
The tribunal was set up as part
of the Algiers Accord of 1980,
which resulted in freedom for the
American hostages held by Iranian
militants at the U.S. embassy in
Tehran for 444 days. The tribunal
has three Iranian, three American
and three third-nation arbitrators.
The biggest claim still before the
tribunal, valued at up to $ll billion
by Iran, is for military equipment
Ain Iran ordered but did not
receive as a result of the embargo
imposed by the U.S. government.
After the overthrow of Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi in 1979,
Iran canceled contracts for $9 billion worth of weaponry, including
four destroyers under construction
that Were later taken over by the
U.S. -Navy.
Remaining major claims, totaling
about $5 billion, were fileq by
American oil companies for property and operations expropiated by
the Iranian government, as well as
for broken contracts.

The Extra-Business Copier...
New Toshiba BD-4910!! Only from Toshiba!
All the standards of a basic business
copier plus...
Li 65% to 200% Zoom!
ID Auto Exposure!
-4.
-754
"
44
7
1—.
0 True Edge-to-Edge Copying!
1111.11111/411
0 Statement to Ledger Size Cop}ringl
D Stationary Platen!
Get extra business copying capability
...and qualiiy! See the new Toshiba
TOSHIBA
BD-4910 Extra-Business Copier today!! •Ask your novhdys about thew 'lash&
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Highway department criticized for overzealous tree-cutting
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — State
highway crews have been too zealous in their springtime cleanup,
cutting down trees that should have
been spared because they were
healthy and didn't block motorists'
view of the road, critics say.
"The state hates trees," said Jim
Rebmann, senior environmental
planner for Lexington. 'They want

nothing to do with trees anywhere.
They'd rather cut the things down
than plant them."
One example, critics say, came
just two days after Earth Day,
when Rebecca Phipps of Georgetown saw a crew of contractors
systematically cutting down every
tree along a street.
The tree cutters had knocked

down 11 trees by the time she ran
out of house to talk to the statehired workers and then ran back in
to call Frankfort for an explanation,
Ms. Phipps said.
"I couldn't believe it," she said:
"Why are we taking down any
trees when other states are planting
them."
Chuck Knowles of the Depart-
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Small hospitals are running scared.
Their administrations are looking
into the future — and what they see is
no good, no good at all. Decreased reimbursements and increased government interference portend tough
times ahead for many community
hospitals, which are instituting radical changes in an attempt to survive
the predicted cutthroat medical environment of the 21st century.
Some of these changes are appropriate and involve upgrading and expanding services,such as one-day surgery and outpatient care. Other
changes, in my opinion, are questionable: accelerated bureaucratization
and phony self-inflation.
For example,judging from my own
community hospital, there seems to
be an alteration of mission. For years,
this hospital served its patients well.
The institution's primary concern
was to provide competent and affordable care for the community, and it
successfully accomplished this.
Recently, however, the hospital has
been making loud squawking noises
and ruffling,its feathers, like a tropical bird in a mating ritual. It wants to
become a medical center. It's always
been a medical center of sorts because it is relatively isolated in a
semi-rural area, and sophisticated
treatment centers are quite far away.
-But now it seeks to impress by becoming a Real Medical Center.
How can a 90-bed hospital become
a Real Medical Center? On paper, of
course. Like the Holy Roman Empire
(which was neither holy. Roman nor
an empire), small hospitals strain to
assume the appearance and trappings
of royal importance. The state could
close a small hospital — but a Real
Medical Center? No way.
In the process of changing its image, our hospital's Vice President of

Patient Care Services (read: nursing
director minus salary increase) sent
out a memorandum titled "Redesignation of Departments for Clarification and Update."
The purpose was "to more appropriately describe their function and to
align(the) hospital with titles current.
ly used in the health-care industry."
(Question: Do we — does anyone —
need a health-care industry? What's
really needed is more patient-orientation and less industry in our healthcare system.) Anyway. I imagine we
have Yale, Harvard or some such egghead organization to thank for this.
Effective immediately, the recovery room(where patients sleep off the
effects of surgery) becomes the Post
Anesthesia Care Unit. With double the
words in this high-falutin' title, patients are supposed to get better 50
percent quicker. I guess. But the staff
hasn't changed.
The inhalation therapy department, which supervises respiratory
therapy (oxygen, breathing tests and
the like) will henceforth be known as
Cardiopulmonary Services. Great.
What cardiac services? Is there something on the planning boards I don't
know about? Again, no change in
staff.
Same-day surgery, a deceptively
tidy title for care given to patients
who are discharged the day of their
surgery, will become the Ambulatory
Care Unit. No good. Most of the patients don't feel much like ambulating
after having had an organ or two removed. I think it should be renamed
if, in fact, renaming is necessary)the
Crawl-on-Your-Hands-and-Knees Department; this would be a more accurate designation.
Social service is being reborn as Social Work Services. The social-service
representatives didn't get a pay raise
to cover this new "work" in their title,
so I assume they'll continue as before.
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FR ANKT4it,T, Ky. (AP) —
But that never happened.
Hunter Hay has some advice for
"Eventually the prisoners are
counties planning on building a going to run out and there won't be
bigger jail in hopes of cashing in "any inmates left to house," Hay_
on Kentucky's overcrowding prob- said. "Then, these counties are
lem: look before you leap.
going to be -in for a rude
"The cost of housing an inmate awakening."
is $22 or $23 a day and the state
The state jail bond fund estabjust raised their per diem to $22," lished by the 1982 General
Hay said. "It's not a losing propAssembly was one of the catalysts
osition, but it's not a money- for the movement toward building
makint proposition *either."
regional faciliUeS._ _ _
.
—Thiy said his jail was built, in
Ten years ago, Kentucky was
part, on the 'presumption that dotted with tiny county jails, many
inmates from Scott, Anderson, in poor condition and ripe for
Owen and Shelby counties would inmate lawsuits. But during that
be housed there on a lease basis session, legislators mandated miniand the other counties would close
mum state jail standards and set up
their jails.
a $40 million bond fund to help
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those next to the road, komine
said.
But critics say they worry that
state engineers who direct tree cuttings might not be careful to ensure
that only trees needing to come
down get cut — especially since
contractors are paid for each felled
tree.
They say the department needs
to use a lighter touch on trees, for
the beauty and health of the state.
"It's ridiculous," Rebmann said,
"just cutting down everything. In
one season we could wipe out 30,
40, 50 years of trees. And in our
lifetime we'll never see them
regenerate."
But highway officials insist that
tree cutting is a safety issue. They
say trees close to the roads are
potential hazards waiting to be hit
by motorists or struck by lightning.
"If I can help save one person's
life, I'm going to do it," said Bobby Murphy of the state highway
department's Scott County office.
"It ain't going to make no difference who complains.
"Personally, I would like to see
roads straight and free of trees."
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tle more top-heavy This is
Nursing staff development is rechristened the Division of Nursing
Education. Since there are no other
"divisions" in this little fiefdom. I'm
certain the new name will provide a
sublime
and
unnecessary
clarification
My favorite alteration is the
change from the medical-records department to Clinical Information Services. Here, I put my foot down. Medical records are medical records, a
neat and accurate description Why
screw things up' The capable and
dedicated people in this department
would rather give out facts that can
h.elpopatients instead of something as
amorphous as Clinical Information.
They're not going to function more efficiently because medical charts are
renamed And why "services," plural? Fluff, that's all.
In order to stay alive, small hospitals need better doctors, nurses and
administrators — not less work, bigger titles and long-winded redesignations. People take care of people. The
public knows this With improved
staffing and pay, hospitals can meet
most future challenges. We don't need
gobbledygook and insouciance.
Above all, we don't have to put on
airs. On this, I'll stake my reputation
as High Chamberlain and Purveyor of
Health Familiarization Technology.
0 1990 NEViSPA PER ENTERPRISE: ASSN
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Counties hoping to cash in on bigger jails
advised to be wary as costs continue rising

0

BEETLE, YOU'RE GOING
TO GET A KNUCKLE
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office.
But the secretary of transportation (Milo D. Bryant) has been
focusing a lot on aesthetics and
mowing. We wanted to take some
areas back that have been covered
with brush and trees so we can
mow them."
Deaton said his office has
received no complaints about the
felled trees.
"The roads will be nicer and
neater, more attractive to _tourists,"
he said.
Rebmann and other critics agree
that state engineers have legitimate
reasons for chopping certain trees.
But they disagree with department
officials who say the tree-cutting
efforts are modest.
"It's not our policy to cut
trees," said Russ Romine, the
department's assistant state highway engineer for operations. "We
plant trees and try to make them
grow."
The state contracts only "to cut
dead limbs or remove dead trees or
remove those that are considered to
be a hazard to the traveling public
within the 30-foot clear zone,"

Who needs a high-falutin' hospital?

• Based on most recerrt available Ileums 119881
Source Supermarket Rumness f Sept 99)
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ment of Highway's Lexington
office said the trees near Ms.
Phipps' house were removed to
improve visibility of the road from
the driveway of a new house.
Critics also point to the work of
a state-hired crew that leveled a
milelong stretch of trees lining
Kentucky 21 east of Berea.
Knowles said the trees, damaged
by fire several years ago, were
dropping limbs onto the road and
posed a potential hazard in
windstorms.
But others said most of the trees
could have been spared.
"It looks like most of them were
healthy," said Paul Kalisz, a University of Kentucky associate professor of forestry, who visited the
site and examined the trees.
"Many just had superficial burns
on the bark."
The cabinet also has cut down
healthy trees on flat ground along
the Blue Grass Parkway, so workers can mow those areas.
"We may have been overzealous
in a place or two," said Joe Deaton, chief engineer of the Department of Highway's Elizabethtown

hop out of bed first thing every morning. But, of
course, that's the only way I know how.'

counties meet them.
The plan included a $5 fee —
which eventually grew to $10 — to
be tacked onto court costs. Those
fees were placed in the bond fund,
according to Jennifer Street, a
spokeswoman for the Kentucky.
Finance Cabinet.
The finance and corrections
cabinets evaluated each county'-s
request for money. Awards were
based in several criteria, including
the financial shape of th'e county
and how many people the jail
would serve, she said.
Robert Powell, assistant director
of local facilities for the Kentucky
Corrections Cabinet, said early
payouts by the jail bonding authority picked up as much as 90 percent
of a new jail's cost.
He said Kentucky was one of the
first states to enact jail reform. And
he said the $10 fee to pay for the
bonding mechanism is .unique.
"People who violate the law are
paying for the construction. It's not
a burden on taxpayers."
More than 40 new jails have
been started or completed in the
past five years and another sit are
on the drawing board. But not all
of the projects received money
from the jail bonding authority.
As for the original intent to
diminish the likelihood of inmate
lawsuits, Powell said there is no
way to determine the overhaul's
effectiveness.
"But from a personal standpoint,
I think it has been tremendously
successful in keeping inmate litigation to a minimum," he said. "You
still have operational procedures
that inmates will sue over, but no
doubt it has had a great impact"
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— Public Notice —
Notice is hereby given that the East Fork
Clarks River Rood
Plain
Conservancy
District has filed an
appltcaLQfl with the
Natural
Resources
and
Environmental
Protection Cabinet to
snag and clear the
East Fork of Clarks
Riser. The property is
located
approximately one mile east
of Murray, Ky. from
Highway 94E beginning at the Clarks
River Bridge and continuing north approximately eleven miles to
the Marshall Co. line
Any comments or objections concerning
this application shall
he directed to: Kentucky Division of Water Water Resources
Branch, 18 Reilly
Road, Frankfort Office Park, Frankfort,
Kentucky 40601.
Phone: (502) 564 3410

No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

EXPERIENCED house
painter needed by local
contractor 753-9382 atter

5pm
Drivers Wanted
For Dominos Pizza

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
7,041 local cia,m 'onion*

WE will now dose our Amish Bake Shop at Rolling
Hills Nursery Many thanks
for your patronage in the
past We will continue to
sell our bread and pies at
Owens Market, 1407 Main
in Murray Come visit our
home bakery at Cottage
Grove. Tenn west of Puryear, Tenn on Road 140
to 69 south 3'/: miles, west
V/. miles on 140 Open
6am-7pm Mon-Fri Will be
at trade day on 1st and 4th
Monday in Murray. Ky.
Grandma Miller's homemade baked goods Phone
901-782-3412 Cottage
Grove, Tenn

Summer

GYMNASTICS

Leslie was a
cUtie, at 16 she
is a beauty.
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
Doti

$5,000 GOLD CARD Guaranteed' No credit check No
deposit' Cash advances'
Also easy VISA/MC no deposit' Free call
1(800)234-6741, anytime
LPN'S. Obtain a degree
from a fun)/ accredited university without attending
classes' Let us spow yoy
how Will be in your area
May 16 & 17. :Call
317-849-1456 for appointment or information.

Must be 18 yrs. of age
or older. Proof of insurance
required.
Apply in person.

MT/MLT full-time 3-11 position Parkway Regional
Hospital. Fulton, Ky.
502-472-2522. Contact
Martha Vowel' Laboratory
Manager.

OSA

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A
Lost
GED? Hope for the future?
And Found
You may qualify if. You do
LOST gray kitten last seen not have
your GED or high
in Lynnwood Heights area,
school diploma You are
between Murray and Lynn between
the ages of 16 &
Grove on Hwy 94W. Solid
21 We are an E 0 E This
gray with pink collar. An- project is funded
by the
swers to 'Smoker Re- Western Kentucky
Private
ward offered 753-6730
Industry Council- J.T.P_A.
Call J.T.P.A. Out Of School
LOST shop saw wound 7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
4th & Chestnut St 8a m.-11,30a m.
753-0838 or 753-8367,
NEED shop person to do
Harold Vaughn
cleaning, stocking, load
and unload trucks Call
753-0839 for interview
060
Help
Wanted

Personals

VIDEO DATING Paducah,
Murray. Benton: Mayfield
Confidential
For complete details send SASE
to PVS PO Box 1911,
Murray Ky 42071

11211 WHstil
eatort

CANCER
INSURANCE

025

BAD Credit/ Learn exactly
how to fix your credit report
get loans - credit cards,
etc Amazing recorded
message reveals details
305-770-5307

Want
To Buy

EXPERIENCED kitchen
help. Apply Mon -Fri,
8am-3pm, 410 Main St No
phone calls please

For Information
Call 753-4647
Nodes

1

Perna*

3 & Up

020

20

110
Nebo

4

Mutherray Ledger 8r Times

BULK mail preparation
part-ame, variable hours
experience helpful Apply
1-5pm. The Mailhouse,
CBM computer, 314
Main St.
COOKS, waitresses. contact Wishing Well
474-8092 in Aurora

POSITIONS available for
leisure recreation therapists with BS degree in therapeutic recreation Various
locations available in 10
county region Salary competitive, excellent fringe
benefits. Send resume to
Lake Cumberland Regional
MH/MR Board Inc_ Attn:
Personnel Director 401
Bogle St. 204 Somerset,
Ky. 42501 or call
606-679-4782 EOE.

FURNITURE, appliances,
glassware One item or a
houseful.
Days
502-492-8175, nights
901-247-5518.
MOVING, cleaning out
house or sheds, used or
antique furniture, glass,
tools, quilts One piece or
house full 642-6290,
492-8594 after 6pm
USED trampoline
753-8064
150
Ankles
For Sale
1989 WOODS commercia
mower with 241 hours on it
Has Kubota diesel engine
and 61 mower deck
437-4171
8hp 32' cut Toro riding
lawn mower. Excellent con753-7718 or
dition
759-9831
AVINS GT17 lawn tractor
fully hydrostat. shaft driven.
504n deck, 411 tiller, with
17hp Koler engine Runs
but needs motor work.
$1100 753-0957
FOR Sale . Case 446 lawn
tractor with 48in mowing
deck Hydrolic drive and lift
new 18hp Onan engine,
$1800 Call 753-0084

Fano
Equipoised

2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished AKC Golden Retrerver pupor unfurnished Some new pies, 3mo old, shot,
furniture, natural gas- wormed.
Call
electric, air conditioned 901444-1850
Shady Oaks 753-5209
AKC puppies, various
RENT or rent to own 2BR breeds. 901-746-5355.
mobile home in Getaway
Bay Recreational develop- AKC Registered Deahstind
ment new Aurora, Ky. Re- ant? Dalmation puppies.
creational facilities avail- 901-352-2416 nights
able to renters or owners. 901-086-3693, days.
For information call
753-2613, after 5 30pm CHINESE Sher-Pei puppies CSPCA registered.
753-0840.
901-247-5252.
PERFORMANCE TESTED
300
MASTIFF pups AKC brinSimmental and MaineBusiness
dles, $700. 502-642-2539.
Anjou crossbred service
Rentals
age Bulls and Heifers,
RAT Terrier puppies,
ready for breeding Only BUILDING adjacent to Uni- 759-4142
after 5pm.
top performance animals versity in Dixieland Shopoffered for sale All animals ping Center. Central H/A, REG Eskimo Spitz pupguaranteed to breed. Smith approximately 3,000 so_ft. pies. 753-9979.
Broadbent Farms Cadiz, Call 753-3018.
Peg's Dog Grooming
KY
42211
Day
(502)235-5182 Night STORAGE Building. 753-2915
11350sq.h with a loading UKC black and tan Coon(502)235-5170.
dock and a double door. hound puppies, $125. Call
Prime location Call 901-247-3220.
200
753-8809.
Sports
Equipment
3211
.130
E -Z-GO Golf Carts.
Apartments
Real
Electric, 753-1152, at Sulli
For Rant
Estate
van's Par 3 golf course.
1BR apartment near campus $115/mo. 762-6118
ask for Donna.

210
Arwood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

FOR Sale Used refrigerators, ranges, washers/
22n
dryers, freezers, and furniture Wed Sat, 10-4 30pm,
Musical
Sun 1-5pm Charley's New
PIANO
For
Sale - Wanted,
& Used Hazel Ky
Responsible party to as
502-492-8175
sume small monthly payHand-crocheted afghans. ments on piano. See locally. Call credit manager
$60 each 753-6308
1-800-447-4266
NEW feather pillow regular
size $40 per set, queen size
240
$45 per set, king size $50
per set, also neck roll pilMiscellaneous
lows $5 each 489-2355
200AMP
service with
STEEL-toe work boots,
head
weather
3511 copper
western boots, army pants
and jackets, new and used wire 759-1346

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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Homes For Rent

1BR furnished apartment
dose to university and hospital. Some utilities paid.
753-4012 or 753-8756.
28R duplex, Northwood
753-4487

104 •,V'T

COMMERCIAL building,
36'x20"/, mile from city limits on 121S. Call between
8:30-11:00arn, 759-1164.

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
2BR duplex Northwood, homes, all prices.
$300 753-8715
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext.
2BR, newly redecorated,
711L.
triplex apartment. Appliances furnished. 1413
Hillwood. $300/mo., lease
REPOSSESSFD VA & HUD
and deposit. 753-0814.
ROMPS ...limbic from severe.

ATTRACTIVE 2br between
campus and downtown, air,
gas, washer and dryer
Park near front door,
759-4923

meat from SI you repair So
credit clack. Alm drug eel:tures
and IRS foredo...me sold for
tors wits. Cell 1405-4112.7555
EXT. ti-nzs for repo list roar
arm.
(Call 7 days • meth)

Lots
For Salo

BRAND new 2BR duplex,
on Ridgewood Dr., off Wis- 21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of
well Rd. No pets. Lease tree tops (triangle bounded
and deposit. $375/mo. by 3 roads) center of Marshall County Look down on
753-0814.
Benton's lights' Deer and
DUPLEX apartment. 1 wild turkey. $62,500 Joe
block from MSU. $175 per W. Nanney, 753-9622
month. 753-1914 or
2 ACRE wooded lot, par753-2649
tially cleared, septic tank,
FURNISHED apartments 1 well, and driveway. Call
or 2W,also sleeping rooms 437-4967.
No pets. Zimmerman Apts
753-6609.
LARGE and very nice 2BR
apartments. Central H/A,
appliances furnished,
decks on back. Coleman 1513 London Dr 3BR, 2
bath brick ranch Privacy
RE 753-9898.
fence, deck, many extras
NICE 2 bedroom duplex. $89,900. 753-5703
Central H/A, all appliances
furnished. Coleman RE, 15 ACRES, 2000sq ft
home, 3br, 2 bath, 30x50
753-9898
shop. Economical, scenic,
NICE 2br brick duplex. 3 10 minutes Southeast of
miles east, water furnished. Murray, 5 minutes from Ky.
$225 plus deposit. Lake. Serious inquiries
753-1513 after 4pm.
only. 436-2105.
3500sq.lt 1-story brick at
1306 Doran Rd., liv., din.,
den wArault. coil, & wd,
burn fp.,- 3 full baths, 3
bdrms. w/dress area, exercise & jaaizzi rm. 7 closets,
VERY nice 3BR, 1 5 bath Ig: kit. & breakfast area
townhouse. Central H/A, w/pantry, laund rm , lg. 2
appliances furnished Cole- car garage, 1g attractive
bock & quarry bkil patio, lg.
man R E. 753-9898.
lot (150'x225') phone:
753-0335 after 6:00 P.M.
'tan

NICELY furnished 1, 2,
3BR apartment. 1-3BR
house, 1-4BR house, both
near MSU. Days 753-6111,
after 4:30pm 753-0606.

Houses
For Bad

- 3BR brick, conveniently lo-cated to schools and shop3BR house in Dexter, ping center Central gas
$165/mo. 753-6420 after heat, moderately priced to
sell. 753-1590 or 753-8666
5Pm.

For $01,
BEAUTIFUL 3BR home in
Canterbury Estates. Central heat and air, all appliances, all curtains
custom-made, exquisite
landscaping. Backyard
fenced, automatic lawn
sprinkler Excellent condition Priced to set Call
owner 759-1073.
BY OWNER: IMMACULATE 2 story, 3-48R, home
in Candlehte Estates 2
bath, 2 car garage, large
walk-in closets. Also 2 adjoining lots available.
$75,000. Call 753-0864.
HOUSE and 33 acres, 3BR
brick, 2 bath, workshop,
barn with 2 side sheds attached, tractor and tool
shed 5 miles west of Benton on Hwy. 1311.
1-527-8963,
PRICE REDUCED on new
3 bedroom home in Martin
Heights. Must see to appreciate. Extra large rooms
and closets. Call 753-3903
or 753-3104.
PRICE Reduced - 2br
house on 3 wooded lots,
with large 2 car garage and
large deck overlooking
lake. 12 miles from Murray,
$46,500 436-5369.
QUALITY built 3 bedroom
brick ranch dose to town
with wooded lot New gas
central unit, timberline roof,
2 car garage and much
more! Price reduced to only
$79,900. Call Max at Kopperud Realty 753-1222 or
753-3204 nights.
SPACIOUS 2-story, 4 bedroom brick located on large
lot in Canterbury Estates.
L R , DR., Den wtwood
burning fireplace, breakfast, Lg foyer, 2',4 baths, 2
car garage Owner anxious
to sell Phone 753-8050
between 9 and 4 or
753-0914 after 6 pm.
SPACIOUS 4BR, 2 bath
home Double lot, gas heat,
owner financing $59,900
1613 Farmer 753-5703

HOMESELLERS
REALTY
753-0375
505 S 12th St.
BIG REDUCTION I
)..-ner wants to sell quickly
Pore reduced from 85,003 to
7,500. 3bd lba on 159
219 lot In great shape Sea
Rd 753-1699 A super buy'
PRICED $20,000 UNDER
Nev. 3bd 21a 4min
rom square Original price o
119.000 now offered a
99.930-for am_homr .o.a._3
cs_ Serious about buying?
Please check this out today
753-86734 Min from city
REAT INVESTMENT!
ac w 1.186' frontage on
4W across from Williams,
hapel Church 521,900

105

mner7s3R1S4

TAKE AZItt

3141
1
41
,,,
a
$52,000

1803.

.31 Fr Rd 763-3704
REAT GARDEN SPOT,
lb& lba 'with 2ac. lot Brick
grape &
i
/landscaping.
redact:II
lackbeny.
12IN. 75325 Owner wants offer!
EAR MURRAY H. S.
• 'et neighborhood 4bd.,
. Dining room. Well kept
99,500 1704 Audubon 759593. Good landscaping
REAT FIXER-UPPF.R1
Well
hoice location
'nsulated. Needs new roof &
.- me work. $16,500 1002
Poplar St. 7534546

NICE 3BR, 1.5 bath Close
to When. Garden spot and
more. Coleman R.E.
753-9898.

Homesellers 753-0375
or Owner 753-8673

Uvestook

1 Oupoilee
ARABIAN horse: solid
white, gentle, Vail horse.
Saddle and bridle, $750
759-1618 or after 5pm,
759-1042
FINE quality Arabian

Wass. 5 priced to move.
Alsylidd 345-2479.
'4111.
:1 1-1111!

LIKE
4-eh
with
start,
ter 6
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front

lock436-:

195!
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100I.
436-;
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Call
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88,
753-(
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435-4
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753-f

1980
spoil
used
parts

1980
$1651
for
436-f
1982
lass
good
Call

1983
excel
4361983
tal.

$350c

1984
69,01
blue
492-8

1984
1 980
492€

1985
Rego'
lent a
$7751
ter 51

1985
Reget
car, I
some
753-7

1 986
5-spel
p/s, p
centre
style(
owns
436-5
1981
bade
trans
OBO
SEll
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tura
Agee
berg
able
152-
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Price has been reduced from $119,000 to $99,950.
New home 4 min. from square located on Ezell
Road in great area. 3 Bd., 2 ba., valted ceilings,
fireplace,oak cabinets, wood deck, fireplace & top
workmanship throughout! Call...

370

750
435-

Cali for FREE list
of PROPERTIES

NICE 2BR, stove and refrigerator, 8 miles SE of
Murray. No pets References and deposit.
492-8594.

WELL, insulated 14 story
house, new Murray. Eat-in
kitchen, DR, LR, bath, 2BR
on lit level Garden, garage 8300/mo No pets. References. 753-7551.

199(
753-

posscsacd_YAlk naliA
eau 11 area, can 113375 fox _Wounds/a.
Realty.

NICE 2BR house and also
a 1BR apartment Both recently remodeled. Lease
required. 753-4109.

VERY nice 2BR with gas
heat, appliances furnished.
Nice deck and yard. Coleman R E 753-9898.

1984
mile
753-

759-4

FOR Fall Semester, 3br
furnished house, one block
from University. 753-4974

.et
•ve.y

BOB Haley Real Estate
sales and appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651,
489-2266.

2BR duplex in Northwood
$300/mo 759-4406

APARTMENT for rent, 1 or
2 bedroom, near downtown. Lease required.
753-4109

theme

Piss
Ii Supplies

C A ALLIS Charnbler tractor with plow, disk, and
cultivators $1000 or best
753-4252 or
offer
436-2652
801 FORD tractor, new
Wes, $3500, International
6'disk, no condition $400,
Hi Co 5' bushhog $400;
Ford 2 bottom plow $250;
Ford 1A ton truck with 24'
aluminum van body, U Haul type $2600
753-4811

EXECUTIVE director
application/resume are being accepted for the posi- SUMMER help Aurora area guns, motorcycle helmets
OUR good grade 8x12 stortion of executive director for May 26-Sept. 3. 36-42 and much, much more
age buildings on sale for
WANT to lease dark fired
the Mayfield Graves hours weekly, 6 hours per Jerry's Sporting Goods, 6th
$795. Acree Portable Buildtobacco 435-4477
County Chamber of Corn- day. Neat appearance and & Walnut, Mayfield
ings 1-247-7831.
meroe, through May 21, friendly personality. Please
1990. This position in- call 474-8890 10-5 daily.
POOL SUPPLIES From
volves being the chief ad
chemicals to parts, supministrator and executive UP to $15 hour processing
plies, and accessories
155
officer for the board of di- mail weekly checks guarAbove ground to in-ground
rectors of the chamber Du- anteed Free detail, write,
pools, water testing availIf you are under age 65 and qualify
Appliances
ties consist of budget pre- SD, 1057 W Philadelphia,
able_ 11b. shock $1_99, al239-TKY
Ontario, CA
for Medicare due to disability we offer
paration, program of work Suite
22,000BTU air conditioner, gaecide $7.95, pace sacks
implementation and public 91762.
an excellent Medicare Supplement
excellent shape. 435-4477. 9lbs $29.95. CJ's Pool &
relations experience AppliPatio, 106 N 4th St. MurPolicy. It pays the $592 Part-A de090
ELECTROLUX . Genuine ray, 759-1911_
cations can be obtained at
ductible as well as 100% of MediSituation
electrolux bags and serthe Chamber office located
care's Part B co-payment amount.
Wanted
vice Have new and some WE buy junk batteries $2
at 902 W Broadway, Mayper automotive unit 87 No
This benefit is based on 20% of the
old vacuums 753-5568
field or resumes can be
DEPENDABLE lawn mowMain Benton, Ky
mailed to PO Box 468,
Medicare Allowable Charge. We also
ng and trimming
527-7122
Mayfield,
Ky
42066.
pay 20% of the $75 Part-B deducti753-7639
vIsA OR MASTERble. Part-B benefits are paid in or out
LOCAL company has posi- DO you need daycare for
CARD! Even if bankrupt
of the hospital. The 1990 rate is
tion open for sales/ your child this summer?
or bad credit! Me Guarantee you a card or double
marketing representative Teacher's aide will watch 3 MOBILE homes full o
$50.53, per month if you do not have
your money back. Call 1new and used furniture for
Mule-state
marketing
area
child
in
her
your
home
ages
diabetes or heart/circulatbry trouble
,405482-7555 EXT. MClient base hospital and 3 and up References sale, 'cheap " Call
1414.
and $56.04, if you do.
753-2922 and ask for Neal
banks Must have college 753-4.532
(Call 7 days a reek)
For more information call:
degree or equivalent sales
SEARS mattress $50, secexperience Excellent- op- GENERAL house arid of- retary's
desk $75, chest of
25n
portunity for aggressive self fice cleaning References
drawers $30, all in excellent
Business
motivated individual Sal- supplied 753-4897 or condition
354-6767 after
Sonless
753-6737
ary based on experience
3 30pm
and qualifications Also inKIRBY
vacuum
repair 20
WILL care for children in my
centive and company benyears experience Jerry's
home weekdays or nights
165
efits Send resume to PO
Sporting Goods 6th & WalReferences available
Box 548 Paris, Tenn
nut, Mayfield
Iree local claim
753-9783
Antiques
38242
PRIVATE
Investigator with
WILL clean houses Call ANTIQUE sideboard good
22
years
city
and state in753-9867
condition 1 row tobacco
setter, Troybilt tiller, nest- vestigation experience.
WILL mow lawns
ing boxes, 2 bicycles. *Accident •Criminal 'Civil
759-4809
•Personal or Corporate
436-2174 after 2pm.
•Missing Persons. Your
WILL mow yards SatisfacCH1FFAROBE 2 door on needs, our specialty. Call
tion
guaranteed
Free
estiACROSS
side with 4 drawers in cen- Confidential Investigations,
Answer to Previous Puzzle
39 Obscure
mates Call 759-1546
ter 474-2789.
(502)753-2641.
40 Babylonian
1 The Razor's
deity
MAJOR
PI LOT
270
100
4 1 Beer
190
5 Church part
LANOTE
Mobil*
Business
ANADE
ingredient
9 Falsehood
Finn
Homes For Salo
ED
42 At a distance
OCINwiunkT
12 Totted
Equipassat
44 Clothes
AGE
13 Encounter
CEDAR
ROT
STRIKE IT RICH! With
14x70 2BR, 2 bath mobile
basket
14 Mountain on
MASSEY-FERGUSON 50. home, with 1 acre lot
SERF
Solid State Video Bowling
WADES
RE
and
46
Struck
out
Crete
A spare time ALL CASH Good condition. Call storage building. 328-8491
III R A I T
48 Aquatic
15 Proverb
492-8566
after
5pm.
business 1-800-749-4900
or 328-8292.
mammal
TROD
17 Dealer in
D LIU P
51 Devoured
homes
EXCELLENT
BUSINESS
PRDOPER
SPIRE
52 Region
19 Negligent
OPPORTUNITY Local
10
TENET
SCAN
54 Medicinal
21 Lampreys
sub-yogurt
shop Doing a
NOD
plant
START
S III
22 Pinochle term
very good business and
55 More. to Juan
24 Note of scale
ETON
IDEAL
by Gena
SE
lots of growth potential Call
56 TV's Marjorie
25 Deface
DEDI ES
for
ERASUR1
appointment
57 Grant use of
All Occasion
26 Tavern stock
618-524-3388
R
T
S A
27 Cared for
DOWN
(Birthday,
Holiday, Etc.)
29 Astaire ID
NEED investors for several
31 Insane
1 Period of
Homemade, using only the
small business opportuni7 Observes
32 Sun god
time
freshest & best ingredients.
ties High return Call Lee
organs
8
Greek
letter
33 Concerning
2 Father
Wilton Products used.
16 Printer's
502-753-4362 between 4
9 Liquid
34 Bright star
3 Twisted
measure
and
8pm
Rea "
measure
35 Article
4 Urged on
*mu.
18 Conduct
10 Object of
36 Deceived
Cakes
Children's
5 Early morn
;
a•Mt ,
20 Mental
tIn
affection
38 Golfers need
6 Individual
images
11 Hea ing
Specialty!!
A
22 :I Remember
Instruction
1
2
3
4
ill 6
7
8
9
10
11
23 Verve
BE A PARALEGAL Accre
Phone 759-9907
25 Reward
deed 1976, Attorney In12
13
14
For Complete Listing & Prices.
27 Decorate
structed, Home Study, Fin
If no answer - leave message.
28 Vision
Aid, Free Catalog, SCI
15
16
29 Coal or peat
1-800-669-2555
17•
30 Diaseed
19
WI
21
34 Frighten
110
36 Mud
-MURRAY,KY FIRST UNITED METHOD22 23
Ward
24
37 Conductor
25
IST CHURCH is accepting applications for a full
To Burg
39 Small valleys
time overall COORDINATOR OF PROGRAM27 11
26
29 WI 41 Substance
MING with emphasis on children, youth, educa2611
36in deck for Craftsman or
42 Furniture
Murray riding lawn mower
tion and outreach. This person will be responsible
style
33
34
31ii
Call 436-5455 after 5pm
for planning, implementation and coordination of
321
43 Cheese
variety
programs for this 1000 member congregation
35
3 point hitch sub-soder,
located in Murray. Duties will include supervising
3611 44 Courageous
single
Call
shank.
dliUii
person
part-time persons, procurring curricula, recruiting
492-8774.
45 Italian river
volunteers, coordination committees and overall
47 Hindu
ANTIQUES by the piece or
42 il
44
management of church program. Bachelors decymbals
collections Call 753-9433
gree. appropriate experience and background of
49 Vast age
5pm
after
46
50 Crimson
48
active participation in church leadership. Salary
53 Paid notice
ill
BUYING aluminum cans,
competitive and commensurate with training and
illil
battery, scrap metal, copexperience. Please submit resume to Rev. Nowell
Sill
per and junk cars KGA
Bingham, First United Methodist Church. 503
Recycling 492.8183 days,
Maple Street. Murray. Ky. 42071.
498-8785 nights

au A

1601

Mobilo

711

JOB AVAILABILITY

FIRE FIGHTER RECRUIT
Perform entry level protective service work
by training for and participating in fire
fighting and emergency rescue service.
SALARY AND QUALIFICATIONS
Salary plus fringe benefits (incentive pay upon
qualifying as certified firefighter) hazardous duty
20 years retirement program. Completion of high
school education, must be at least 21 years of age.
Must have valid Kentucky driver's license. Copy
of original birth certificate and driver's license
must be submitted with application. Application
may be obtained in the City of Murray Clerk's
Office located on 5th & Poplar Street. City Hall
Building, before 5:00 p.m. May 22, 1990 will be
the last day to turn in applications.

local
eatcent
bud.
Owr
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Used
Care

Motorcycles
1986 Virago 1100. 4700
miles, excellent condition.
753-6125

7/1/4'
4 1'

1990 SUZUKI PM 125.
753-4832
750 YAMAHA Virago
435-4477

Inc

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS

LIKE new Yamaha mote4-wheeler 225 shaft drive
with reverse and electric
start, $1600 753-2335 after 6pm.

FrIonc,nq On The Spot

YES

deS

Auto
Parts

Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars

1971 CHEVY 4-wheel drive
front end, 308 gear, lock-in,
lock-out hubs, $200. Call
436-2181

Price I Payment Displayed
On Each Vehicle

CARS
18 Poct 6003
'4967
'88 Dodge Arles Wgn....'4967
18 Ford Festive L.......'3987
'87 Ford Taurus V6....... '49137
'87 Chevy ColobrIty....... '3987
'87 Rynt. Horizon
'3987
'86 lsuzu I Mark
'3,987
'86 Mustang
'4987
'86 Caviller Wgn............'3487
Mirtury Lynx GS Wgn.14487
'85 Nissan Stanza
'4987
'82 AMC
'81 Toyota Corolla
'1487

1955 FORD Crown Victoria
$4000. 15ft. Runabout boat
100hp Evinrude $1500.
436-2831.
1974 MERCURY Marquis.
Call after 6pm, 498-8430.
1974 OLDSMOBILE Delta
88, extra clean Call
753-9832
1977 MONTE Carlo: tan,
runs excellent. Call
435-4174 weekdays only.
1979 PONTIAC Sunbird:
38 litre /VC, P/S, P/B,good
tires 759-1735 or
753-5422.

TRUCKS
'86 Chevy. Astro Van ....'4987
'86 Ford
RI si cw.149137
'84 Ply. Voyager Van .....'4987
'84 Chevy S10
'4987
'84 GMC S15
'4987
'84 Dodge Van
'3987
'82 Ford Van
'3987
'81 Ford 350
'3987
'81 Ford Van
'3987
'77 Chevy Van
'2487
Have You Been Turned
Down Elsewhere?

1980 HONDA Civic, 5
speed, $650. New and
used Datsun and Toyota
parts. 474-0116 after 6pm.
1980 HONDA Prelude
$1650 1976 Ford Courier
for parts. Best offer,
436-5375.
1982 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass Navy, looks and runs
good See at 405 S. 8th ST.
Call 753-3584.
1983 CHEVY, 305 motor,
excellent shape, $350
435-2181

Credit Problems V OK
No Credit V OK
Divorce V OK

1983 LINCOLN Continental. loaded, high mileage,
$3500. 753-1522 days, or
759-4806 after 6pm.

We soll dependable,
affordable cars to people
who want to establish or
re-establish their credit.
Low Weekly Payments
Other Locations:
Igrillehl Paducah _

1984 PONTIAC Sunbird.
69,000 miles, 5-speed,
blue metallic, loaded.
492-8589.
-

ScC So M

1984 RENAULT Alliance,
1980 Toyota pickup.
492-8392

c J ^

1113 Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

1985 OLDSMOBILE 98
Regency Brougham: excellent condition,60,xxx miles,
$7750 0130. 753-8099 after 5pm.

Uget"

1985 OLDSMOBILE 98
Regency Broughm, good
car, lot of miles, needs
some work, but cheap!
753-7275, after 6pm.

Inc.

1986 DODGE Ram Char1986 FORD Tempo:
ger, loaded, excellent oon-speed,
5
air, GL package,
dition. 492-8877.
p/s, pit), sport instrument
center, console monitor, 1986 TAURUS LX: digital
styled road wheels, 1 dash and door entry, ail
owner, low mileage. equipment 56,000 miles,
436-5684.
$5495. 437-4723.
1986 MUSTANG LX 1987 BUICK Le Sabre
loaded, good dependable 4-door. White over burtransportation. $3500 gundy, d power, excellent
OBO. 376-5155.
condition, high mileage, prized low. Call after 4pm,
SEIZED CARS - PlefelS,
753-8421.
BMW, Vella, its, Trucks, beeM
4Aeheo1.rs, TV`s, Memos, ruraltore by Dreg Holorcemeal
Ageing, FIII, IRS. Ushollresble
bergs's§ me Ma models. Avai@Me your ere nom Coll 14111S142-7135 EXT. C-1934.
(Call 7 doys a mot)

1987 PONTIAC 6003 STE:
black and silver 2-tone,
gray velour inside, fully
loaded with every option.
2.8 multi-port engine Must
see! Extra sharp!

Sale Pending
his standout features the amenities you want
plus convenient location and excellent value. Den
with fireplace, dining and living rooms, 3 bedmoms and 2 baths. $91,500.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

763-222

1988 MAZDA 626LX:
5-speed, air, cruise, power
windows and sunroof. Exoelient condition. Must sell.
762-3156
days,
(901)247-3744 after 5pm.
1988 SABLE GS, 32,000
miles. 1988 Taurus GL wagon, 46,000 miles. Both
loaded. $7950 each.
437-4723
(2)1981 Datsun 310s - one
runs, one does not. Call
Tina at Seafood Express
753-6149

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

CARS
19 Toyota MR1
'13487
19 Toyot Cala
'9,487
19 Toyota Camry '11,117
19 Nardi 123
'1,487
18 Fad T•Bid
'9 87
'88 Pont Bovril! '9,987
18 Tviota Cid GT '10,417
18 Toyota Comb
1,987
18 Toyoil Coda LE '9,487
11 Toyota Camry
17 'ludo 616 II
1,987
17 Ousting LX Cont '1,987
17 BIN 3255
'17,987
'87 Toyota Supra
'11,487
17 Toyota Celica GT '9,487
17 Calry LE
1,987
17 Toyota Tercel
4,987
'87 Plymouth Relient '3,987
16 Fad Escort 1.
'3,987
16 Pont Grand Am LE 1,487
'86 Os Fienza
5,487
16 Bud LeStre
1,987
16 OMs Deb 88
'8,417
16 Patac Graid Pr' 1,987
16 Bud Estate Vigo '9,987
115 Torta Ca*
'41
115 Ford CrovOiclaia 1,6137
15 Fad 11 1Vgi ....... '4,187
15 Ikrcede 191E
107
15 Olds Cita
1,987
11 Bud Centry W911714487
14 Cavalier Ty t 10 Conv,'6,487
Toyob Celia GT .4,487
Tott Terctl..................
TRUCKS
11 Toyoti SR5 4X4 13,487
19 Toyota 04 Ex.4 13,981
19 Toyot PU
1,987
18 Cheri SiNerado '12,987
'88 Fad Ranger
1,417
'88 Dodo Cirtal
987
18 Toyota 44
10,47
iiSrura ..5)187
'88 Toyott Truck
1,987
17 Toyot34 RillItf '12,987
17AZO Vi14
1,987
11 1oyot Va
10,111
16 Toyot I knner..... 10,987
16 Toyota Truck
5,487
16 Fad Bronco II
1,117
15 Chevy km
it,4117
15 Chevy Sherado 4X4 1,187
15 Toyota Ez Cab 5)17
11 Cheri S10
1,417
Open til 7 p

"

Rental on Host
Dry Carpet Cleaner
With Purchase of
Host Products.

TOYOTA
515 S 12th
Murrai, Ky

Terry's Decorating

Phone
753-4961

•

Services
Offered

1977 FORD pickup 300CI
$900. 1981 Escort $750.
437-4432.

AA Bushhogging and Grad
ing driveways and yards
Cal 492-8264.

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

ROGER Hudson rock hauling and services 753-4545
or 753-6763

1979 V. ton CHEVROLET
pickup. 4-speed with air.
$1000 or best offer.
753-4252 or 436-2652.

ALPHA Builders - Carpen
try, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates.
489-2303.

PROFESSIONAL cleaning, commercial and residential carpet cleaning
window cleaning, etc
753-7533 or 753-7617

STEEL grain bins Built,
moved, repaired and concrete work 436-5615

1979 F150 Ford 4x4:
4-speed, 351 engine, ps/
pb, no rust 474-2789.
1982 CHEVY dualy pickup
Good condition, $4700.
753-0416
1986 BLAZER, red and
black, excellent condition,
70,000 miles. $8800
753-7976.
1987 CHEVY S10,
5-speed, $4200 753-1410
1988 DODGE Ram, 19,500
miles, p/b, p/s, air, am/fm
radio. Extra sharp. Take
over payments. 759-9335.
CHEVROLET 1986 S10
4x4, LWB, V6, auto, A/C,
power steering & brakes,
AM/FM, posi-trac, topper,
bed mat, 37K 1 owner
miles, blue/gray, new Michelin tires, mint cond ,
$7400. 435-4467.
MUST SELL: 1989 Ford
Ranger XLT; Excellent
Condition; LWB; Blue &
Silver; 15,xxx miles; 4 cyl.;
Auto.; Bedliner; 'Super
Nice Truck.'753-1916, Ask
for Greg
510
Campers

DUNCAN'S Landscaping &
Lawn Service - Does your
lawn need mowing? Or is
landscaping what you
need? Call 7599706 for
free estimate

QUALITY Construction.
Alteration & remodeling
Porch & deck specialist
436-2617 or 753-1126

LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration. Installation and repair. Free estimates. 753-7203.

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates Call
474-2307.

BUILDING Contractor Home improvements, pole
barns, portable buildings,
decks, gazebos. Customer
satisfaction guaranteed.
Free estimates L.E. Williams 489-2663.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs.

RESIDENTIAL plumbing
436-2156

ROOFING, plumbing, tree
removal, yard mowing,
driveway sealing Call
753-2869 or 436-5895
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair 436-2811

Services
Offered

STEWART'S UpholsteryLarge selection of material
Free pickup and delivery
and free estimates 10%
discount on fabric and labor
on all items through May
31
436-5236 and
436-5280

PRICE REDUCED AGAIN
Well maintained 3 bedroom. Ph bath brick conveniently
located on Wiswell Road. Living mom, family room,
eat-In kitchen with built-in appliances, utility room,
central heat & air, fenced backyard, fruit trees, storage
building, landscaped & freshly palmed. A must ael
Owner anxious to sell. Reduced to $59,900.

1976 CHEVROLET It
ado Runs good,
good. 1968 CadlNeo Coupe
deVille, 53,000 actual
miles 474-2356.

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center. cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$36; al brands 3rd Street
Alma, Open 9-12, 1-5.
Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530

WILDEY'S Welding Portable and Shop. Hwy 121
Coldwater 489-2125.

WILL break and disk gatden also landscape, level
driveway. bushhog. Free
estimate 436-5430
WILL do plumbing and light
hauling 435-4169
WYATT Masonary brick,
block, stone or concrida,
will do any type of large or
small fobs 753-2056

•
OS
CUSTOM IMCNEN CAROMS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Typos Of.

Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by 11 BOO our
SJNBLIP, MoRRA

-

showroom
EVeac''

GARAGE doors, sales and
service Carl Bob Dial
489-2739.
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work.
436-2642.
GRASS getting away while
mechanics play? Why wait
weeks? We'll repair your
lawn/garden equipment
quickly and expertly. Midway Small Engine Repair,
492-8543

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifica24' Sea Ray Cruiser, twin tions. Call Sears 753-2310
motors, weekender. for free estimate.
$10,500. Call 436-5598 af
HANDYMAN - Carpentry,
ter 6pm.
plumbing, electrical, ma32' All Day Rambler travel sonry, roofing.
Large or
trailer. $6500 Call small jobs. Quality
work at
436-5598 after 6pm.
good prices. Free estimates. 753-1550,
52(1
evenings.
Boats
& Motors
HAULING, yard work, tree
14ft. V-bow Cherokee, removal, mowing. Free es40hp Johnson, trolling mo- timates. 759-1683.
tor, 2-batteries, 2 gas INSULATION Blown In By
tanks, Moody tilt trailer, fully Sears: TVA approved.
carpeted, sharp. 753-2707. Save on those high heating
and cooling bills. Call Sears
17ft. MARK Twain boat
753-2310 for free estimate.
walk-thru windshield with
140 OMC drive. Final drive I will haul junk: refrigera
needs repair. $1650. tors, air conditioners,
753-4389 or 753-5960.
stoves, etc. Will dean garages, etc. 436-2374.
1984 HYDRA-SPORT
17'8" 150hp Mariner motor, Jim's Hauling and County
Evinrude IM 12-24-3 bat- sanitation service for all
teries 2 Humminbird D F., your hauling around the
$6500. 435-4167.
home, yard and shop. Free
estimates. You call we
1985 GLASTRON ski boat,
haul. City or county.
1982 90hp Johnson out436-5574.
board motor. Call
753-1609.
JOES Lawncare Residential & Commercial Mowing
1988 19ft. CHEETAH Ruand Trimming. 345-2312.
nabout 165hp 1/0. $11,000
Days 753-7688, nights KITCHEN CABINET RE759-4703.
MODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors.
PONTOON boat slips for
Free estimates. Wulff's Rerent. Also, pontoon boats
for rent. For more informa- covery, Murray 436-5560.
tion call, Cypress Bay Re- LICENSED electrician.
sort, 901-232-8221.
James Gallimore electrical
service Commercial and
residential Fast, courteous
service. 759-1835
Services
Offered
MASON with 3 years exA-1 TREE Service and perience seeks employStump Removal. Spraying ment Call 435-4161.
and feeding. Also free esti- MIDWAY Small
Engine Remates. 35 years experi- pair - Service/repair all
ence. Glen Joiner owner brands lawn & garden
753-0906.
equipment. Pick-up and deAPPLIANCE SERVICE. livery, service calls, parts.
Kenmore, Westinghouse, 492-8543.
Windixrd. years experi- MOODY'S MOWGI repair
ence. Used Appliances. Pickup and delivery. All
Bobby Hopper, 436-5848. work guaranteed
BACKHOE Service - ROY 753-5668.
HILL. Junior Thom, opera- PAINTING, quality worktor. 30 years experience manship. Free estimates
Septic system, drive-ways, References Call Craig,
hauling, foundations, etc. 436-5245
759-4664.
PAINTING - residential and
BLOCK & brick & concrete commercial references
finishing. Driveways, por- and free estimates. Reaches. new foundations, and sonable rates Days
chimney and repay work. 753-4220, nights
753-5476.
753-5145
21ft. 1978 STARCRAFT
travel trailer 753-8019.

SEPTIC TANK
INSTALLATION
Trenching & Boring

Gene Steely
Daddies Service
753-6156
492-8529

Now that we are entering our "garage 'sale season"
we want you to be informed on our policies.
We do work 2 days,In advance to belie! -serve
you. Deadlines are 3P.M. Mon.-Fri. and 10A.M.
on Sat. Yard sales do have to be paid in advance
and are $7.50 per day.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
.the

y
Ledger & Times

classified' department.

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Phone
Tu
r
Murray, Ky
753-257 1
st4

14 a110,04,AE

Rick's Home Improvement & Electric
Specializing In
REMODELING ALL REPAIRS.._ELECTRICAL
NO JOB TOO SMALL

437-4455

STOMn

DIAL CONSTRUCTION
4Ftir
No Jotr -Too Small'
Remodeling,

436-5272

Poison Control

753-7588
Gentry Painting Co

Decks, Garages:& Additions
489-2739

Murray-Made Windows - Siding-Fencing
Downspouts d Gutters - Shutters
AiurrNnum S,d,ng Solar Screens
Call Us Today!
JERier .4 TA/N.% d 4.SISWC/A TE.

Ili

121 By-Pass

753-84U

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

753-6952

Phone 435-4268
Wm Canty
RI, 4555 1774, Islurroy, Ky 42071

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

762-1100

McClure's
Tropical Fish
759-9513

753-1916

Monda-Frida 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturda 8 a7 m.-12p.m.

To place your ad
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Used
Throb

TREE trimming and brush
removal Also handyman
work, dock repair and
inboard/outboard repair
Service calls 436-2502

SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60ft aerial trucks arid brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost. Free estimates without obligation
Day or rine, 753-5484.

call:
1989 CUSTOM conversion.
van 9500 actual miles, excellent condition. 14ft Jon
boat and trailer, swivel
seats and carpet. 753-3004
after 5pm

Phone 753-7566

Services
°tiered

Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior

run
753-3321

530

Services
Offered

Fresh On The Market
Very neat 3 BR home at beautiful edgewood
location only 41/2 miles from town. A great buy at
888,500.

00

/((ottterrfi°.-L_

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222
..
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Politicians taking over Germany's unification

Codie L. Darnell
Codie L Darnell, 72, Ri. 1, Farmington, Coldwater community,
died Sunday at 7 Lm. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
A retired farmer and construction worker, he was an Army veteran of World War II and a member
of Coldwater Church of Christ.
Born Dec. 24, 1917, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Tom Darnall and Josie Jones
Darnall.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Daisy Hopkins Darnell, to whom
he was married on April 12, 1936;
one daughter, Mrs. Judith Ainley
and husband, Jerry, and one granddaughter, Miss Missy Ainley, all of
Rt. 1, Mayfield, Coldwater community; one sister, Mrs. Lola
Smith, Rt. 1, Farmington; three

Joseph Earl
Curtsinger

L

The funeral Mass for Joseph Earl
Curtsinger was Saturday at 11 a.m.
at St. Joseph Catholic Church,
Ma)field, where he was a member.
Pallbearers were Phillip Curtsinger, Michael Curtsinger, Ricky
Curtsinger, Alan Curtsinger, Russell Garland and David Garland.
Burial was in St. Jerome Cathollc Church Cemetery, Fancy Farm,
h,arrangements by Brown FunHome of Mayfield.
Nlr Curtsinger, 61, of 606 South
St:,..ort0 SL, Mayfield, died Thursday at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
He was a retiree of Martin Marietta. He was preceded in death by
his parents, Prentice and Varah
Robb Curtsinger; one sister, Beatrice Ballard; and one brother, Lynda! .Curtsinger.
.S•,:rvivors are his wife, Mrs.
M. Curtsinger; three daught, • Mrs. Terry Reddick, Mrs.
\;rea Winstead and Mrs. Lisa
all of Mayfield; two sons,
Curtsinger, Murray, and Steve
Nashville, Tenn.; two
Mrs. Mary Lou Curtsinger,
Nlayfield, and Mrs. Margie Garland. Murray; four brothers, Ross
Cusinger, Fancy Farm, Robert
Curtsinger, Benton, and Gerald
Curtsinger and Paul Curtsinger,
Detroit. Mich.; seven grandchildren: one great-grandchild.

brothers, Herman Darnell and Hess
Darnell, Ri I, Farmington, and
Herbert Darnell, Ohio.
Services will be Tuesday at I
p.m. in the chapel of BlalocrColeman Funeral Home. Dan Sikes
and John Dale wil! officiate.
Burial will follow in Coldwater
Church of Christ Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Mrs. Lorena Morgan, 80, of Ri.
1, Russellville, died Sunday at
Medco Center Nursing Home,
Owensboro.
Born Sept. 15, 1909, near Russellville, she was the daughter of
the late Robert and Lennie
Williams.
Her husband, Theodore Morgan,
died May 18, 1967.
Survivors are three daughters,
Mrs. Reid (Virginia) Hale, Murray,
Mrs. Earl (Joan) Croslin, Russellville, and,. Mrs. George (Eleanor)
Hunt, Owensboro; two sons, Bobby
Morgan, Russellville, and Marion
Morgan, Madisonville.
Also surviving are several grandchildren and great-grandchildren
including Ms. Wayne (Susan)
Blackford, Murray, and Mrs. Joe
(Kaye) Doran, Cincinnati, Ohio.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. at Red Oak Grove Methodist
Church near Russellville. Burial
will follow in Red Oak Grove
Cemetery.

Mrs. Nova
Cohoon

Stock Market
Report

Pc:

Sports facts
Firestone changes*
Last rive winners of Firestone
Tournament of Champions
1999
111119
19117
1996
19116

Del Ballard Jr.
Mark Williams
Pete Weber
Marshall Hotmen
Mark VViiiiarris

9e worm Aram

Additional Information Available
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Murray, Ky
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Mrs. Dorotha D. Williams, 77,
Green Acres Drive, Paris, Tenn.,
was pronounced dead on arrival
just after midnight Sunday morning
at Henry County Medical Center,
Paris.
A retired employee of the the
Paris Post-Intelligencer, Paris, she
was a charter member of Chicka- •
saw Garden Club.
She was married March 19,
1936, to Percy M. Williams who
died April 22, 1978. One brother,
Charles Enoch, and one granddaughter also preceded her in
death.
Born in Murray on March 4,
1913, she was the daughter of the
late Spurgeon Enoch and Johnnye
Swann Enoch.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Jeanette Sullivan and husband, Frank III, Cocoa, Fla., and
Mrs. Julia Alice Ekjhlassi and husband, Magid, Titusville, Fla.; one
son, Jimmy Williams and wife,
Peggy, one sister, Mrs. Mabron
(Emily) Foust, and one brother,
James B. Enoch, all of Paris; six
grandchildren; one greatgrandchild.
Mrs. Williams was a member of
First Baptist Church, Paris, where
the funeral will be Tuesday at
10:30 a.m. Dr. Thomas Walker and
the Rev. Charles Orr will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Bill Williams, Michael Williams, Tommy
Enoch, Johnny Foust, Tommy
Foust and Charlie Foust. Burial
will follow in Memorial Cemetery
there.
Friends may call from 4:30 to 8
p.m. today (Monday) at Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris.

Mrs. Lorena '
Morgan

Services for Mrs. Nova Cohoon
were Sunday at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. David Brasher
officiated. Music was by Bobbie
Burkeen, Juanita Lee and-Teresa
Suiter.
Pallbearers were Joe M. Cohoon,
Barry Stokes, Ralph James Jr.,
Cliff Higginson, Jimmy Futrell and
Dan Ryan. Burial was in Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Cohoon, 88, Ri 6, Murray,
died Saturday at 12:27 alb. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors are three daughters,
Mrs. Thelma James and husband,
Ralph, Hazel Park, Mich., Mrs. Sue
Lovett and husband, Laymon, Murray, and Mrs. Jane Stokes, Rt. 6,
Prices as ot 10:00 AM
Murray; one son, Otis Dale Cohoon
and wife, Mavis, P„41ducah; two sisters, Mrs. Allene Dunn and Mrs.
Mabele Outland, Murray; two
+23.65)
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By MARK FRITZ
Associated Press Writer

EAST BERLIN — Politicians
were moving to take over the process of unifying Germany this
week after a group of technical
experts found only limited success
in meshing the economies of two
nations.
The party of West German
Chancellor Helmut Kohl lost control of the upper house of Parliament on Sunday, another serious
political jolt for Kohl's push to
quickly merge his country with
East Germany.
Expert delegations from both
Germanys over _the weekend completed the draft of a state treaty
that is to serve as a basis for an
economic, currency and social
union of the countries by July 2.
But West German government
spokesman Dieter Vogel conceded
that one of the touchiest issues of
unification — how to shift East
Germany's government-owned
property to the private sector —
has been put on the back burner.
"Negotiations will be continued
(this) week on a political level,"
Vogel said in Bonn on Sunday.
Kohl was scheduled to meet this
evening with East German Prime
Minister Lothar de Maiziere in the
first formal talks between the leaders on unification.
West German Finance Minister
Theo Waigel also planned to meet
his East German counterpart, Walter Romberg, in East Berlin today.
Details of the weekend agreement were not immediately
released, but they likely flesh out
some of the details of how West
Germany's currency will become
the currency of East Germany this
Summer.

Talks on U.S. bases begin one day
after slaying of two U.S. airmen
By EILEEN GUERRERO
Associated Press Writer

MANILA, Philippines — Negotiators began talks today on the
future of U.S. military bases in this
country, a day after suspected
Communist guerrillas shot and
killed two American servicemen
near one of the installations.
Truncheon-wielding police fired
tear gas at hundreds of anti-bases
protesters during a series of running confrontations through the
streets of the capital.
At least 42 people were arrested
and five hospitalized, witnesses
and police said. Protesters, mostly
students, retaliated by throwing
small homemade bombs at the
police.
Similar rallies were scheduled
throughout the day and security
was tight for the talks, which
opened at the Central Bank building with about 500 police on hand.
Five truckloads of riot police were
deployed in front of the main gate
at Clark Air Base because of a
planned rally against the bases later
today.
U.S. and Philippine officials had
expressed fears that the Communist
New People's Army would try to
kill Americans before the talks on
extending the lease on Clark and
Subic Bay naval base as well as
four smaller facilities. The lease is
set to expire Sept. 16, 1991.
As the talks opened, the chief
U.S. negotiator condemned the killings of two U.S. airmen near Clark
on Sunday and assailed the "banditry" of Communist rebels,
blamed by authorities for the
attack.
"This brutal and clumsy attempt
to drive a wedge between the
United States and the Philippines
will fail," said Richard Armitage,
a former assistant secretary of
defense. .
Police Capt. Gener Manguni said
it appeared the rebels were responsible for the killings because of the
style of the attack. Two or three
Filipinos approached the Americans and shot them in the back of
their heads with .45-caliber pistols,
the rebels' favored weapon in street
killings.
The dead servicemen were identified by Air Force officials as Airman John H. Raven, 19, of Delta

Junction, Alaska, and Airman
James C. Green, 20, of Craig,
Colo. A companion, Airman IC
Randall Moore, 23, managed to
escape.
They were among 280 airmen
and support personnel assigned to
the 8th Aircraft Generation Squadron on temporary duty from Kunsan Air Base, 110 miles south of
Seoul, South Korea.
Police rounded up more than 200
people for questioning in the attack
but no charges were filed.
The Navy banned off-post leave
for the 40,000 troops, Defense
Department civilians and military
dependents at U.S. installations in
the Philippines.
Eight Americans have died in
politically motivated slayings in
the Phillipines since April 1989.
On May 4, suspected rebels killed
American Marine Gunnery Sgt.
John Freddie near the Subic Bay
naval base, 50 miles west of
Manila.
The rebels made no claim of
responsibility for Sunday's killings.
But in a media statement the New
People's Army denounced the
bases talks.
"The NPA pledges that all its
territorial and unit commands, all
officers and men, will carry out
their mission to the last man if
necessary, of expelling U.S. imperialism out of our country," the
statement said.
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SPRING SPECIAL
Buy this double granite
monument for only '695
Save '155
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Comparable Savings On Other Monuments
* FREE Lettering
* FREE Choice of Design
* SHOP & Compare Our
Quality & Prices

* FREE Installation
* GUARANTEED Foundations
* WRITTEN Warranty
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furious pace of negotiations.
Richard Schroeder, head ot ihe
Social Democrat faction in Parliament, said East Germany will
accept no more "deadline pressure" in the unification process
after the July 2 economic union.
"We have established unity with
Mr. de Maiziere to throw out the
enormous deadline pressure from
the unity process," he was quoted
as saying in tlw West German
- newspaper Die Welt. His comments
were made available to other media
in advance of publication today.
Besides the issue of private
property and converting East German industries to the pnvate sector,
the superpowers still must negotiate an agreement on the strategic
future of a united Germany.
A full political union that results
in a common German government
likely will not come until late next
year.
Kohl's Christian Democratic
Union lost control of Lower Saxony state and, with that, the upper
house of Parliament.
The loss in Lower Saxony gives
the Social Democrats control of the
Bundesrat, made up of representatives from the 11 West German
states.
The lower house, the Btmdestag,
is the main lawmaking body. The
Bundesrat acts only as a ratifying
body for laws passed by the
Bundestag.
But the projected loss of seats by
Kohl's party could cause complications for his goal of quick unification. The upper house no longer
will be expected to rubber stamp
legislation needed for quick
unification.
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West Germany already has said
it will trade the East German marks
for West German minks at an equal
1-1 rate for salaries, pensions Ind
small savings accounts.
The West German newspaper
Welt am Sonmag also reported on
Sunday said that West Germany
agreed to provide more social guarantees to students and elderly
people.
But the decision to postpone
negotiations on convening fur
German property to the privity sector indicates that serious disigreement exists.
East Germany has demanded
some limits on foreign ownership
of East German property when it
becomes private.
Welt am Sonntag reported that
East Germany wanted to prevent
West Germans and foreigners from
buying up property, and instead
wanted them to only be able to
lease it until the year 2000.
The newspaper said Bonn
rejected the proposal, arguing that
it would hinder private investment
necessary to bail out East Germany's ailing economy.
Virtually all industries and property in East Germany are stateowned under the former socialist
system that will give way to.a free
market. Many Eas.t -Germans fear
they will lose control of the land
on which they live or farm.
East Germany's left-leaning
Social Democrats also are pushing
the conservative de Maiziere to
demand job protection for East
Germans and compensation for
price increases that are expected
when East Germany moves to a
free market.
Farmers and factory workers
have staged several protests in
recent weeks demanding protection
from foreign imports and unemployment that is expected as East
Germany moves to a free market.
The Social Democrats, the junior
partner in de Maiziere's coalition
government, have threatened to resign if they are dissatisfied with the
agreement.
There are signs that East Germany is seeking to slow down the
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Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities
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